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BC win prompts mob scene NCAA finish ends
By Emily Hancock
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Three BC students were arrested and an undetermined number of cars were damagedduring
the post-game celebration last
Friday night following BC's 77-68 victory overthe Indiana Hoosiers.
As soon as the game ended,
thousands of students rushed
from all parts of the campus to
the parking lot between Alumni
Stadium and the Flynn Recreation Complex to celebrate the
victory en masse.

However, celebration turned

to rioting as students started
spraying beer, breaking bottles
and jumping on cars.
According to Dean of Student
DevelopmentRobert Sherwood,

ken windows to a torn-offpickup
cab roof and a beer can thrown
through the window of a BCPD
cruiser.
Friday afternoon Sherwood

rewarding season

said BCPD had banned all television cameras from campus in
an attempt to prevent outrageous
student behavior. However,
members of the Boston media
were present in the Plex lot and
certain Mods despite the BCPD
University disciplinary proceedban.
BCPD placed extraofficers on
ings.
Sherwood said an estimated duty Friday, and Boston Police
ten vehicles weresubject to damunits were also present to mainage, ranging fromdents and brotain a semblanceof order.
one student was arrested for
shooting bottle rockets into the
crowd, and two students were
arrested on charges of disorderly
conduct. All three will face
charges in court in addition to

Events raise funds for AIDS

Gerrod Abram and Malcom Huckaby savor their win over
Indiana last Friday in Miami.

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR/BECKY YANG

AIDS Benefit Dance 1994 committee members(L to R) Geoff Meek,Kirn Ochs, Nina Jung,
Dave Deßosa, Sarah MacKay, Dan Prather and Dave Card, with Patrick Murphy (center),
founder of the For the Love of Life Foundation, the dance beneficiary.
by Patrick Murphy, exists to
Dance last Friday. Over 250 stuBy Emily Hancock
dents and administrators atgrant the wishes of persons dyHEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR
tended the event, which benefited ing from the AIDS virus.
Almost $5000 was raised at the For theLove ofLife FoundaGeoff Meek, A&S '94, who
the second-annualAIDS Benefit tion. The organization, founded co-founded the dance last year

BC Retreat inspires unity
By Jennifer Crawford
HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

BC students and administrators gathered this weekend in an
effort to increase awareness of
diversityissues on campus at the
annual multiculturalretreat.
Approximately 40 students
and eight administrators gathered at the warren Center in

entire student body.
He said, "Students need to be
The president-electadvocated educated, and what a better way
greatermulticultural integration to do if than having a core curcorecunfculum.^,.

recpiaremeht?''

Ashton, MA;"to discuss various
of multiculturalism on
campus,among themracismand
how different cultures are built
into the core curriculum.
Tara McGrath, A&S '95, said,
"We discussedracism in classes
and stereotypes in groups on
aspects

campus."

r

~^
ticipating in the

McGrath said students par-

retreat vocalized individual goalsin spreadingdiversitythroughout campus.

She also said many students
felt instructors needed to know
that diversity is desired in the
classroom.
"We need to get different
groups ofpeople involved,"she
said.
UGBC president-elect Will
Dorcena suggested holding not
just one retreat per year, but a Students at themulticultural retreat took time out from
retreat series to be open to the diversity trainingto cheer the Eagles to victory last Friday.

TheEaglesteams have had a roller-coaster
spring, with the tremendous season finish of the
basketball team and the resignation of head
football coach Tom Coughlin. And, amid the
NCAA hoop-la, head hockey coach Steve
Cedorchuk resigned despite the upset Beanpot
victory in February.
See stories, page 21.
with Dave Deßosa, A&S '94,
said the Foundation was chosen

as the beneficiary because its
goal of service to those with
AIDS corresponds to the BC Jesuit philosophy ofservice to others. The money donated to For
the Love of Life will go strictly
toward granting the wishes of
AIDS patients, rather than AIDS
research or education.
Review of AIDS fundraiser,
"The Dead are Dancing"
performance, page 27.

"I think the dance went really,
really, well," Meek said. "We
thought ourbiggest obstaclewas
the [BC-Indiana basketball]
game, but it endedup being practically an asset."
Students at the dance gathered
around a television set in the
Honors Library in Gasson Hall
to watch the game.
An exhibit featuring pictures
of AIDS sufferers and their
wishes, which were granted by
the For the Love ofLife Founda-

After the game, attendees
danced across the hall in Gasson
100 to the sounds of BC bOp!
Meek noted that the proceeds
from the dance did not reach the
$6000 goal in part because the
committee decided to allocate
moremoney to improve the quality of the event in an effort to
establish it as an annual BC gala.
"We wantto implant the dance
in the psyche of the community,"
Meek said. With this in mind,
the committeedecided to sell tshirts with the design shown on
the posters around campus. Tshirts can stillbe purchasedfrom
the University Housing Office.
"We hope we've planted the
seed that will grow in years to
come," Meek said.
In addition to Deßosa and
Meek, the membersof this year's
AIDS Benefit Dance committee
include Dave Card, Hall Director; Nina Jung, CSOM '96; Sarah McKay,A&S '94; Kirn Ochs,
A&S '95;DanPrather,A&S '94.
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Boston College Dining Service

You are invited to hear

B.C.

bop!

Where?

Stuart Dining Hall

When?

March 29, 1994

Time?

8:00 PM
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Congratulations to Cecely Reardon
for winning the the $50
Suggestion Box Drawing!!

Returning to students at the Boston Collegecampus...

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL NATIONAL BARTENDING SCHOOL
PRESENTS THE...

University Bartending© Course
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Margarita Gomez wins Romero scholarship
By Diana Pisciotta
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

On the 14th anniversary of the
murder of Archbishop Oscar
Romero, Boston College presented its second Romero Scholarship to Margarita Gomez, A&S
'95.
The scholarship, established
in Romero'smemory, is awarded
annually to a BC junior of Latino
descent who best represents the
values inherent in the life and
career of Oscar Romero. The
$2000 award is applicable to tuition.
Gomez, the second recipient
of the Romero scholarship, is a
political science major, president
of the BC Film Board, a history
tutor for AHANA and an intern
in the office of Congressman
Edward Kennedy.

"OscarRomero committedhimself to education and justice, to
freeing people form repression
and poverty. His life is an inspiration to me," Gomez said.
The four finalists were Gomez.
Jen Jacobs, CSOM '95, Pablo
Koziner, A&S '95, and Angela
Wiesner, A&S '95. "These students have beenhonoredbecause
of their dedication, generosity

and what they have given to society,'* saidAcademic Vice President and Dean of Faculties William B. Neenan, SJ.
"We were so delighted this
year, because once there is two
years of a program, it is really
there. This is decidedly now a
part of the University," said Carol
Hurd Green, Arts and Sciences
deanfor the Class of '96 and the

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Former Boston College student ChristopherArcher Was arrested for trespassing and removed from CajrapUs Saturday
night after the BC Police Department receivedan anonymous
callthatArcher was at a party in
a Hillsides apartment.
In the spring of 1993, Archer
was convicted along with two
other men for raping a mentally
retarded teenagerin Gleaßidge,
NJ. The woman had an IQ of64
and was estimated to have the
socialskillsofan eight-year-old.
According toreports, prosecutors also contended that Archer
sexually assaultedand "brutally
beat" aBC femalewhile he was
enrolled here in 1990.
Dean for Student Develop-

Salvador.
Vivian Perez, the evening's
Master of Ceremonies, credited
concerned BC students for the
creationof the scholarship. "The

Romero, the Archbishop of El
SalvadorandaNobelPeace Prize

pressed.

nominee; was murdered while
celebrating evening mass on
March 24, 1980. An advocateof
human rights and social change,
as well as an inspiring figure to
the workers and peasants of El
Salvador, Romero was most
likely slainby the military he so

The Oscar Romero Scholar-

ship Committee is composed of
BC faculty, students, adminis-

Jesuits and cochaired by John A. Dinneen, SJ,
assistant director of Development, and Richard Escobar, associate director of AHANA and
International Admissions.
trators, and

strongly opposed.
"He had stood for and was a
voice for the repressed and the
poor. He spoke out against the
military. He was joined with the
poor of El Salvador as their

absence from the University.
However, BC has also issued
Archer a written.trespass notice
banning him from campus until
he is cleared by ODSD to reenroll in the University.
Sherwood saidArcher has not
filed such an application.
BCPD Lt. Thomas M. King
said that after a female caller
reported seeing Archer at a party.

he was arrested for violating a
writtentrespass warning and was
removed from campus by officers.
Archer was released on bail
Saturday night, and scheduledto
appearat anarraignmentincourt
on Monday,March 28.

HeightsEditorBrian Mcßrearity
contributed to thisreport.

Affairs," Perez said.
After the award presentation,
there werea number of cultural

like Romero, is considered a
voice of theLatin American op-

said.

ment Robert Sherwood said Archer is on a voluntary leave of

Oscar Romero Scholarship came
into existence due to the efforts
of a number of students in the
Organization ofLatin American

Spanish performances, many focusing on the commemoration
of Romero. A group of BC students performed a song composed in honor of Romero, accompanied by a slide show.
Other performances included
Spanish dance, Latin and Andean
music, and Mexican folk dances.
The Latin music revolved around
poems by Pablo Neruda, who,

scholarship selection coordinator.
"Oscar Romero's spirit rises
and rejoices on evenings like this
with the spirit of the students
who are being honored," Assistant Chaplain Kerry Maloney

Archer arrested at
BC for trespassing
By Emily Hancock

Bishop," Maloney said.
Despite numerous threats to
his life, Romero continually
fought for therights of the people
and the end to violence in El

Throughout the evening, the

words of Romero were invoked
as a reminder of the manner in
which dedication to justice can
change the face of the world.
Romero once said, "If God acHEIGHTS STAFF PHOTCVMARVirr CHOW

Academic Vice President and Dean of Faculties William B.
Neenan, SJ, presents the Romero scholarship to Margarita
Gomez, A&S '95.

cepts the sacrifice of my life, my
hope is that my bloodwill be like

a seed of liberty and a sign that
our hopes will soon become a
reality."

Quinn to receive senate award
By Philip Dujardin
HEIGHTS STAFF

The UGBC senate discussed
the Bald Eagle Award Dinner,
which is set for Sunday, April
17. SenatorBrian DiMattia, A&S
'96, said, "The senate, along with
the Alumni Association, gives
the awardto an alumnus who has
taken what he or she learned at
BC in the Jesuit Spirit and has
used it to better the community."
The first recipient of theaward
was the late Thomas P. "Tip"
O'Neill in 1987. This year's recipient will be Robert Quinn,
former attorney general of Massachusetts.
In other business, the senate
passed a resolution yesterday to
help fund an advertisement in

The Heights for True Colors, the
Asian Caucus magazine, which
aims to promote multi-

allocated for in the Asian Caucus annual budget. The senate
itself only has a $1,788 budget
culturalism. The senate decided and therefore does not have the
to give the group $ 100after they
funds to "support more clubs.
had appealedthe senate'srefusal
Officals of the club said True
to support the publication the Colors needs funds, in part to
week before.
advertise for more submissions
The senate decided to fund the within the next two weeks, be$ 100the Asian Caucus asked for, cause the magazine does not curby using part of the $400 it had rently have enough articles. The
original deadline was March 18.
previously allocated to the UniMichael Pizarro, A&S '96,
versity and Academic Affairs
Committee (UNA) for its vice president of the Philippine
"Scavanger Hunt," which will Society, said "[The magazine] is
be held on Saturday, April 16.
in the making now. We are still
According to senator Mike accepting articles."
Hurley, A&S '94, chair of the
The senate suggested that in
senate finance committee, the the future, True Colors should
third issue of True Colors had create a bill requesting money so
not received the requested $300 that the senate could vote to rebecause the literary magazine is allocate its funds.

Voices from the Plex Lot

by Becky Yang and Mike Laureno

What would you have done ifBC had beaten Florida?

Kristen Doherty, Karen Gump, Jenna
Bosworth, Eamonn
Marisa Lidecis,
Brette Geiselman &
Gill, Melanie
Ouellette
& Eric
Joanna Murray,

Melissa Foley &
Amy Solomon,
SON 96

Jessica Ruffen & ?
Shayne Jackson,
A&S '95

.

Rob Zdunczyk &
Tom Murray,
A&S '£4

Seammons,

"Camped out for
Final Four tickets."

"Jumped out of a
Walsh window."

"We can't say-it's

"WeMgoto

not appropriate."

Disneyland."

"Sumo wrestle
with Dametri Hill."
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Service advocates taking action to end violence
homosexuals to the violence of
apartheid-ridden South Africa
and the war-zone-like state of
streets in America. In addition to
discussing the problem of violence, there was also a consideration of possible solutions.
Paul Hezel,A&S '94, reading
from the writings of Riane Eisler,
stressed the need for people to
come together and "live in partnership" in order to deal with
and solve the problem of vio-

By Amy Gunderson
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Violence throughout the world
was the subject of "Violence
Among Us," a prayer service held
Wednesday night at St. Mary's
Chapel. The service focused on
hope and healing and was wellattended by students and members of the BC community.
A wide range of issues were
addressed at the service, from
sexual abuse and crimes against

SUHIIHGI* 3l
'\u25a0»«^

M

or confronted with the violent
nature of our society. Kathy
Clair-Hayes, GA&S/GSSW '96
and director of the Women's

Resource Center, told of her experience working in a women
and children's shelter in Juneau,
Alaska. "[We] need to make a
commitment to change domestic
violence everywhere," she said.
Robert Izar, A&S '97, told of
a recent instance when he was
directly confronted with racism.
Izar said thatbecause ofhis skin
color, he was accused of stealing

something from the trunk of a
nearby car. After repeatedly denying any involvement in the
incident, he was still subject to
careful observation by his accuser to see if he was hiding
anything in his pockets or bag.
At the end of the service, the
participants lighted candles to
symbolize BC's unity and commitment to ending violence.

lence.

,

_»

The reading also expressed
that, in addition to having faith,
people need to work actively to
counteract violence.
Other students told of specific
experiences during which they
have been affected by violence

Session I

?

Session II

?

?
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and application:
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BCPD Lt. Margaret Connolly was one speaker at last Wednesday's "Violence Among Us"
prayer service at St. Mary's Chapel.

Special

Student Airfares
31

more Schools
than you. were

It's every^^

you "wartt to heZ
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Peer Educators to focus on drug & sexual issues
By Christopher Stephen
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

In an attempt to create a more
comfortableand accessiblearena
for student questions and concerns to be addressed,theOffice
of the Dean for Student Development (ODSD) has undertaken
the task of organizing the Peer
Education Network.
Under the guidance of ODSD
Assistant Dean for Alcohol and
Drug
Education, Judith
Robinson, the new program will
consist of student facilitators
who will concentrate on five

major issues: AIDS Awareness,
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Concerns, Alcohol & Drug Use and
Abuse, Sexual Assault and Date
Rape ("When No Means No"
performers).
"The Peer Education Network
is an extension of the H.E. A.R.T.
group," Robinson said, in reference to the four-year-old alcohol
education program. "You can't
look at AIDS or sexual assault or
date rape without looking at alcohol and drug abuse also."
Nancy Maitland, a BC graduate student and intern in the Office ofAlcohol and Drug Educa-

tion, has been the driving force
behind instituting this new program. "What we want to do is
tell students that they haven't
heard everything about these
social issues before," Maitland
said. "This will be an education
and awarenessfocused groupthat
will give students factsand ways
to handle their situation."
Maitland admitted that the
subjects covered by the peereducators are not the most popular
to talk about,however, she said,
it is necessary to discuss them.
"That is what this organization
is all about; coming together so

students won't feel so alone,"
Maitland said.
"[The Network] is all about
choices," Maitland said. "We

have administrators available if
that is what the student prefers.
However,peer input, especially
from peers who are learned in
that area of concern, are extremely beneficial."
"Your peers have the most influence on you when you are
seeking advice and/or help,"
Robinson said. "Students are
away from home, some for the
first time, and doing a lot of
growing up in four years. They

have to deal with problems outside of the family environment.
We want to help make up for that

deficiency."
Robinson likened the college
years to a camera and lens. "It is
a time when you get out of focus
to see new things, then eventually get focused on what you
wantto do. We want to be here to
help."
Applications to the Peer Education Network are available in
ODSD office, McElroy 233, and
in the Alcohol and Drug Education Office, O'Connell House
109. All are due by April 4.

Falvey: One Eagle ready to fly
By Philip Dujardin
HEIGHTS STAFF

On a clear, brisk Saturday

aflast November, Brian
Falvey, CSOM '94, stood under
the goal posts at Notre Dame
Stadiumas David Gordon'skick
sailed through to clinch the upset over the number-one-ranked
Irish. This February, as the
ternoon

Eagles took the Beanpot in the
Boston Garden over numbertwo-ranked Harvard, Falvey
joined the victory celebration on
the ice. Brian Falvey is arguably
BC's number-one fan. Falvey is
an Eagle mascot.
Falvey sits on the bedroom
floor of his Mod in maroon and
gold wearing a BC baseball cap,
BC sweatshirt and BC shorts.

On the wall is a picture of a
soaring eagle. Beside it hangs a
framed photo, entitled "Down

Goes #1 (again)," which appeared on the cover of Sports
Illustrated following the Notre

Dame upset.
"The Gordonkick was the best
day of my life," said Falvey, who
will be graduating in May (the
other Eagle mascot is not a senior) and will attend BC Law in

the fall.
Since becoming one of the two
Eagles last April at the mascot

tryouts, Falvey has experienced

glorious moments throughout a
year in which Boston College
Athletics haveachieved success.
Referring to the Beanpot, Falvey

said he fulfilled a childhood
dream. "Skating in the [Boston]
Garden was a blast. Playing
hockey in the Boston area all my
life, it was always my goal to
skate in the Garden."
Falvey also makes his appearance at many smaller functions
in which he knows his presence
is appreciated just as much, if
not more, than big sporting
events. Besides being at men's
football, basketball and hockey
games, the Eagle also appears at

women'sbasketball and hockey
games,where the crowd usually
numbers around 50.
"The women athletesworkjust
as hard as anyone else, and get
far less support from the fans,"
Falvey said. "When I go to one
of their games, I'm not only one
more fan, I'm a big deal to them."
Falvey also feels more a part

of the team when he appears at
women's games, as if he is working together with the team toward the same goal. In between
periods at one of the hockey
games, the Eagle was allowed to
go into the locker room to fire up
the team. "That is something that
would never happen in men's
basketball or football," he said.
Falvey tried out for the Eagle
last April because he felt he had
something to offer Boston Collegethrough his school spirit and
creativity. "Every year when I'd
go to games and watch the other

Despite, page 34

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAM LEVASSEUR

The mask comes off: Brian Falvey, CSOM '94, one of the two
Eagle mascots will be graduating this year.
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5:00-6:00 PM, Career Center

Wherever you'll be this summer, you'll want to do more for yourself
than sip lemonade and take dips in the pool.
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"Next month:~

International Careers Forum

Scott Habeeb
Legal Assistant
Ropes & Grey
Law Firm

If you've been wondering what area of law you might like to
work in, or you'd like some advice from professionals in the
field, you won't want to miss this discussion.

DON'T FORGET:
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..«.,.»*
This is a great way to come up with
ideas for summer plans,
which will pay off later on in your futurel

Next. Workshop-. Mondau. April 11: 1:00-2:00 PM
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Brendan Callanan
Chief Probation Officer
Massachusetts
Trial Court
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12:00-1:00 PM
Career Center Internship Office
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Saturday, April 9; 9:30 AM-4:45 PM
College of Liberal Arts, Boston University
675 Commonwealth Avenue
Come for information on careers in International law, banking &
finance, gov't, (diplomacy, foreign service, etc.), trade, media,
environment, non profit...etc. For more information, call 482-4587.

We need new volunteer members for our Career Assistant Team!
Help students in their career planning, and develop valuable writing and public speaking skills
for yourself. You'll run resume/cover letter writing workshops & interview skills workshops,
and critique resumes. Come by Room 101 for your application. Deadline is April 15.
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Selfish thinking root of
housing nightmares
To the Editor:

The recent letter concerning
the young woman who was being ostracized from her social
groupbecause she had drawn a
low lottery number merits response. The writer goes on to
say in essence, isn't it a shame
we have such a horrible system
for room choosing that ruins
friendships. Hold on just one
minute! Perhaps the system
could be improved upon, but is
this really a case of the system
being at fault; or was the cause

As the basketball team continued traveling down the road to the
Final Four, the celebrations on campus also roared to new heights.
Many years had elapsed since Boston College last appeared on the
tournament brackets, Coach Jim O'Brien's future was uncertain,
and the four graduating seniors were playing their final games
donned in marroon and gold. The intense drama inspired fans to
display their faith and allegience to the soaring Eagles. Students
rallied behind the team to show their support,
allowing the festivities to begin.
And that they did, but too much so. According to the Office of
the Dean for Student Development, three students were arrested
Friday night for celebration-related activities. The crowd damaged
approximately ten automobiles, including a police cruiser, which
was defaced by a thrown beer can.
Students have a right to revel in their basketball team's thrilling
last-second victories, defeating formidable foes to fend off
dreaded elimination yet one more round. Such emotional outpourings tangibly demonstrate University support for the Eagles.
However, the student reactions of Friday night far exceeded the
bounds of innocent rejoicing into the realm of riot. When glass
bottles and bottle rockects began soaring through the air, the
safety of the crowd fell into jeopardy. The primary responsibility
of a cheering crowd is respecting the safety and property of fellow
members of the community?we are all on the same team.
The after-effects of the drunken masses remained strewn across
the Plex parking lot throughout the weekend. The congregation
had retreated back to its respective dorms, littering the pavement
with broken glass, crushed cans, and dented fenders, to say the
least. An unbridled spree causing thousands of dollars worth of
damage is an unwarranted, indeed, unfitting response to atheletic
achievement. Such displays only perpetuate the undesirable and
untrue label of Boston College as an alcohol-drenched party

school.
Part of maturity is learning to be responsible and to consider the
consequences of actions. This weekend the partiers failed to uphold the moral integrity demanded of college undergraduates.
The destructive, violent actions of Friday night will affect the
entire student body, prompting the administration to curb any
future festivities out of fear of a repeat performance. We, as students, should be able to manifest our enthusiasm without violating
civil statutes or University regulations. However if we cannot take
pride in BC without valuing the rights of classmates, we should
not and will not be allowed to share in BC enthusiasm.

complete selfishness I've ever

heard of?
Self-centered thinking is the
problem here, a probletri unfortunately many students suffer
from. But what makes me respond is the guy who is writing
the letter is unwilling to blame
the individuals. Individual responsibility is a lesson we all
must accept and recognize.

Greg Swinand
Ph.D. Economics

Patronizing review contains
unfounded criticisms
To the Editor:

Crowd's reaction tarnishes
NCAA victory celebration

of the problem really the immature display of the most petty

I felt compelled to write this
letter after reading Guillaume
Tourniaire's review of the BC
Sharps' March 17 Cafe.
Tourniaire's criticism of the song
"I Can't Help Falling in Love
with You" was unfounded and
based onerroneous assumptions.
His description of the version
performed as "an oddity for any
Elvis fan" seemed to overlook
the reason the Lick the Tins'song
(incorrectly credited to the
March Violets) was chosen. In
the spirit of St. Patrick's Day, we
thought that this particular version would be appropriate as it
reflects the Celtic roots of the
artist. Lick the Tins achieve this
feel in the song not only through
the use of traditional Irish instruments
such as the
pennywhistleand fiddle, but also
through the whimsical sound of
the female vocalist, singing, as
our soloist sung, in the upper
register, not "in falsetto."
Tourniaire believes that "a
tight choral group should sound
like an organ." In my three years
in the Sharps and in my several
arrangements for the group, I
can truthfully say that neverhave
we tried to sound predominantly
like an organ. Limiting ourselves
to the sound of one instrument
would entirely stunt our growth
as vocalists. The ideal of the a
cappella sound is to convince
the audience even for a moment
that our tone has more depth than
the merehuman voice. If "Feelin'
Groovy" did sound like a Casio
keyboard, then we succeeded in
doing our job.
I took enormous offense at
Tourniaire'sinsinuation that our

.

audience members behaved as

participants in "a junkyard
brawl." If the Sharps behaved in

a such a way, such criticism is
welcome, but to belittle and degrade our friends, family, and
fans is completely out of place in
an article supposedly reviewing
our performance. Frankly, I enjoy a performance more when
the audience is vocal andresponsive. We, as performers, exist to
entertainan audience. When that
audienceresponds to ourperformance, we know that we are doing our job.
I admit that Tourniaire's comment on our use of a single private joke was valid. However,
that joke was a minor portion of
one skit. The other skits, which
"drew fond applause from those
privileged enough to be clued
in" concerned such elitist topics
as: Chris O'Donnell, Fr. Monan,

Tanya Harding, Tom Coughlin,
and the ridiculousness of common stereotypes of Irish people.
Finally, Tourniaire makes it
rather obvious that he did not
enjoy our Cafe(the phrase "they
sounded not unlike singing cats"
is indicativeof his brand of subtle
wit). He is certainly entitled to
this opinion; we fully accept that
no group can appeal to everyone. However, I find his closing
remark "and this reviewer is
looking forward to hearing them
again" rather patronizing. I'm
sorry he did not enjoy the show,
but I wouldprefer that he present
this opinion in a well-written
article accurately portraying the
performance, instead of basing
it on unfounded beliefs and incorrect facts.

Nicole Solis
A&S '95

Female athletes ignored
in recent celebrations
To the Editor:

Certainly during this academic
year, Boston College has had
reason to rejoice in various athletic victories; yet we havefailed
to recognize and congratulate on

of the best female athletes in our
midst.
While many of us were on
Spring Break, Tiffany Young, a
tri-captain of the Boston College Track andField team, earned

All American honors in the 200
meter race, receiving the highest
honor in collegiate track andfield
events. Young, a senior, is the
first Boston College woman in
twelve years to become an All
American, and she is now one of
the six best runners in the country. She holds three records at
Boston College including the
indoor/outdoor 200 meters, the
outdoor 100 meters, and the New
England outdoor 200 meters.
As a freshman, Young was
Rookie of the Year, and as a

sophomore she was the MVP

woman athlete of Track and
Field. As well as being a successful athlete. Young is in the
School of Education with a Human Development major and
three minors. She belongs to the
Student Athlete Advisory Board,
the College Bound Mentor Program, and the Heights Boys and
Girls Club.
Most importantly, Young will
train to be a part of the 1996
Olympic Track and Field team.
Young's
accomplishments
should not be overshadowed by
football andbasketball victories.
She deserves recognition in her
own right, especially as a possible representative of our college and country in the next
Olympic games, i, for one, will
be sure to support and encourage
my BC classmate as she goesfor
the gold.

Nicole Doppke
A&S '94
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ND, NC wins

Chris Collins

compared

Putting
Things In
Perspective

To the Editor:
Asa direct reaction to theBosover North
Carolina in the NCAA basketball tournament, a comparison
between this victory and the victory of the BC football team over
Notre Dame is inevitable.
Tolook at these two great victories is to see on the surface a
wonderful yet almost frightening identicality. The leaders of
both teams, Jim O'Brien and Tom
Coughlin respectively, are both
former college stars who know
what it is like to be a player and
not just a coach. Each is of Irish
Catholicdecent and stress a work
ethic of consistency and intensity. Each being labeled as underdogs, both teams took on the
challenge with an air of optimism and confidence which
lasted throughout the entire
game. Whether it be a barrage of
ton College victory

completed passes or a series of
three-pointers, both Eagle battalions came ready to play and

wanted to prove it.
In each game, the excitement
level as well as the pressure was
high. After jumpingout to a substantial lead, the oppositionmade
a run that struck fear into all
Eagle faithfuls as well as many
of the notso faithful. Notre Dame
came storming back, scoring
touchdown after touchdown until they eventually took the lead.
Equally as inspired, the North
Carolina Tarheels fought their
way back into the game and put
themselves in a position to win.
However, the Eagle Hoopsters
were strong enough and determined enough to hold of the
Carolina attack and come away

Two

of the biggest games
in BC basketball history
wereplayed this weekend:
Friday's NCAA East regional
semi-final against Indiana, and

the subsequent regional final
against Florida.A victory in each
would have paved the wayto the
Final Four, the absolute greatest
sporting event in the world. But
hidden in the shadow of these
two monster games were Friday's
second-annual AIDS Benefit

Dance and Sunday's "The Dead

with the biggest victory in Boston College basketball history.
Similarly, the Eagles of the gridiron, with a gutsy and masterful

performance, were able to fend
off the Irish and kick a field goal
giving Boston College arguably
the greatest victory in Eagle football history.
At a glance these two games
could be considered near replicas of each other. However, each
game in all of its glory, stands
alone as an achievement separate and distinctfrom the other.
The victory over Notre Dame
provided a greatly heralded
coach, Tom Coughlin, with the
opportunity to advance his career and leave BC for professional football. Conversely, the

win over North Carolina stabilized an otherwise shaky coach-

i;ig position at BC for a much
maligned JimO'Brien. This victory basically assured his presence as coach of the Eagles for
quite some time. Coach Coughlin
only heard praise before and after the game, whereas Jim
O'Brien was under thegun from
thevery start. The football Eagles
were also coming off of a huge
winning streak when they took
on the Irish. Conversely, thebasketball team was coming off of a
two game losing streak, including a complete debacle of the
Georgetown contest. They went
into the game fighting not only
the tremendous talent of the
Tarheels, but.also a very demanding and critical news media in

Boston.
Although equally as a spectacular a win, and worthy of all

Are Dancing," an artistic festithe praise and glory, the Eagle val benefiting AIDS research.
That all four of these events
victory over Notre Dame did not
tookplace in the span of 72 hours
allow for a shot at the national
title. However, by defeating was either terribly unfortunate
or wonderfully appropriate, deNorth Carolina in what is considered to be the greatest upset pending on one's perspective.
The terribly unfortunate perof the 1993-94 NCAA basketball season, the Eagles catapulted spective holds that because of
themselves in to a position from the campus-wide interest in the
where they were in control of NCAA tournament games, intheir own destiny. Coach Jim terest in the two AIDS benefit
O'Brien and his Boston College events suffered (and to a lesser
Eagles made a spectacular and degree, vice-versa). But the wonvaliant run for the National derfully appropriateperspective
Championship. Despite falling realizes that yesterday's loss to
short against Florida, the Eagles
was just a game, and
proved themselves to an entire Florida
nothing could serve a better recountry and will deservingly be
minder of that than two tremenrememberedfor their tremedous
contribution to March Madness. dous events dedicated to the
cause of HIV-AIDS.
Both the Benefit Dance and
Patrick C. McCormack
the"concert extravaganza,"as it
A&S '95
was billed, were first-class all
the way. Combining the efforts
of overtwo hundred studentperformers andplanners, each event
nating. Many who are aware of was a testament to what a dedithe halving are actually discourcated group of students can acaged from donating as they feel complish. More importantly,
it is simply throwing money however,each was a reminderof
away. This is a secondary, but how valuable life is, especially
perhaps more harmful result of
when the threat of AIDS surthe current point drive policy.
The Dining Servicepoint drive rounds us.
There werea lot of long faces
policy is an inane, poorly deon
this campus come 4:00 yesvised plan that flies in the face of
the ideals of BC. I am saddened terday afternoon. Travel plans
had been made to Charlotte, stuby the tens of thousands of doldents were poised to camp out
lars withheld from volunteer orall night for tickets, the BC poganizations by BCDS. I challenge them to end this policy and lice were bracing for another

Defaced posters challenge Point drive policy unfair
the
feminist movement
I would like call the
To

To the Editor:

This letter is write in response
the defacing of two posters in
the second floor of McElroy
Women's Bathroom. The first
poster was informing the Boston
College Community of a prayer
service being held entitled "Violence Among Us: A Prayer Service for Hope and Healing." The
prayer service is something for
the BC campus to come together
as a community and address the
problem of violence, ranging
from sexual assaults to random
acts of violence against women
and men. Yet someone felt the
need to anonymously write on
the poster: "The only violence
among us is that which feminists
inflict upon men and women who
wontt conform" (misspellings
are that of the author). The second poster was an advertisement
for Take Back the Night, a night
to

where we reclaim the right to
walk safely down our streets and
on our campus, and where we
honor thosewomen whodid not
have that freedom. The poster
was made to read, "Unite for
male bashing, Take Back the
Night, AKA: Feminists fear
Mongering" (Spelling and grammar again that of the author).
If this person whofelt the overwhelming urge to deface these
posters is so convinced of his/
her stance, we urge them to come

to

atten-

forward and answer a few of our tion of the Boston College stuquestions. What violence do dent body to a disgrace of Bosfeminists inflict upon men? What ton College Dining Service's
violence do feminists inflict upon design. As patrons ofBCDS I'm
women who refuse to conform? sure all of you share my wonder
What is so threatening about a at BCDS' interpretation of our
healing service and uniting to best interests, but you cannot
try and end the violence? If it imagine my astonishment when
were not for the foremothers of I learned of the dining services'
feminism, women would not be policy regarding point drives. It
here at BC, women would not be has come to my attention that all
Boston College volunteer orgamaking seventy cents to the dollar to that of which men make, nizations who conduct point
rape would not be a punishable drives (Appalachia Volunteers,
crime, there wouldbe no female Jamaica Volunteers, 4 Boston,
etc..) are denied one half of all
authors and many other privileges that we as womenfind it so donations they solicit from stueasy to take for granted today dents with meal cards. This fifty
would not exist. All that femipercent goes to the not-so-charinists are trying to do is help make table organization of BCDS for
this a safe world for feminists. the allegedpurpose of purchasWomen need not be socially, ecoing the unused food and(I would
nomically and politically dealso suppose) for the labor ingraded by our patriarchal systensive job of processing donatem. Before we get defensive and
tion slips. This long established
try to resist change, we should policy must be discontinued.
remember to really look at and
examine that which we are trying to defend.
Tica Rancich, GSSW '95
Kathy Clair-Hayes, GSSW/

GA&S '95

Priya Batra, Brenda Crudo,
Sharon Daura, A&S '94
Elisa Lopez, Lynn Beth

Mitchell,Kristen Nicolella,
A&S '95
Dana Bras, SOE '95
Sara Garofalo, A&S '96

It absolutely astounds me that
the BCDS would have a policy
that counters so directly what I
consider to be the greatest feature of Boston College:
volunteerism among the student
body. The hundreds of students
who partake in volunteerorganizations are clearly denied tremendous amounts of money
which could greatly assist them

in their charitable endeavors.
Furthermore, thousands more are
denied theirfull privilege of do-

Letters

The Heights is printed
on 100% recycled paper.

Editor:

to the

give Appalachia, Jamaica, 4Bos-

post-game celebration, and a

Belize and all other voluncertain Heights columnist was
teers what they've honorably contemplating possible reasons
earned.
to root against Duke.
I'd like to conclude with a
But none of it was necessary.
general thank you to all students BC simply didn't play as well
at BC who, regardless of the
down stretch against the Gators
BCDS policy, have supported as they had in three previous
myself and so many other volunwins, and Florida came out on
teers for so many years in all of top. It was that simple. Sure, it
our work.
was terribly disappointing to lose
David O'Toole a gamethatBC veryeasily could
ton,

A&S

'94

Corrections:
In the story on new ID's that
appeared on the March 21,
Joseph Harrington was mistakenly identified. He is a senior microcomputer technician. In that same issue, the
photo on page three should
have been credited to Lordy
and Dame, Inc. The headline
for the Jamaica Experience
article was confused with another story.

Editor Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year of graduation, and phone number
(for verification purposes only).
The editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.

have won, but in the big picture
wasn't nice just to enjoy the ride
while it lasted?
That was the lesson of this
weekend. As one friend said to
me at "The Dead Are Dancing"
Sunday night, "The loss today is
just a game. This event here is

about the game of life."
She may have been a bit trite,
but she was right nonetheless.
Though the wins are very nice
(trust me, it hurt to cancel my
reservationto Charlotte),they're
not all that matter. The people
whocontributed to the weekend's
AIDS benefits know this. The
huge crowd of fans that greeted
the team bus after yesterday's
defeat know this. Jim O'Brien
and his players know this.
We should all celebrate the
fact that O'Brien and the hoop
team went as far as they did. And
that we wereallfortunate enough
to enjoy it.
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Lee addresses trials of Chinese garment workers
By Mamatha Medarametla
FOR THE HEIGHTS

An old Chinese proverb says,
"Those who drink water should
remember who dug the well." At
a meeting hosted by the Asian
Caucus last Tuesday, Suzanne
Lee, chair of the Chinese Progressive Association (CPA),
spoke about the rights of Chinese immigrant garment workers.
She remindedthose present of
the struggles these workersfaced
in obtaining the financial support of the Massachusetts Commonwealth to provide unemployment benefits and job retraining
programs.
Lee explained that garment
work is demanding and harsh
because it is seasonal and workers are paid in pieces of material.
Overthe past two decades, the
garment industry has declined in
the U.S. due to American industries relocating overseas and

J

manufacturing the products there
at a cheaper rate.
When the P&L and Beverly

Rose garment factories in Massachusetts closed, nearly 90 percent of the people laid-off were
Chinese female immigrants,
many of whom could not speak
English and did not know how to
apply for work contracts to find
other jobs.
In 1977, when Lee, the daughter of a garment worker, saw her
community falling apart as a result of industry relocation, she
started the CPA, an organization
she called "the only grass-roots
organization formed by theworking people."
Through the CPA, the unemployed workers were provided
with verbal and written translation services.

funds and provide

temporary

health insurance.
When the government did not
respond, 200 Chinese garment
women rallied in front of the
State House with CPA activists
and students on May 23, 1986.
In time, the State gave into the
demands, and one year later the

unemployed garment workers
completed job retraining programs and entered into new in-

is to educate individuals about
their rights and the opportunities open to them.
Lee, a bilingual teacher since

dustries.
Lee said that today the CPA
and other garment worker committees act as a safety net for
unemployed Chinese individuals and that the focus of the CPA

1974 for the Boston Public
School system, also supervises curriculum teaching issuesfor 10
anguages from kindergarten
through grade 12.

Lecturer discusses papacy
By Rosemary Ford
HEIGHTS STAFF

As the Candelmas lecturer
sponsored by the Humanities
Series, Peter Hebblethwaite, a
well-known English journalist
and Vatican analyst, spoke
Wednesdaynight about the election of the next pope.
Hebblethwaite,who is areporter

In 1986, with the support of
the CPA, the garment workers for The National Catholic Reformed their own committeeand porter and The London Tablet,
mentionedCarlo Maria Martini,
demanded that the CommonSJ, Cardinal of Milan, Italy and
wealth release job retraining

SEPTEMBER RENTALS

Nigerian Cardinal Francis

In his lecture "The Next Conclave," Hebblethwaite,a former
Jesuit, discussed how conclaves
in the past have elected new
popes and why he thinks Martini, a Jesuit, and Arindze have
good chances going into the election. No Jesuit has ever been a
pope.
Asked to speculate what
Martini's election would mean,
Hebblethwaitepredicted areconsideration of the Church's position on birth control and closer
ties between Catholics, other
Christians and Jews.
The conclave is the meeting in
which the Roman Catholic
Church College of Cardinals
elects the pope.

Arindze, who is also current
president of the PontificateCommittee for Dialogue with Other
Religions, as possible hopefuls
in the next papal election.
Having written the biographies
for both Pope John XXIII and
Pope Paul XI, Hebblethwaiteis
considered an authority on the
workings of the Vatican.
Although John Paul 11, the
current pope, is said to be in
good health, people are looking
to the future and discussing who

will replace him when his paends.
Hebblethwaitesaid, "[The cardinals elect] a holy father, not an

pacy

eternal one."
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Euthanasia topic of recent debate
By Rebecca Marlis
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Active Euthanasia, Dr. Jack
Kevorkian?the Michigan-based
doctorwhoassisted over20 suicides?and the modern medical
profession'sresponsibility were
among the pertinent issues addressed at the forum "Suicide,
Kevorkian, and You: Will it
Work?" last Thursday.
Walsh Professor of Bioethics
John J. Paris, SJ, moderated the
evening's discussion, firing
questions and informationabout
suicide to an audience of ap-

proximately50 students.
The program was sponsored
by the theology department, directed by John Darr, assistant
professor in theology and director of Undergraduate Studies.
"I thought the lecture went
very well."Darr said. "The way
[Paris] interactswith the students
is great. He forces them to make
decisionsand then to back them
up. His teaching is very Socratic.
It is a talentand forces the students to pay attention."
After a brief introduction.

Leßoeuf said no, because of Kevorkian is a perfect example
his suicidal tendencies and the of letting the patient maintain
fact that liver transplants are his or her autonomy."
scarce and there are other paIn a separate interview,
Shapiro later said, "I disagree
tients who may need it.
Paris inquired, "How do we with Kevorkian's style. I don't
know his thought, 'I want to die,' think 1 could everkill someone.
isn't because he is depressed?" I don'tcondemn that somepeople
One student replied, "But it is do want to die. I understand that,
his world, his will to die, his but I do not feel euthanasia is a
reality."
viable course of action."
With that comment, the disParis describedthe history of
cussion shifted to the idea of euthanasia, a practice which
"didn't begin with Kevorkian,"
personal autonomy and the notion that everyone isrational and he said.
has a will.
"In Ancient Greece, suicide
"But what tends to get in the was acceptable.What intervened
way?" Paris asked.
was Christianity andtheidea that
one isn't free to disposeof one's
David Shapiro, A&S '95, responded, "inebriation, lonelilife, because you are not the creness," and other passions tend to ator of your life, it was a gift
cloud one's reason.
from God," Paris said.
"To what extent does the docParis cited Saint Paul's Gospel: "The good I would do, I do tor provide treatment to patients
not, and the evil inside me, I do."
in persistent vegetative states?"
According to Paris, Paul refers Paris asked.
Shapiro said he would proto sin and man's fallen nature,
the idea that man is not purely vide all necessary maintenance
because he believes that it is a
rational.
"The issue of suicide is comdoctor's responsibility.
pletely autonomy," said Paris.
Paris, page 33
Leßoeuf later said, "Dr.

Paris immediately initiated debate, inquiring, "Dr. Kevorkian,
hero or villain?"
Mary Leßoeuf, SON '96, said
that through her experiencesasa
nursing student she learned, "taking care of my own patients, I
find that their minds are a lot
more intact than people give
them credit for. These patients
do have theirownbeliefson what
should happen to them."
Leßoeuf said she believes Dr.
Kevorkian "gives his patient the
right to choose," an important
issue which she feels has been
muted in recent years.
Paris described acase of a 24-year-old, once-healthy college
graduate who, when unable to
find a job, became depressed,
began to drink and became promiscuous. The man was later diagnosed with a respiratory disease. Convinced that he had
A.I.D.S. despite negative test
results, the man attempted suicide.As a result, he lapsed into a
coma and needed a liver transplant to save his life.
"Would you give it to him?"
asked Paris.

Two essential
ingredients
for a perfect

BC BRIEFS
Pastoral Ministry Holds Open
House
The Boston College Institute
of Religious Education and Pastoral Ministry, located at 31
Lawrence Avenue, will hold an
Open House on Saturday, April
9. There will be a presentation
and discussion at 10 a.m. with a
luncheon to follow until 12noon.
The Open House is a special
event to introduce interested individuals to the faculty, programs
and resources at the Institute.
For more information or to
RSVP, contact Ann Marie
Kamensky at 552-8440.
Concert ofMusic by Women's
Composers

The Women's Studies Department is sponsoring the secondannual Concert of Music by
Women's Composers on Tuesday, March 29, at 8 p.m. in
Gasson 100.There will be songs
and chamber works for violin
and clarinet by Lili Boulanger
and GermaineTailleferre.
Responses to PoliticalViolence
and Terrorism

On Wednesday March 30 at
5:30 p.m. in Stuart Hall, Room
315, panelists will speak about
responses by the governments of
Northern Ireland, Israel, and
South Africa to political violence
and terrorism. Issues to be addressed will include the role of
law in formalizing and preserving peace in the political process, the role of the Nuremberg
trial principles in negotiating
peace between warring factions,
the prospects ofprosecuting state
sponsored human rights violations. ThSprogramis part of BC
Law School Diversity Month.
National Organization for
Women Encourages NewMembers
Find out whattheBoston chapter of NOW is doing to fight for
women's rights by coming to this
meeting for new and prospective
membersand activists. Work for
women's rights by helping the
Greater Boston Chapter of the
NOW with phoning, mailing,
data entry and crafting campaigns. To get involved,call 782-

-1056.

A date and this.

International Human Rights
On Trial
The Harvard Law School Human Rights Program is presenting a lecture on International
Human Rights on Trial: Litigating Abuses in U.S. Courts, by
Paul Hoffman, who is the lead
trial attorney for cases against
the Philippines Ferdinand
Marcos and Ethiopia's Kelbessa
Negewo and former legal director of the ACLU of Southern
California.The lecture will take
place on Monday, April 4, at 4
p.m. in Pound Hall 417, Harvard
Law School.

Aquarium Presents Everglades

Lecture Series
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Secretaryof the InteriorBruce
Babbitt has declared the fight to
save Florida's Everglades the
ultimate challenge that will test
the ability of humans to restore
an ecosystem. Explore this

to be.

timely topic of water manipulation and conservation at the New
England Aquarium's spring
Lowell Lecture Series. The first
lecture is entitled "Water and the
Everglades: History, Hydrology,
and Hope" and will beheld April
7, at 7:45 p.m. All lectures are
free and open to the public. For
more information please call

973-5211.
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Possible credit card restrictions on the way
By John K. Dempsey
HEIGHTS BUSINESS EDITOR

Imagine a world where there
are no credit cards. For any purchase that you make, you must
have the money in your pocket.
Think of all the emergencies in
which you have had to use your
credit card, from the last minute
airline tickets to the ever necessary sweater from J Crew.
The Banking Subcommitteeon
Consumer Credit and Insurance
held hearings on March 10 on
whether the Congress should
makethis nightmare areality. The
hearings were held to give,
"closer scrutiny to determine why
credit card issuers are targeting
youth, and whether steps should
be taken to ensure better awareness among students of the pitfalls of plastic and credit card
caveats." Congressman Joseph
Kennedy has played with the idea
of making it impossible for those
under the age of 21 to get a credit
card without a co-signer.
Testimony was given by a

range

of

witnesses. Ken

McEldowney, Executive Director ofConsumer Action, andRuth
Susswein of Bank Card Holders
of America both testified on the
unfair practices of credit card
companies. Some "victims" of the
practices of credit card companies gave written anr>oral testimony. In defense of the industry,
Visa U.S.A. Inc. submitted a written statement, and Gary Flood,
Senior Vice President of Consumer Cards at Mastercard submitted oral testimony on behalf
of Mastercard International Inc.
The testimony of the so-called
"victims" was centered on how
the credit suppliers had used unfair advertising practices to entice college students into getting
a credit card and then to use it in
such a way that they are trapped
in a massive amount of debt.The
advertising practices on which
the testimony focused were the

!

excessive advertising in college
newspapers and advertising
through sponsoring social activities through fraternities, sororities and other campus organiza-

tions.

The anti-credit card following
claims that credit companies -\

are issuing cards to students with no
proof that
4k
these

*2<|#t4
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Both Mastercard and Visa have
begun educational programs for
high school and college students
alike. Visa has developedthe program Choices & Decisions: Taking Charge of Your Life. This

bilities is that of being able to
make and stand by a financial

dent is a child - is a good
investment."
In response to such accusations, Gary Flood said, " The
overwhelming majority of student cardholders meet their responsibilities and use their cards
prudently to build sound credit
histories. These credit histories
are invaluable when applying for
loans to purchase homes, cars and
other products and services later

programis more than just a introduction to credit cards. It covers
all aspects of financial planning,

decisions.

"

dents *ljl
have any
means of
paying for the
WWT \
purchases that
they make with
T
cards. In*
stead, they bankon
the fact that the students' parents will
bail them out of their
debts. To support this
fact they point to therequest on the application
1

*

for a parent's name and the
income of the family.
Michele Bedell, a sophomore at the University of
Radford in 1990, was pushed into
signing up for a credit card by
some members of a fraternity.

Bedell began using hercredit card
for some connivance and in some
instances of emergency.
Bedell faithfully made her
minimum payments, but she also
continued using her card. She received another card her junior
year and did the same with her

new card as she had with her old
one. She soon was maxed out on
both her thousand dollar credit
cards with no way to pay forthem.
Bedell along with her parents
blame the advertising and lack of

COMPANY
SBITAL

[SYMBOL

in life."
Flood said. "The overwhelming majority of college students
use their credit cards wisely."
Visa and Mastercard say that although you can find some excep-

tions to this rule, they are just
that, exceptions.
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budgeting and decision making,
as well as the rights and responsibilities of consumers.
Choices was designed to be
interesting as well as informative. The program uses everything from the latest laser disc
image technology to interactive
computer software. Mastercard
has also developed its own program that hits upon some of the

same issues.

As college students, we are
given a lot of freedoms and advantages. With these freedoms
and advantages come responsibilities. Among these responsi-
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This sort of legislation bears a
striking resemblance to the 21-year-old drinking age in an effort
to decrease the frequency of
DWIs. The law didn't work, and
education of thepopulation along
with more stringent laws dealing
with the crime itself had to be
employed. Since the 21 drinking
age was instituted, other problems have worsened, including
drinking related accidents and
violence.
In full knowledge that I have
had to use my credit cards in
emergency situations twice in the
past three months, I beg the Congress not to make the same kind
of ill-advised decision yet again.
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To many college students, this
is the first time that they haven't
had mom and dad holding onto
their hands. Theirparents haven't
set them down and explainedbudgeting or the advantages and pitfalls of things like credit cards.
In a time like ours, when hard
currency is giving way to electronic money, specifically credit
cards, it is becoming more and
more important to understand
how to best utilize your money.
A program similar to Choices
should be mandatory curriculum
for all seniors in high school.
Making it a mandatory class will
make it important in the eyes of
young students, and they might
even learn some of the things that
they need in order to survive in
our electronic society.
Making a law to protect students from their own spending
habits is merely a patch up job
that ignores the root of the problem. Students should be better
informed about financial planning. Postponing the time at
which a student can get his or her
own credit card just postpones
the time at which some of them
will make ill-advised financial
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Winner Of Stock Contest
This year's stock contest wasonce again very

well received. The
number of entries increased by over thirty

Sponsored by The Academic Group of the UGBC

KAPLAN

people. The contestants

fared a littlebetter this
time; however, the port-

folio as a whole lost
merely one percentage

at

BC

point.

The winner is Mike

Regenye, A&S '95.
Regenye is an English
and art history major.
His pick of Seital rose
almost 69 percent during the seven-week
contest. He was influenced in his decision
by his friend Rob
Baldini, who gave him

Class

jTONIGHT! |

Heights Associate Photo Editor/Becky Yang

Mike Regneye, the winner of the
stock contest, check in hand.

advice in his selection
process. "Without his
help, 1 wouldn't be here2 today," said Regenye.
"Up until now I havern't been too interested in the stock market,
but now I will pay more;attention. It is something that I think I'll get
into when I get older."
Thank you to all this jyear's participants. Better luck next time to
all those who did not wiin. Better luck next time. The next Heights
Stock Contest will be neext semester.

r

$50 OFF FOR BC STUDENTS

«

Business meetings every
Monday and
Wednesday at 4:oopm
in The Heights office
McElroy 113. Come and
witness the spectacle

L

It's not too late to prepare with the best!

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question.

1-800-KAP-TEST

4

Finally, something for college
that justgot less expensive.

MacintoshLC 475 4/80, Apple ColorPlus 14"Display, Apple mindedKeyboard 11, PLUS the Apf,le Ziyle\/iter11.

Only $1,612.55 after $100rebate!

Right now, when you buy an already affordable Macintosh* LC 475 with
an Apple* StyleWriter'll or LaserWriter,* you'll receive a $100 mail-in rebate
from Apple* That's a hundred bucks now on a computer with fast 040
performance. Plus the MacintoshLC 475 is upgradable to PowerPC"perfor-

mance in the future, if you need it. But that's not all. You'll also takehome
seven popular software programs while supplies last. That's a complete
Macintosh system with a lot of goodies, at a really unbeatable price. So,
what are you waiting for? College may lastfour years, but this offer won't.

m

Apple

Boston College Computer Store

Gasson Hall, Room 15 or call 552-8563,
Mon.-Fri. 10am-4pm, Thurs evenings until 6pm
Apple Computer loan applications available at BC Computer Store
Seeyour Authorized.Apple Campus Reseller for details. Offer voidwhereprohibited by law. ©1994
'Offer validthrough3/31/94 or white supplieslast.registered
AppleComputer,

Macintosh aridStyleWnter are

trademarks of

Apple Computer, Itic. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter,

Inc.. owerPCis a trademark of InternationalBusiness Machines Corporation, used under license therefrom.
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Commonly asked questions about STDs answered
this country each year. The fol-

By Joyce David and
Lucy Graves, RNC

lowing series of question and
answers comprises part one of a
two-part series covering some

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICES

of thebasic informationconcerning STDs, as well as specific
questions students have asked.
For more in-depth information,
contact University Health Services.
What is an STD?
An STD is any disease acquired primarily through sexual
contact. STDs can be caused by
viruses, bacteria, parasites or
very small insects.

Sexually transmitteddiseases
(STDs) are currently among the
most common infectious dis-

eases in the United States. Until

recently STDs were referred to
as venereal disease(YD), a term
often associated with gonorrhea
or syphilis. However, there are

more than 20 different STDs,
many of which are at epidemic
proportions andaffect more than
13 million men and women in

ULTRA-TAN

Tanning Salon

Wolff System

10 VISITSFOR $29

Take advantage of this coupon and deduct 50%
off any hair service
373 Harvard St., Brookline
open seven days

566-1111
close to Green Line

must show BCID
,
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820 NoiA Mkhigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611-2196
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6 weeksbeginning July5
\u25a0 Day, eveningor weekend classes.
\u25a0 Coursesin Business, Am and

Sciences,Education,Nursing.

I All courses areapplicable to

BC

Loyola Universitydegrees.
\u25a0 Classes at Lake Shore Campus
(Sheridan Road at Ctevon), Water
Tower Campus (North Michigan
Avenue), MedicalCenter Campus
(SuburbanMaywood).
I Register using any Touch-Tone
telephone.
To receive yourfree copy ofthe
1994Bulletin of The Summer
Sessions, return coupon or call
800-7.LOYOLA.TDD:

THESUMMER SESSIONS
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Events

spring.

BEACH VOLLEYBALL ATMOSPHERE

1994 EVIAN SPIKEFEST COLLEGES
DICKINSON FLORIDA STATE

CAL. STATE-SACRAMENTO

TRAVELING TO

50 campuses this

/aWJLaMW -*k

BOSTON COLLEGE

spike

EVIAN SPIKEFEST-

PROGRAM

'

ktVi

BALL STATE

STYLE IN

y
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f

the Country to

A DYNAMIC COED VOLLEYBALL

t

?

If you are interested, please contact DR. CHRIS MERKLE, as soon
as possible because the group will begin in early April.
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Sterility, page 19

CALL THE COUNSELING OFFICE AT 552-3927
FOR AN INITIAL APPOINTMENT !
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that an alarming number of

peoplewill lie inresponse to this

|
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unexplainedphysical symptoms.
Be awarethatresearchhasshown
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How are STDs spread?
The organisms that cause most
STDs enter thebody through the
mucous membranes,for example
the warm, moist surfaces of the
vagina, urethra, anus, and mouth.
Therefore it is possible for STDs
to be transmitted duringvaginal,
oral, or anal sex.
What can I do to preventSTDs?
Thebest way to prevent transmission of STDs is to abstain
from intercourse. If you do decide to be sexually active, you
can follow these guidelines to
reduce your risk of contracting
an STD:
1) Ask a new sex partner
whetherhe or she has ever been
diagnosed with an STD, been
exposed to an STD, or has any

ST

\ //
Wm/jfL/f

mW T

pregnancies.

A four session discussion group will be offered by the
University Counseling Services
to discuss issues such as:
...leaving B.C. and my friends ...life after 8.C.-what will it be like?
...parent's expectations...job concerns, etc.
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THE TWO 6-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS
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tected intercourse with an infected partner. As a result of
STDs, more than one million
women getPelvic Inflammatory
Disease, become infertile, or
developlife-threatening ectopic

DISCUSSION GROUP FOR SENIORS
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What are the most common Do they just go around with
STDs?
STDs and not know it?
Women who are checked for
Chlamydial infections arenow
the most common STDs in the STDs at their annual gynecoU.S., with an estimatedfour millogical exam do have a good
lion new infections each year. chance of having an STD disMany people with chlamydia covered if one is present. Since
havefew or no symptoms. When men do not have annual exams
andoften do not have symptoms,
symptoms do occur, they usually include an abnormal genital they can transmit STDs without
discharge and burning with uri- knowing it. It is important to
nation. In women, untreated keep in mind that women can
chlamydial infections can cause also be asymptomatic and unpelvic inflammatory disease knowingly transmit STDs. This
which can result in infertility. is why it is critical that people
whochooseto be sexually active
Many health-careproviders recommend a chlamydia culture at use protection against STDs.
the time-oftheannual pap smear Why are health problems
for sexually active women who causedby STDs moresevere in
have either changed partners in women?
Health problems caused by
the intervening year or whohave
never before had a chlamydia STDs tend to be more severe in
women in part because the freculture.
Other common STDs include quency of asymptomatic infecgenital herpes,HumanPapilloma tion means that many women do
Virus (e.g. genital warts), gonnot seek treatment until serious
orrhea, trichomoniasis, HIV, problems have developed. It is
Nongonoccal urethritis (NGU).
also apparent that some STDs
Women who are checked for aremore likely to be transmitted
STDs when they have their anfrom a man to woman than vice
nual pap smear seem to have a versa. For example,women are
betterchance of having an STD twice as likely as men to get
discovered. What about men chlamydia, gonorrhea or Hepawho often don' t have symptoms? titis B after a single act ofunpro-
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"All the news that fits, we print."
'Madness' hits the Heights Road tripping:
Eagles flock
to Miami

By Emily Tiberio
HEIGHTS STAFF

As the month ofMarch lingers
on, many of us find ourselves
caught betweenwherewe' re coming fromand where we're going.
We struggle through the final,
harsh days of winter and live for
the days when, even at 6:30 p.m.,
light still fills the sky. This inbetween stage causes many people

look for an outlet to fill the
For millions of people
acrossAmerica, thisrelease comes
in the form of "March Madness."
What is this phenomenon that
has the power to incite such conflicting emotionsnationwide?The
thrill of victory, the agony of defeat, the incomparable excitement
of competition. After all, it is
considered Madness. People
throw caution to the wind, sacrificing anything and everything to
become somepart ofhistory. And
the cause of this mass hysteria?

By Nicolette Manahan
HEIGHTS STAFF WRITER

to

hours.

Madness, page 16

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR / BECKY YANG

Students took a break from the AIDS BenefitDance this week to catch the final, glorious minutes
of BC's 77-68 win over Bobby Knight's Indiana Hoosiers

"Did you watch the game?"
"Can you believe we won?"
These questions could be
heard echoing throughout the
campus as everyone at Boston
Collegetried to absorb the shock
of upsetting the top-rankedNorth
Carolina Tar Heels. Logically, it
seemed the next question to ask
was, "Are you going to Miami?"
Just for a game?!?! Hey, it isn't
any more insane than, say,
..BC beating North Carolina. (Now that's crazy!!!)
Once it was clearthat the Boston College Basketball Teamwas
heading to the Sweet Sixteen,
the students went into a frenzy.
Besides their postgame celebraMiami, page 15

Dan Rockett's career taking off on-campus
By Theresa Regli

wherehe's currently recordinghis servation; he came to understand
material.
the difference between a tune and
Originally from East Greena melody and found himselfwritDan Rockett is a guy who truly wich, Rhode Island, Rockett has ing songs soon after.
"I was sitting around one night
understands the meaning of the been playing the drums since age
thinking to myself, 'Geez,I wish I
word chill. Abandon all thought eight, andthe guitar sinceage sevof how many people think music enteen. He had grown up listen- could writea songlikeNeil Young
should be played. Guitar lessons? ing to hisolderbrotherplay guitar, or Roger Waters," Rockett exNever. Emulating great pieces of and on his seventeenth birthday plained. "Then it hit me. Those
tablature? Who are you kidding? he had gleaned the $150 dollars guys are human beings too. So I
"I don't consider songs when I
necessary to buy hisfirst acoustic. decided to just write a song like
Citing heroes such as Roger Dan Rockett."
write them," explained Rockett.
Waters, David Gilmour, and Neil
"There's no logic, no reason inRockett's music is full of emovolved at all. I just chill out... and Young, Rockett describes his na- tion with bluesy overtones, his
they appear."
scent years of guitar playing as lyrics often overflowing withrich
Dan Rockett is becoming a "always trying to get beyond the metaphorical imagery.
"dormhold" name all over cam- riff."
Two of his most popular songs
Rockett saidthekey was to learn are "The Prophet" and "Second
pus. In addition to appearing with
the Bostonians last semester and to play a song allthe way through, Coming." The two songs are a
dialogue between God and a
at The Dead are Dancing AIDS instead of what most young guibenefit last night, thetalented guilearn the prophet who is asked to find retarists usually do
tar-strumming seniorcan befound song's firstfew barsandthen aban- deeming qualitiesof humankind.
"Basically what the prophet
all over Boston playing at places don the rest.
Although he just startedformal finds is that everyone has the polike The Blackbird Baking Company,Local 186,The Tarn, as well guitar lessons, Rockett often tentialfor good,"Rockett explains.
as one of the city's premier Blues jammed with his senior yearreli"But the people who use that pobars, Harper's Ferry. When he's gion teacher in high school. He tential are harder to see. They
not playing live, he can be found says he learned most of what he aren't the ones who get on the
at Digitalis Studios in Boston,
knows about guitar playingby obnews."
HEIGHTS EDITOR

?

Rockett said he would love to
spend the rest of his life playing
music. A secondary educationmajor in the Schoolof Education, he
"just couldn't get into the getting
up early thing" last semester as a
student teacher. As he has already

established himself as a favorite
in many clubs, he plans to stay in
the area after graduation.
"Nothing beats playing music,"
Rockett explained with a air of
intense emotion. "It's the closest
people can come to making love

heights asst. photo editor

/

heussa st. hilaire

Dan Rockett willbe playing at
Harper's Ferry this Thursday,
March 31, at The Tarn on Tuesday,
April 5, The Blackbird Baking
Company on Thursday April 7,
and the Local 186 on April 10. He

is also Music Director for Jhon
Doria 's production o/Closetland,
which plays April 22 and 23.

BC bands make a
mark on campus
By Amy Gunderson
HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

R.E.M. andThe B-52's are just
some of the bands that have now
hit the mainstream but wereonce

small blips whoplayed oil thecollege scene. Here at Boston Col-

lege there are several bands,some
new, otherswell-establishedin the
BC community, that represent the
up and coming talent of the school.
You never:,know, someday- you
maybe buying one of theseband s'

Dan Rockett

without touching eachother."
Who cares about technicalities
or guitar lessons? That's the way
music should be pjayed.

cds.
:
The well-establishedbands include Randy and Mike (now just
Randy and whomever), who can
be seen playing local bars and
occasionally the mods during the
footballseason,and Headcase,the
house bandforthe comedy troupe
My Mother's Heabag. However,
thatis theexten t of the well-known
BC band scene. There are not too
many well-known or well-publicized campusbands. So who are
the up and coming bands of the
BC music scene, andwhat lies in
theirfuture?
One up and coming campus
band, Liquid Courage, ismadeup
entirely of freshmen. Guitarist
Mike Lawlor A&S '97,
keyboardist Mark Runde CSOM
'97 anddrummerMatt DoyleA&S
'97 make up the band. The bass

player, John Connolly, is a freshman at Merimack. The band got

togetherin October afterLawlor
talked about wanting to start a
band.
As of now, the band is in the
process of getting the
instrumentals down. The band
does not presently have a singer.
"None ofthe singersfit the band.
We are looking for someone who
has a good voice and their own
style and energy, unique and outgoing." saidLawlor.
Lawlorwritesall of the music,
and then,therestoftheband comes
in and adds to it The band describes their music as alternative
to hard rock, a step below metal.
Runde said, "We play a variety of
covertunes and originals." Sofar
thegrouphasabout20songs in it's
repertoire.
#
Why has there not been more
news about the BC music scene?
Some students may wonder if it
exists at all.Liquid Couragecited
thelack offacilities to practice in
as one of theirmajor problems in
firstforming a group. This factor
maycontribute to the overalllack
ofcampus bands.
Places that Liquid Courage
checked out include Conte Forum, StuartHouseand O'Connell
BC studentbands, page 16
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Best Bets Phone bills: Long distance, big cost
for the
Week:
By StephanieMillette
HEIGHTS STAFF

What: A doublefeature: Reservoir Dogs and One False
Move
Where: Brattle Theatre, 40
Brattle Street, Harvard Square
Wtken: Monday, March 28
The 1990s will go down in

history as thedecadeofgrunge,
angst and the popularity of

quirky, B-grade movies. The
Brattle theatre is already celebratingthe B-grade moviepart
by showing a double feature.
Reservoir Dogs <1992), the
'bloodthirsty, rock-aiid-roll
story of robbery. One Fake
Move (1902), arable aboutthe
smallArkansas,town thatcoldhearted thievescome to inhabit
andit's torn sheriff. Call 876-6837 for show times and info.
What: In the Game : Stanford
Women's Basketball
Where: Frontline , on your
television, Channel 2
When: Tuesday, March 29, at
9 p.m.
*
If all you can think about,
talk about and dream about is
basketball here at Boston College, be sure to tune intoTuesday night's expose oh the
Stanford women's basketball
stellar season, despite gender
discriminationand general unpopularity.
What: The America Play
'Where: The Hasty Pudding
Theatre, Harvard Square
When: Now through April 10
The "New Stages" seriesthis
year begins with this intriguing play by Suzan-Lori Parks
about the impact of Abraham
Lincoln and the Civil War on
Black Americans.For moreinformation calf 547-8300.
What: Narrative Dancing by
Erica Batdorf
Where: Mobius Theatre, 354
Congress Street, a few blocks
from South Station
When: Now through April 2 at
8 p.m.
Ifyou saw last week's awesome Dance Ensemble "Basic
Energy" performance, and
you're aching to see dancing
again,Ericaßatdorf's new twosolo program "Je t'attends:
Facing East and Waiting for
the Dawn" is supposed to be
an excellentmovement-theater
artist. Call 542-74lj6 for more
info,

Ever

"Yeah, and you wouldn't believewhat she said to me..."BEEP!
"...Hold on, I have another call." and rude," said one student at the
Pause. "It's Ty, I'll talk to you University of New Hampshire,
soon...bye." Ofcourseldon'tfeel "when your boyfriend is in the
shafted by my best friend's termi- middleof a story and you have to
nation of our conversation to acsay, 'sorry your timeis up...talk to
cept a long-distance call from her you Tuesday,' but if I don't do it,
I'd be broke!"
boyfriend. I completely underThen thereare thecouples, usustand her desire to take advantage
of the opportunity to talk to ally thosewho are not 5,000 miles
him...on his bill.
apart, who can't live without talkFor many people like my friend ing every day. No-holds-barred
Heather, long-distance relationcouples such as these (and they
ships require a great deal of paare probably rare) might bridge
tience, determination,anticipation
of infrequent visits and breaks,
and especiallyreliance on the tele-

.narrated

'

:

your.every

move while making scrambled
eggs at home, pretending like
you're JuliaChild? Well, now
is your chance to make those

dreams of culinary mastery
cometrue. Yes, JuliaChild and
Jacques Pepin are in Boston,
and for a merefifty dollars you
can be among the sweet smells
and great tastes of the cooking
of the one and only JuliaChild.

the gap a bit with their daily conversations; however, the severalpage, multi-digit phone billsmay
mj<e this daily routine seem a
little less necessary. That best

ship does, simply because of eco-

nomic factors. "We talked every
other day, alternating calls, for a
while," said Dan Neumann, A&S
'97, "but slowly the distance befriend of mine, Heather, who fretween calls has widened, and now
quently ditches me for a call from it's down to once a week so the
her boyfriend of three-and-a-half phone bills are a lot easier to
years fallsintothis insane, lovesick handle."
category.
All of these telephone couples
She sees the consequence of are faithful worshipers of the
?

these Saint Anselm's to Colby
College calls every month on her
hefty phone bill, which is almost
always over $100. The ritual of
such frequent phone calls often
dwindles after some time, however, whether or not the relation-

phone companies and their systems. "Calling after the rates are
down is a given." said Neumann.
"Most of my calls are at midnight."

Phone, page 16

phone.

For many people, this type of
relationship simply doesn't work.
Somecan't handle the separation,
whilefor others, the temptation to
meet "more accessible" mates is
irresistible. There are the few,
however, who are willing and able
to keep a long-time flame well

kindled.

Planning and habit often become key factors in long-distance
relationships. Some couples,particularly those who have become
accustomed to being apart, are
comfortable with calling each
other whenever the mood hits
them.
Other couples, however, are
forced to set up schedules for calling. One girl at Providence College and her boyfriend at Notre
Dame faithfully follow their prearranged calling schedule; she
calls him on Wednesday, and he
calls on Sunday. Either can call in
between in the case of a major
event.

"It's tough being so far away
from eachotherand not being able
to talkevery day," saidthePC girl,
"but we decided that we can't afford to talk every day, so we just
save up all the things we want to
tell each other for two nights per
week."
Other long-distance couples opt
to talk more frequently, but restrict phone calls to specific durations. Some people, after feeling

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO / KEVIN BREEN

When your significant other lives a significant distance, then your phone bill is, well, significantly
impoverishing.

VIEWPOINTS.

Opinions from students on current issues.
By Becky Yang

What do you think of Boston College's
housing lottery system?
Jane Duffy,

Mike McSharry,

A&S '97.

-

What: Acuiinaryseminarfeaturing JuliaChild and Jacques
Pepin
Where: Boston University,
808 Commonwealth Aye.,
Room 117
at 6
When: Tuesday, March 29
p;m. \u25a0 '.'?'* * " ;

the impact of a few large phone
bills, havebeen known to actually
use a stopwatch or alarmclock to
regulate their calls.
"It can be kind of impersonal

I got
lottery
a
bad
number, but all
my
roommates
did well, so it
has
really
not
me
affected
negatively.

Personally,

CSOM
Instead
person
number

of
each
getting a
and

then

deciding who
to
room with, people
should group together
and
then
get
lottery
one
number. That way,
one person's number in the group
is not any better
or worse than another.

97.
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Miami becomes popular NCAA destination
Continued from page 13

tions, some students also found
themselves in a mad rush to find
out ticket information and finalize travel plans to Miami. It became apparent that the delirium
of winning the game had been
transformedinto a "March Madness," as delirious students ignored the obligations of school

and focused their efforts on find-

ing a way to get to Miami by the
end of the week.
Who could blame them? Who
couldn't get swept up in all this
excitement? And who wouldn't
want to use the game as an excuse to play a little hookey in
warm, sunny Florida? (It's a great
excuse at that!) As one student
said, "I want to be there for the
team and to witness all the
hoopla. And I wouldn't mind
getting a nice tan in the pro-

cess.
Well, unless one was able to
pass oneselfoff as a cheerleader
or member of the basketball
team, students who wanted to

flock to Miami had to make their
ownplans for getting there. The
first thing most students did was
try and secure a ticket to the
game.
This was done Monday morning, when anxious students
waited on lines and called the
ticket office to purchase the 1000
ticketsavailable for season ticket
holders. The tickets weresold as
a two session package which
would allow ticket holders to
attend both the Friday and Sunday night games, even if BC
didn'tadvance. The cost of these
tickets was $59.
The next step for these fans
was to determinehow they were

going to drive or fly to sunny
Miami? The option of driving
down was the cheaper option,
but it could only be consideredif
there was an opportunity to get
access to a car.
Upon securing a car, students
were left only to revel in antici-

had just passed.
One way to reduce costs was
to purchase one of the package
deals that wereadvertised. They
usually offered round trip air

fare, hotel accommodationsand
even game tickets. The Alumni
Association packaged its own

camp out.
After all this trouble, the fans
who made it to Miami hoped to
see BC pull off another victory.
Although not wanting to appear
too confident, many fans appeared optimistic. Jen Krueger,
A&S, '96, said, "I think we have

to migrate down south. Were they

International Assistant
program now recruiting
By Jacques Oury
HEIGHTS STAFF

In 1980, a program was established to account for the growth
in Boston College's international
enrollment. This program not
only offers all incoming international students with valuable,
practical information, but also
provides a chance to become

acquainted with BC's often confusing social scene. Theprogram
is slightly more involved than

the Freshman Assistant program
in that it demands a yearlong
commitment from its partici-

pants.
An International Assistant
plays a major role in the threeday InternationalStudentOrientation, a highly developed and

effective seminar.
As such, an International Assistant is expected to perform
two major tasks. The first is to be
a supportive friend, someone to
provide an understanding of the
often confusing American point
of view.
Although the American perspective is obviously notthe only
perspective, the U.S. is theplace
in which these students have
chosen to study, and their expe-

rience here can be helped by a
trained cultural "interpreter."
1 havebeen an International
Assistant for three years and a
group coordinator for two.
Through helping two to three
students per year, I have been
exposed to elements of cultures
from around the globe. More
impressive to me, however, are

the friendships that have sprung
from lending a hand in any inter-

national student's adjustment to
the U.S.. As a freshman, I never
thought I would have the global
perspective or thediversefriendships, that I have now.
This year the program is exHEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / DAN LEVASSEUR
pected to recruit a competitive
pool of applicants. My recomOn this particular road trip, fans saw the Eagles trip up Indiana and fall to Florida.
mendation is directed at anyone, pation of the adventures they deal for ticket holders who a really good chance to win if we
international or American, genuwere to have on the open road wanted to fly to Miami, which play well. Right now, we have a
inely interested in sharing her or and in Miami.
featured a chartered plane with lot of momentum going into the
his experience as a college stuOther die-hard fans decided to
US Air. The cost was $450.
game."
dent in America.
shell out the big bucks and fly
These travellers also had to
BC studentskept their fingers
You have a unique perspecdown. Most of the major airlines figure out where they were gocrossed, and no matter if you
tive, and your commitment to an were charging upwards of 500 ing to stay. In addition to expenwere able to go to Miami or had
international student can be vidollars to purchase last minute
sive hotels, students could find to settle for watching it on TV,
tal during the initial weeks of airlinetickets, even with student accommodations with relatives all the emotions were there. Eischool. Secondly, lAs are availfares. It was a big expenditure, and friendswho werein the area. ther way, the e)iperience couldn't
able as resource contacts for the one that most students could not Other students, who wereon low have been any less exciting, or
incoming students, providing even entertain, as Spring Break budgets, proposed to simply any less intense.
crucialfirst-month help with how
things work at BC.
Often, the latter task includes
the need to explain some occurrences which will further cultivate both your perspective and
theirs.
W
V
jt\j Aries, March 21 April 19: A person you have often
The lAs are composed ofboth
v *V
considered a rival or enemy will come to your aid.
\u2713 \
international and American stu\u25a01
I*
Ahgririnn-rtf»lii«innef>fni»lJr('anrta«r«ytth«»hMpmghMi/f...|
dents who help new international
while it is extended.
students, both freshman and
transfers, to adjust to BC and
I
I Taurus, April 20 - May 20: Having endured set-backs in I
>.
I
American life. The program
fit JL y\
h
recent times,and now you will becalled on to proveyour
*w.
hopes to ease the effects of culresilience. Be flexible in all ofyour current endeavors. s
V,
ture shock and help to raze the
Gemini, May 21 - June 20: Indulge in nostalgia
stay
\ij\.J home
barrierbetweeninternationaland
from classes and watch the morning cartoons to
)j
American students.
relieve anxiety. Soon your own childrenwill follow suit.
(ji' M
Interested students should pick
up an application in the Intercul; Cancer, June 21-July 22: Both internallyand externally,
tural Office in McElroy 114. The
you feel sullied. Consult higher powers in order to alleapplication deadline is March
I
I
\u25a0
I viate the self-loathing you experience.
30th.
Leo, July 23 - August 22: Be strong in repelling the JjLvt
'v) v\o fv\ inertia andfatiguethataccompanies the spring semester.
( Ns
our wortn w be determined by your botanical ex- :\u25a0 rj>i
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pioits. Grow a plant; eat an apple.
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Oddest News
Item of the Week

'

4
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This item appeared in USA
Today on 2/21/94.

TALKEETNA, ALASKA State fish and game biologists
are puzzled by an increase in
moose road kills, despite a dirth
of snow this year. To date,
Anchorage drivers have reported 100 dead moose, compared to 90 in all of'92-'93.
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Virgo, August 23 September22: A transition is upon
you; don't meet it with reluctance. Embrace a shift in
orientation and experience the vitality you have long

:.'' \u25a0.\u25a0'.-' \u25a0"'\u25a0 ,; '-;

" \u25a0.. since been without.
Libra,September23-October22:The'enduringpowerof
true love will diminish your once bestial nature. Light
candles of different hues and mix their wax to form a
synthetic momento.
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nftohpr73-Nnvpmhpr?t- For the female, bad I
news. Mother's optimisticprojectionsgiveway to Father's
I practicality Men admire your financial prowess, but i
loveeludes.For the male,a betterprognosis.The woman
LA
youadmire willneverbecome alove, despiteher magneJ|
ly \u25a0j7 > v tism. But you are better off without her.
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Sagittarius,November22-December2l: NIGHTMARE.

Capricorn, December 22-January 19: You will continue
to engage in conflicts with a truly respected adversary.
Concessions will not be forthcoming on either side.
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Aquarius, January 20 February 18: Satisfaction and

fulfillment will appear in the presence of a lady, either
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Pisces, February 19-March2o: Assertiyeness,particularly inrelation to genderissues, does not pertain to you.
However, with the properplanning, it might.
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friend.priestess or love interest.
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Choosing classes: Tough for Madness in March:
us, tougher for the Registrar mayhem in Miami
lines ofregistration, the Registrar's
Office, in 1990, turnedto theVoice
Response system in other words,

By Tanya Grosse
FOR THE HEIGHTS

If you consider registration the
second-worsetimeof the year(the
housing lottery uncontested in
capturing first place), then imagine sleeping out in the lobby of
Lyons Hall, not for Blues Traveler
tickets, but merely to keep your
place in line toregister for classes.
Then when it is finally your
turn, a worker from theRegistrar's
Office sits down with you individually andtellsyou what courses
are still open, entering your finalized class schedule into the database.Don't laugh, because before

1990 this is what all Boston Col-

lege undergraduatesfaced.
In order to alleviate the long

of view." However, Lonabocker
and Assistant Registrar Kathy
McGuinness still describe the of-

Comtinued from page 13
College basketball.
Each March, sixty-four of the
nation's best teams are invited to
play in the NCAA tournament. It
is a single-elimination tournament
consisting of six rounds, ending in
a greatly-hyped final game. The
tournament never fails to attract

thank God for the telephone. fice as hectic.
Thisbasic piece of technology we
"The Registrar's Office must
all takefor grantedrevolutionized determine the number of sections
the registration process at BC. A and courses, ensure enough seats
year later, students were able to in core and majors classes, put the
register on their Macintosh comCoRSS publication together, meet
puters.
students with questions, process
With nearly 7,000 undergraduoverrides and major changes, as
ates registering for thefall semeswell as actually helping students
ter, one might suspect that the through registration in O'Neill,"
Registrar's Office must endure a Lonabocker said.
levelof agony andfrustration simiAreyou still convinced that you
lar to thatexperiencedby students. have it worse than the Registrar's
Well, such is not exactly the case. Office? You're probably right.
According to UniversityRegisLonabocker pretty much
summed it up when she said, "I
trar Louise Lonabocker, "Registration has become a lot easier to hope you got a good registration
handlefrom the registrar's point day," as I left her office.

?

massiveattentionfrom all and the
media devotes significant time to
the tournament's progression, as
fans from all walks of life anxiously tune in.
Zachary Nelson, A&S '97, explained why he feels the tournament isable to inspire such enthusiasm. "[The tournament] comes
just beforethe NHL play-offs and
the start of the baseball season,
andright in themiddleofthe NBA
season. We're at a lull, and college basketball rises to the occasion, because the NCAA tournament is unparalleledby any other
play-off system in terms of its
ability to interestso manypeople,"
he said.
People religiously watch the
memorableplays, from thebuzzerbeating game winners to the 360-degree dunks. It is as if the lives of
its viewers are sustained on the
dominance of the best teams and
the upsets of the underdogs. "The
excitement of the tournament is

Phone bill phobia and the

loved ones who get cut-off
Continued from page 14
Most people would agree that
late-night calling is the way to go:
anything to save a few bucks!
Phone companies offer special
deals which target long-distance
couples.

Some deals can be deceiving,
however. According to phonecompany connoisseur and apparent AT&T spokesperson Keith
Breglio, A&S '97, "MCI gives
you the run-around to try to lure
you into their 'Friends and Family' circle, but I just [want] the
savings; AT&T gives me the sav-

ings."
The savings to which Breglio
alludes is theATAT offer of a 20
percent discount ofall phone bills
with long-distance calls totaling

more than $25.

Though most couples respect
the phone as a necessary means of

C

maintaining a long- distance relationship,it is not always a satisfying means. "There are certain
things you can't talk about over
the phone," said Heather. "Some
things just have to be said face-toface."
She added, "Talking to someonewhen you can't see theirfacial
expressionsjust doesn't compare
to being right there next to them."
Argu.nents, lovers' quarrels and
other types of spats are also quite
different over the phone.
"I prefer fighting in person,"

explainedone male sophomore at
Duke University.
"Over the phone, it's harder to
explain things and emphasize a
point, and the fact that she can
hang up is really annoying! And it
really bugs me when she leaves
thephone off the hookafter that or
calls someoneelse and ignores the

call waiting?l know she does it
just to make me mad!"
Most long-distance couples live
for breaks, summer vacation and

weekend visits, but it is the tele-

phone that allows the romance to
continue on a daily basis and make

the love birds reel a little closer.
Particularly for the first few
months (or the first whole year)
apart, maintaining a relationship

over many miles can seem overwhelming and depressing. Reliance on the telephone usually
proves to be an expense that most
college studentscan'treally spare.
When people are in love, however, they make sacrifices.

September IST!
Rent Direct

Footwear by Nike, Reebok, K-Swiss, Asics,
Wilson, Prince
From $26.00 and up
Sweatshirts, Warm-up Suits, Lycra Run &
Exercise Wear, Bathing Suits
Up to 60% off regular prices

fromOwner!!
No Fees

l

841 Beacon St. Newton Centre 964-6633

The Boston College
Pre-Law Advisory Board

will offer an

LSAT Preparation

Workshop
April 4

-

April 27, 1994

many opportunities for diversion
when the gamesaren't on.
It is apparent that fans in the
past have spent a great deal of
time contemplating the details of
the single-elimination event. It

As Breglio, thesix-million-dollar boyfriend pointed out, "When
you have a girl as good as mine,
you don't really worry about how
much the phone -bill is." I guess
sometimes you just can't.

ADOLPH'S SPORTS
SPRING SALE

enhanced by the unpredictability
of so many of the games." said
Kate Mckinley, A&S '96.
For nearly a month, college basketball provides a necessary diversion for millions of fans. But
those who seriously follow basketball do notsimply sit and watch.
The NCAA tournament provides

Brand new 2,3,4& 5
bedroom condominiums
featuring fireplace, 2
bathrooms, sanded
gleaming floors, huge
foyers, walk-in cfosets,
European gourmet style
eat-in-kitchens, pantries
.gigantic rooms, good to
double, laundry facilities,
parking available, on site

Monday, April 4

4:30 - 6:00 PM
Higgins 307

The fee for the Workshop is $50.00.
All are welcome to attend the first meeting free of charge.

Further information and Registration
materials are available in Gasson 109.

better to do than cleverly invent
pet names for yourfavorite stuffed
animals or match box cars.
Then there are the pools. You
know whatthe familiarchartlooks
like. It is the same set up each
year, only differing somewhat in
the names thatfill theslots. People
spend the entire season analyzing
each team, its best players, the
team's skill, andits ability to work
as a cohesive unit. All this research culminates in picking the
powerhouse who will advance to
the final game.
Colin Brannen, A&S '97, is one
fan who participates in a pool every year. "I've done pools for the
last seven yearsbecause theNC AA
tournament is my favorite sporting event of the year," he said.
Right now we find ourselves in
the midst of the tournament. A
feverhas infiltrated the land. We
all have our favorites ?the ones
we would bet the family home on
to win it all. It seems we never
learn from the past. No matter
how many times we bet it all and
lose, we keep coming back for
more. The fear of failure is not
enough to keep people away fro
the excitement of the game.
We owe a great deal of thanks to
the NCAA basketball tournament,
the teams that play in it, and all the
coaches and players. With out
them, March might be a little
harder to bear.

BC student bands
battle for local fans

management, great

security, $875 and up.

Call Owner
738-0309

Continued from page 13
House. Long waiting lists and unreasonable practice times were
cited by the band as making it
difficult to practice.
Some places, like O'Connell
House, did not even allow practice sessions. Liquid Courage attributes their success to the fact
that a member lives nearby, and
they may practice in his basement.
Another problem thatbandsface
is the lack of storage space for
equipment.
Perhaps if the members live
somewhere that is bigger than a
closet (i.e. not Upper Campus),

this would not be a factor.
Another reason for the apparent
lack of the BC music scene is the
lack of unity among the bands.
Notre Dame has a CD compilation of all of the campus bands
called Incubus. Something such
as this provides recognition of
and publicity for the groups as
wellas showcases the talent of the

students.
BC certainly does not have a
lackof talent, but rather, a lack of
facilities for storage and practice.
The recognition of the already
existing bands may well help to
encourage new talent and add a
little more to BC student life.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
can^~4T}
' '
r^^ <£>~\&?^^ *

Any nurse who just wants a job

First meeting:

took effort from devoted fans to
invent the cute names we havefor
the differentaspects of the tournament today. Along with the overall terms of March Madness and
the "Big Dance" come smaller
divisions such as the"SweetSixteen," "Elite Eight" and "Final
Four".
This tendency to invent names
is reminiscent of when you were
aboutfive yearsold and you spent
endless, lazy days with nothing

find one. But if you're a nurs- t
ing student who wants to

{f~f£~?

be in

respect you

patients andresponsibilities commensurate

eve

experience. As

officer, you'll command the

deserve. And with the added

benefits only the Army can offer?a $5000

command of your own career, consider

a competent professional, given your own

y° ur

: m Army

:<

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

~) witn

l*i8) signing bonus, housing allowances and 4
Vx weeks paid vacation?you'll be well in cornU

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOUCAN BE.
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Goldberg provides scenic Highway
By Susan J. Allspaw
SPECIAL TO THE HEIGHTS

Long Quiet Highway: Waking
Up In America
by Natalie Goldberg
I was not in Jamaica during
my spring break. In fact, I think
I was buried under more snow in

connect all of her practices to
the present moment of breath.
Natalie's passion for writing
opened with her new vision of
thought. She wasn't cluttered
with adjectives or symbols, but
filled with a picture that she
wanted to tell. She listened to

Katagiri Roshi, who told her,
"Just swim. Just swim. Go on
with your story."
Natalie writes in a period of
now-time and now-language.
She writes about writing without the words "should" or

"must." She sees other indi-

the backwoods of New Hampshire than the cars along CommonwealthAvenue. 1was, however,turning the pagesof Natalie
Goldberg's new bookLong Quiet
Highway until 3:00 a.m., listening to my breathing patterns a
little morecarefully. I was spending the evening in the ultimate

present moment, following
Natalie through the byways of

vidual writers' visions as well as
her own, and lends validity to
the faith of pushing a pen across
a piece of paper. Yet even with
this faith, she warns us in the
introduction, "Yes, writing can
do this for us, but becoming
awake is not easy... and it is not
always exciting. It is hard. It is
a long quiet highway." But she
made her own map, and tells us
to have faith in our own cartographical skills.
Through the hills and valleys
of her life, Natalie's discoveries
on thought are unique. She had
the hippie years to share the responsibility of joblessness and
the search for the spirituality that
she knew was locked somewhere
in her heart. We have no ex-

Our roads are riddled
with earthquakes, but they are
still navigable. Natalie tells us
parables that will help, in language that we hear coming from
our own mouths.
I feel as though I am on a firstname basis with Natalie. She
kept me company when I could
have gotten a good night's sleep
by myself. The highway that she
has already traveledstretchesfar
into my horizon, but I know that
it has already carried one person
to her present moment. For those
that still feel lost, Long Quiet
Highway is the map to direct
cuses.

her life and America in search of
her own unique philosophy. She
invited me in when I wasn'tlooking, and I couldn't say no to her
hospitality untilthe pagesfinally
said it was time to go.
We traveled through Albuquerque, New Mexico, where she
"felt her heart open" in front of a
raucous sixth-grade class; we
paused for a summer in a teepee
on top of a mountain outside of
Taos, New Mexico, discovering
the method of thought of the Zen
Buddhists; we flew through San
Francisco and Boulder, meeting

such teachers asAllen Ginsburg,
the poet and Suzuki, a Zen master; we were taken to Minneapolis with a poorly structuredmarriage but a destiny tomeet Dainin
Katagiri Roshi, Natalie's mentor and friend who helped her

you.

Susan J. Allspaw,A&S '94, is the
Editor-in-Chief of The Stylus,
the literary magazine ofBoston
College.

Griffin & Sabine transcends norms
person in your life, have you
everfelt like you've known them
yourentire life? You may have...
Griffin & Sabine is the story
of two peoplewhose lives some-

By Laura W. Tholen

HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Griffin & Sabine: An Extraor-

dinary Correspondence
By Nick Bantock

how intersected 10,000 miles
away; Sabine living on a small
Have you ever felt you were island in the South Pacific, and
being watched? Have you ever Griffin, living in a suburb of
felt you were the one watching? London.
When you've met that special
Physically, Griffin andSabine

:riffin&sabini
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maybe one of the most beautiful
books ever published. The story
of thesepeopleis toldnot through
prose or poetry, but through
painted postcards and letters the
two send to each other after discovering the power of Sabine's
ability to see Griffin's life since
the age of fifteen.
The letters they send to each
otherare neatly packaged in envelopes the reader unseals with
every turn of the page. Being
that both Griffin and Sabine are
artists, they decorate their correspondences to one another so
uniquely, almostas if to steal the
scene from the story of the two
sharing their lives.
Griffin, an artist who owns a
postcard company, receives a
postcard from a mysterious
womanSabine, saying "It's good
to get in touch with you at last,"
among other mysterious things.
Griffinis exceptionallyintrigued
and writes her back to inquire
who she is and how he knows
her. The two keep writing back
and forth, when, four postcards
later, Sabinereveals exactly what
the phenomenon of their relationship is:
"Griffin you're right. I am
being mysterious. But I assure
you it's for a good reason. What
I have to say will be disturbing,
and I wish you no distress. I
share your sight. When you draw
and paint, I see what you're doing while you do it...."
Sabine cites many examples
of this power when she reveals
?

drawings and paintings Griffin
has produced and then changed

or erased, about which no one
else could possibly know.
Soonthe two reveal their lives
to one another, almost happy to
discover that they are not alone,
that they are kindred spirits,
whose lines got crossed somewhere on the other side of the
world.
The book is entrancing because of the possibilities and
questions it raises concerning
loneliness, depressionand finding the someonewho will change
your life overdistances unthinkable to the human mind.
As Griffin becomes closer to
Sabine, he starts to question her
existence and so does the reader.
Is Sabine just a figment of
Griffin's imagination? At one
point while reading the book, I
almost wanted to look up if the
Sicmon Islands, where Sabine is
from, really exist, but I stopped
myself, not wanting to know,
hoping that Sabine and the islands really do exist.
Although the book can get a
little intense with Griffin's paranoia about his life and love for
Sabine, theone-of-a-kind nature
of this extraordinary book calls
for a dark mystery that other

Readings

Signings&
T.T. and the Bear's Place
10 Brookline St.
Cambridge

227-0845
Monday. March 28. 8
p.m.? There will be an
open reading presented by
Stony Soup Poetry featuring the Abydos Movement
Collaborative and Richard
Fitzgerald. Admission is

S3.

Boston Playwright's Theatre
949 Comm. Aye.
Boston

353-2510
Tuesday.

March 29. 6:30
annual faculty
reading of the Boston Unip.m.? The

versity Creative Writing

Program will feature readings from Leslie Epstein,
George Y. Higgins. Margol
I.l\ esey, Jaj ne Anne
Philips. Robert Pinsky,
Derek Walcott and Rosanna
Warren. Admission is tree
to this worthwhile event.
Brookline Booksmith
279 Harvard St.
Brookline

566-6660
March 30. 6
Ellen Goodman.
renowned Globe columnist, is one of our most insightful and [rusted comWednesday.

p.m.

?

mentators. \'dlnc Judgements collects more than
120 (if her \ er\ best pieces
which covers a range ol
subjects. She will he
present to read from this
new collection. Il is free,
hnl liekels can he picked
up in advance.
Barnes ct Noble
91 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington

270-5500
Wednesday. March 30. 7
The Sound of Dolphins Writing Circle is
holding an open leading for
poetry and prose for all of

p.m.

you

?

aspiring writers out

l here.

Boston Public Library
Copley Square
536-5400. ext. 336
Tuesday. March 29. 6 p.m.

Griffin & Sabine is the first of
a three-book series by Nick

"GreatDecisions" Lecture/Discussion Series will
present the fifth pari of an
eight-part lecture series
cosponsored by the World
Affairs Council of Boston
on ihe foremost policy issues of ihe year. Ii lakes
place in Conference Room
5 and ihe topic is "Ex-Soviet Bloc's Environmental
Crisis: Whose Problem?

Bantock, including Sabine's
Notebook and The Golden Mean
, which are to be reviewed in the
coming Book Review sections.

Powell of Harvard University will lead ihe discussion.

books exclude.

?

Who pays'.'"

Dr. David
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Exercise and cutting fat keys to good health
Waist Management: Reduce
ReUse, ReCycle!
The Three R's of waist management?namely, reduce, reuse, recycle?are central to con-

By Sheila Tucker MA,RD
ADMINISTRATIVEDIETITIAN, BCDS

Fighting the battle of the bulge
can be a never-ending struggle if
it is only done as a short-term
goal (like fitting into a bathing
suit for a trip). Experts agree
that for weight management to
be successful, one of the key
ingredients needs to be long-term
commitment to a healthier

quering pudge pollution.
Reduce, ReUse: "Toxic
Waist" problems frequently occur from oil spills. Fat is fattening and excess fat in the diet can
lead to excess fat on the body.
Reduce your consumption of fat
to 30 percent (or less) of your

lifestyle.

If you have excess weight
around the waist, it is believed to
be a greater health risk than excess fat on hips or thighs.

total calorie intake.
One easy way to do this is to
keep your fat intake', on the average, to 3 grams of fat/100 calo-

Do you get upset when your grades don't reflect
the amount of hard work you put into your classes?
Are you beginning to be stressed-out and just the
thought of FINALS approaching soon is making
you nervous?
Jf50.. ..j0in us:
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riesof afood item. Aquickcheck oftenoverlooked by those trying
of food labels or in nutrient to trim down. Aerobic exercise
analysis brochures can give this (any exercise that uses large
muscle groups and is continuous
information.
ReUse this Three-Gram Rule and rhythmic) will help to burn
overand over; you will discover off accumulatedfat stores wherwhere thehidden fat is lurking in ever they may be on the body.
your diet. Common culprits, beGetting into a regular program
side the obvious fried foods, of whateveraerobicexerciseyou
salad dressings and animal fat enjoy is crucial for that longare snack foods, like crackers,
chips and cookies; condiments,
Cal/
like cream cheese and sour
Activity
pound/
cream; dairy?do you really need
minute
that extra cheese on the pizza or
at the salad bar?
Walking
0.023
A quick label check remem0.028
Dancing, rock
bering theThree-GramRule will
help you whittle away the fat
0.062
Swimming
from your diet. For example, a
Ice Skating
0.039
switch from two eight oz. glasses
Walking
0.045
of whole milk per day to skim
milk will save5,840 grams offat
Bicycling
0.046
in a year.That's 52,650 calories
0.047
Tennis
offat and equivalents61 sticks
of butter!
Aerobic Dancing 0.049
(Re)Cyclc.or walk or dance
Stair Climbing 0.050
or swim. Diet and exercise is

fat-burning mode.
Certainly, exercising less than
that still burns some fat, but fat
is not the body's primary fuel at
first. Choose an exercise that you
enjoy, start off slowly and burn
that fat! Fit happens.

Cal/

Activity

pound/
minute

0.062
Alpine Skiing 0.064
Shoveling Snow 0.069
0.074
Jogging
Skiing, X-C
0.076
Running
0.094
Judo/Karate
0.097
0.100
Bicycling,
Stationary
Basketball

The answer to all your housing needs
.....,-sMja*b .\u25a0
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?Located across fhe street
from Main Campus, NEXT
T0 THE WHITE
MOUNTAIN CREAMERY.

9BbS>
/.Wlwiii'
v

'Largest selection for
September 1994

?
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An integration of Cognitive Research and
Models & Beliefs of Educational
Excellence!
At the World Trade Center, Boston
Sunday, April 10th, 12-4P.M.

<7-£ljixT M"
*
**W'

Some of the topics include:
New & Efficient Ways to Study, Problem-Solvingand
Memory Skills, Time Management, GettingBetter
Grades, Behavioral and Attitude Modification,
Motivationand much more...

\u25a0»?"

Atlt

27A COMMONWEALTH AYE.
CHESTNUT HILL, MA 021 67

CALL 268-8086

527-6655

To register or for more information!
HURRY! Seatingis Limited!!

-

*

term commitmentto health. Exercising past the 20 to 30-minute
mark gets your body into a good

?

Call or stop by our office

SOOfl!

-open 7 days-

t

Sutherland, Cummings,
Chiswick, Upper Comm Aye.,
CrosbY Rd., Radnor Rd., Foster
St., near Chansky's, Town Estate^
& Kenrich (offLake SU/ Houses
for larger groups.

MURRAY'S LIQUORS SPECIALS
Harp
L aser
(birrOQ
»1
7.0T Case

a

$5.75

6pack

Bud Dry

Bud or Bud Light
s
Ai
~
$12.99
Case of 12 oz cans

Bailey's Irish Cream, 750 m 1...
Bushmill Irish, 750 m1...
JameSOn Irish(l.7s Ltr after rebate)...
Irish Mist, 750 ml.

GuineSS
_

Coors

"Bar Bottles"
$12.99

Heinekens

$12.99

Case of 12 oz

Case of 2/12 pk cans

Killian's
,
,
T.

<m ok
$4.25

Case of 12 oz cans

Rolling Rock

Becks

"Bar Bottles"

$3.99

$14 99
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6 Pack

case
Case

A

f

6 pack

I

$14.29
$12.99
$22.99
$15.99
,
750 m1... Qoa

|

vu *
Kahlua,
Bolla, 1.5 ltr...

*

$9.99

wrA

|

$7.99

Gordon's Vodka, i.7s(Afterrebate)...
Captain Morgan, i.7s(After rebate)...
Mondavi Woodbridge, 1.5 ltr...
Berringer Wht Zin, 750 m1...

$8.99
$11.99
$8.50
$3.99

MU\M\MM§

747 BEACON STREET, NEWTON CENTRE

984-1550

BISSSSE

LAII Beer Prices Plus Deposit]

BEES uDSBS
' PROFESSIONAI
PICK lll>

..,,,,,?

AND DELIVERY INCLUDED
?
BONDED AND INSURED
? BOXES AND PACKING
SUPPLIES
CLIMATE
CONTROLLED
WAREHOUSES
'
BETTER
BUSINESS
BUREAU
' MEMBER
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Sterility one danger of sexually transmitted diseases
Continued from page 12
question.

2) Be able to recognize the
physical signs of STDs and inspect a sex partner's body, especially the genital area,for sores,
rashes, or discharge. It is also
wise to ask about any possible
cold sores in a partner's mouth.
3) Do not have sex if your
partner has signs or symptoms
of STDs. Urge themto seek medical attention.
4) Use a condom and
spermicide during sexual intercourse and learn to use it correctly. If a woman is on the pill
forcontraception, sheshould still
use a condom for protection

against STDs. Other barrier
methods such as diaphragms,
cervical caps, and contraceptive
sponges offer some protection
against STDs as well.

Are all STDs incurable?
No, most STDs are curable.
Those STDs caused by viruses,
such as genital herpes, Human
Papilloma Virus (genital warts),
and HIV, are not curable. However, many people with genital
herpes and genital warts can live
with relatively few reminders
that they have the virus. AIDS,

caused by HIV, is considered a
progressive and ultimately fatal
disease.
Do all STDs cause sterility?
No. Those STDs, such as

HAPPY 21st ANN!
I know it doesn't mean much, but
hey. just think of all the things you
can do legally now! We'll get you to

love, all of your past, present
& future

chlamydia and gonorrhea, which time unknowingly transmit the
can cause sterility if untreated STD to others. This is one of the
for n long period of time are reasons why it is important for
easily treatedif diagnosed early. everyone who chooses to be
If I havehad one STD in the past, sexually active to practice effec-

can I get it again?
Having an STD in the past
does not protect you from getting the same STD again, nor
doeshaving one STD protect you
fromother STDs. Itis also worth
noting that thereare some STDs,
such as genital herpes, HIV, and
Human Papilloma Virus (genital
warts), in which the virus causing the STD never leaves the

body.
Many people with these STDs
remain asymptomatic for a long
period of time and during that

[KHEffIEHSSffI
I

r^^P^^r^ffWl^^^VpwH
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tive prevention.
Can the symptoms of syphilis,
gonorrhea and chlamydia
come and go?
Almost all STDs can have
signs and symptoms which come
and go. That does not mean the
disease has gone away.
How will I know if I'm infected
if I show no symptoms?
There are screening tests for
many diseases, even in absence
of symptoms. Others can be de-

tected only
present.

when symptoms are

Do STDs infect only thereproductive organs?
Usually. Occasionally some
travel through the blood and affect other parts of the body including the blood, joints, skin,
heart and brain.
How long can an infected person spread an STD?
It depends on the disease. In
some diseases the infection is
spread only when sores orsecretions are present. In others the
disease may be spread through
infected blood for months or
years.

THE ANNUAL
LEONARD PERSUASIVE
SPEAKING CONTEST
TUESDAY
APRIL 12, 1994
6:00 - 9:00 PM
GASSON 309

II

AWARDS: FIRST PLACE $550
SECOND PLACE $75
THIRD PLACE $50

All Contestants Should Pick Up
Ground Rules And Register For
The Contest In 215 Lyons Hall By
111
12:00 p.m. On Friday, April Bth.

Northwestern

Ml

Summer Session 91

hMNHHI
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Make a
splash.

8888

At Northwestern 's Summer Session
have access to Chicago and its beaches,
parks, museums, festivals, shopping,

class you take after your first class at
Northwestern's Summer Session. It's a

baseball.
front campuses in Chicago and Evanston
(they're about 30 minutes apart) where

For more information,

Now. get a 25-percent

on

i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l
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please call

1-800-FINDS NU.
to

to
Summer Session at Northwestern and
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REAL PEOPLE
By

Jeanette K. Brill/Edited
46 Small islands
47 Show

ACROSS

1 Harbor

6 Fluid part

blood

of
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refusal
Slangy
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,??/? movie
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Cha

20 Blackboard

ad,uncts

22 Fitting name

for a baseball
pitcher
24 Catches a
misdeed
25 "Exodus" hero
26 "La Plume dc
Ma
"
27 Essence
29 TV Guide

listing

36
40

unsaturated
alcohol
Rio, Tex.
Former name of
radon
Fitting name
for a prison
warden
Govt flight
regulator
Nibbles

43
44 C

film!

1976

with
"The"

45 Tosspot's

ci

51
52
55
56
60
61

62
63
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55 '
Meager
65
66 Eanh en

container

67 City where
Henry IV was
crowned, 1594

68 Severs
Fitting name
for a
Congressman
71 Sunny vacation

69

s P ot

72 Goodbyes

73 Toothy tool
74 Big name in 60's
folk music

Epitome of

thinness
79 White House
moniker
80 Word with soul
or help
81 Primp

ones

foratennis
Play er

107 Reconcile
108 Refuges
109
ski
110 Enzyme in milk
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candy
112 Strapped
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\3 priehiful
Relating

I

to

people at large
4 Sign
5 Makes trim
(,

Mail

31 Actor Rob
32 Original?
33 Divulge

35 Ex-Vietnamese

j'c?e?
36 Aimed high?
ln

37 Set firmly
Have on
41
42
46
48

7 Accompani-

ment for a
pavane
8 Farm-related:
Abbr.
9 Photography
sessions
10 Botanist Gregor
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problem

Solution, page 33
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Will Shortz
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material
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infatuation with
short
12 "High Noon"
Israel's Eban
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Matthew
87 /-»Ordain
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Exclamations ot 88 Soldier ol 1861
14 Out
inquiry
91 Inscribed stone 15 River to the
Rhone
Fitting name
markers
foragolfer
Lady"
92 "
16 Fitting name
River in
for a baseball
(Willa Cather
northern
novel)
player
France
17 Collectible
93 ConservationStashed away
Club
modern
sts '
Alda and Paton 96 To dare, in
illustrator
Gardener, at
19 Presidential
Dijon '
times
monogram
97 Insects'sensory
Not given an
21 Draft agcy.
organs
audience
100
23 "The Facts of
generis
D r Fu Manchu 102 Throwback
Life" star
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28
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Not
name
Fitting
rime
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32 Solid
34
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Obsolete map
54 f andied as
66 Serve s Pecially
abbr'
trims
67 Jalopy
Olympian
69 Raisincakes
States positively 55 Bit of
excitement
70 Become raveled
(be
Have
Sigh
kind )
72 Nickname
57 Covered
" Here Comes
74 peter the
completely
Santa Claus"
cartoonist
s,nger
58 Fitting name
75 Give comfort to
for an author
Mischievous
76 Rebuked at
59 Let
Split apart
length
61 Classic western 77 Its cap. is
Preliminary
races
63 Odd, to a Scot
Toronto
Vultures have
64 Dinner table
80 Al Capp's
item
Daisy
them
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81 Avian bigmouth 95
spumante
84 Toady
97 Novelist
85 Word repeated
Theroux

before "Me" in
hit

98 French weapon
99 Bandleader
86 Bird and King
Brown
89 See 93-Down 101 Small
90 Skater Boitano
beginning?
92 Inclined
103 Dccamerous
gr°"P
93 With 89-Down,
a past Senator 105 Gold in color:
Abbr.
from North
Carolina
106 Unfold,
94 Brain passage
poetically
a Beatles

.

Don't Forget!!
Peer Educator
Network
Applications
/T)ue

Mondajy\

4^X
O'Connell House
Room 109
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Heights Sports
Dance Ends for Eagles in Elite Eight

BC season ends in loss to Florida after Sweet Sixteen win over Hoosiers
By Ed McLaughlin

Trying to
Break the
Jinx of
Number

HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

MIAMI? "So now we've come,
to theend of the road" ?Boyz II
Men "End of the Road," 1992.
The Eagles Cinderella run
through the NCAA Tournament
ended Sunday with a 74-66 loss
to the University of Florida
Gators in the East Regional Finals. Center Bill Curley led the
Eagles in scoring with 20 points
and Howard Eisley added 19.
Curley and Eisley both made the
All-Regional team.
The Gators' Craig Brown, the
regional Most Outstanding
Player, led all scorers with 21
points. Brownhad three straight
three-pointers to turn the tide in
the favor of the Gators.
With 5:06 on the clock andthe

One
Eb Mclaughlin
The precedents did not bode
well for Boston College's latest Giant Killer. The campus
exploded last week when the
Eagles knocked off North
Carolina and advanced to the
Sweet Sixteen.After a week of
fun and frivolity at BC, the
Eagles traveled to Miami to
face the Indiana Hoosiers and
the General, Head Coach

Gators down 56-53, Brown
caught the ball off of a triple
screen andfired away a fall-away
three, all net. Brown came down
on defenseand blocked Curley's
layup. He drained a second three
to put his team up 59-56 with
4:34 remaining.
The Eagles wavered slightly
in the wakeofBrown's two shots.
In a game comprised of streaks,
Florida got the ball off of a turnover and got the ball to Brown.
He launched a bomb as Eisley
floored him, and drained it putting his team up 62-56 with 3:04

Bobby Knight.
The T-Shirt and cover precedent did not favor BC. The

bookstore", quick to seize another opportunity to suck
money out of the students,
printed T-Shirts for the UNC
win. One of the more memorable shirts read, "BC knocks
off No. 1 AGAIN."
Let's remember the last time
a BC team beat No. 1. After
Notre Dame, the commemorative shirts flowed faster than
the Mississippi during a flood.

to play.

After this nine point swing,
the Eagles nevercame closer than
four points. Head Coach Jim
O'Brien tried to foul to get his
team back into the game but the
Gators hit their free throws and
built an insurmountablelead and
cruised to the win.
The tell tale sign of defeat
came with under :30 to play. The
Eagles trailed by five, 71 -66, and
Eisley brought the ball up the
court. He slipped coming over
back court and lost the ball to
Brown, who dished to Dan Cross
for the layup. After the play,
O'Brien walked out onto the
court and consoled the dejected
Eisley. He put his arm around
Eisley and gave him a well-deserved pat on the back.
The ball didnot bounce for the
Eagles all day. The team shot

26.7 percent from three-point
land, including l-for-10 in the
second half. The Gators Andrew
DeClerq caught Eisley from behind and knocked the ball away
on the layup, getting away with
an apparent goaltend. Lastly,
Curley missedan open shot as he
went up for a layup and the ball
rattled out of the rim.
O'Brien tried to explain the
Eagles' run of bad luck in the
second half.
"It was really a bizarre situation," he said. "Those are things
that all contribute to the game."
The Gatorsearned the victory;
the Eagles did not give up vie-

See NCAA, p. 23
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The ball, and the Final Four fell off the fingertips of Kevin Hrobowski and the Eagles Sunday.

Cedorchuk
Resigns
CHESTNUT HlLL?Boston
College accepted the resigna-

tion of head hockey coach
Steve Cedorchuk on Thursday
afternoon, effective immedi-

Shorter and Dan Kerr cover
boys for the issue. The fabled
SI jinx came back to bite the
Eagles with the loss to the
Mountaineers. SI cover equals
bad precedent.

ately.
In accepting Cedorchuk's
resignation, BC athletic director Chet

Gladchuk issued the

following statement: "Boston
College is extremely grateful

Cedorchuk for his devoted and loyal service to ice
hockey. His personal and professional commitment toward
the advancement of the program and our student-athletes
shall always be appreciated."
Cedorchuk resigned after
bringing the Eagles to the
Beanpot championship for the
first time in 11 years.
Cedorchuk served as the Eagles
head coach for the past two
seasons and associate head
coach for the previous 19years.
"We extend our best wishes
for success in his new challenges," Gladchuk said.
BC will begin immediately
to look for a successor.

The next week, with post-season hopes depending on the
outcome, the football Eagles
lost a heartbreaker to West Virginia, a game that slipped
through their proverbial fingers, and earned a trip to the
Carquest Bowl. T-Shirts equal
bad precedent.
After the football win over
ND, the Eagles felt the jinx.
Sports Illustrated made Eric

The UNC T-Shirts caused
bad precedent and SI decided
last Tuesday to make Bill
Curley its cover boy for the
UNC win. The basketball
Eagles had to play after the SI
coverwith its post-season wait-

to Steve

ing in the wings (another win
gets another game). Bad pre-

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAN LEVASSEUR

Bill Curley (15) blocks the Hoosier'sAlan Henderson on the
way to the hoop in BC's Sweet Sixteen win.

cedent.
The good omens did not
show their heads until late in
the week. On the flight down
to Miami, the crossword puzzle
in the airline magazine had a
ray of hope. Number77 across,
five letters: "Large predator
birds." "EAGLES" fit perfectly. Good omen.
When the Eagles took the
See McLaughlin, p. 23
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Fans exhibit loyalty and class as season finishes
pus, even with its high expectations, was surprised at the quality of the Eagles' play over the
When the 1993-94 Boston first month of the season. Heading into a holiday tournament in
College men's basketball campaign began, high hopes Maui, Boston College was 7-0
aboupded around campus. With and in the top 20 nationally.
The excitementwas tempered
a senior nucleus of Bill Curley,
Howard Eisley, Malcolm greatly as students returned to
campus in mid-January because
Huckaby andGerrodAbram, stuBC
was now 11-4 and had lost
Eagles'
this
was
the
dentsfelt that
year to achieve success in that back-to-back gamesto Connectielusive NCAATournament. The cut and Seton Hall. Questions
excitement was evident as fans began to arise that maybe coach
packedPower Gym forMidnight Jim O'Brien was not getting the
Madness, the opening of the most out of this team.
But after BC beat Miami on
practice season. The student
body expected success and January 16 in a game in which
would not be tolerantof a third- thestudentsand theentire crowd
failed to give vocal support,
straight NIT bid.
O'Brien offered his own critiearly
part of BC's schedThe
ule was a grueling one, with cism of the crowd noise. "Stumany road games that negated dents can't be afraid to make
muchof the studentinvolvement. noise," O'Briensaid. "Theycan't
BC responded to theroad tests, just wait for something good to
happen to cheer. The students
beating Syracuse by 17 and Arimust come into the games and be
zona State in Tuscon. The camBy John McInerney

HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Sports Shorts
The Week that Was

Gioffre invited to

national team
tryouts

Boston College freshman forward Daryl Gioffre (Rye Brook,
NY) has been selected to participate in the U.S. Soccer Under-20
National Team Training Camp in Southern California from March
25-April 2, 1994.
"This is a great opportunity for Daryl, and one that he truly

wild and supportive and encouraging, even when the game gets

a little lethargic."
To their credit, BC's students
responded to the coach's request
and filled the stands for the Pitt
game three days later. But the
criticismof O'Briengrewlouder
when the Eagles lost a close contest to the Panthers, when they
squandered a 12-point second
halflead. Now, many BC "faithful" contemplated jumping off
ofthe basketballbandwagon, and
panic set in that the NCAA Tournament might remain out of
reach.
Afterthe Pitt loss, BC went on
a tear, winning four conference
games in succession, and fan
support began to rise again. At
15-5, a tournament berth was a
lock, and everyone wantedto be
part of aw inner.Even aroad loss
to Villanova did not dampen
people's spirits, because a home
ESPN game against UConn
loomed, and this was goingto be
~i the Eagles year to beatthe Huskies.
It was not meantto be, as BC
lost an 18-point second half
lead and bowed to UConn in
double overtime, despite 33
points from Bill Curley. It was
heartbreaking, because it was
a gamethe Eagles should have
won. Fan noise was deafening,
and the loss was hard to take.
BC was able to stagger
through the rest of the regular
season playing rather sluggishly, and it was obvious they
were tired. But entering the
BIG EAST Tournament as the
I

I CONGRATULATIONS I

deserves," Eagles Head Coach Ed Kelly said. "Daryl did an exceptional job for us this past season. He came to campus ready to play
and showed steady improvement as the season progressed. He will
be a key to our team in the coming years."
Gioffre was one of 23 players in his particular age group from
across the nation that was selected for thecamp.
Gioffre, a 1993 graduate of Rye Country Day School, played all
18 matches for the Eagles this past fall, making 17 starts. He tallied
one assist in helping BC advance to the championship game of the
BIG EAST Tournament at Seton Hall University.
The Eagles finished the 1993 season with a 12?5?1 record.

Henning names
three coaches to

staff
Boston College football coach Dan Henning today named three
new members to the Eagles' coaching staff. Joining Henning's
coaching staff will be defensive coordinator Jim Reid, defensive
backfield coach Bill McGovern, and defensive line coach Don
Pollard.
Reid comes to Boston College from the University of Richmond,
where he was the defensivecoordinator for the past two years. He
had previously been the head coach at the University of Massachusetts from 1986-1991. His UMass teams won three Yankee Conference championships.
McGovern joins the Eagles after two seasons as the defensive
coordinator at UMass. He was also an assistant coach at Holy Cross
in 1991-92, and at UMass from 1987-91.
Pollard has had the job as the defensive line coach at Central
FloridaUniversity for the past four seasons. Before that, Pollard was
the special assistant to former ClevelandBrowns head coach Bud
Carson.
Henning also announced that three previous members of the
Boston Collegefootball staff will remain with the Eagles. Outside
linebackers coach Bill Thompson, tight ends and special teams
coach Al Paquette,and quarterbackscoach Dirk Koetter, who signed
on with BC on February 14, will continue in their present assignments.

number three seed, the Eagles fever. That is the way it should
be. People had been skeptical of
wereone of the favorites to capture t*\eir first tournament title
the consistency of the team, but
in 11 years. That made it all the now they realized the magnitude
more
depressing when of their accomplishments and
Georgetowndemolishedthem by were willing to forgive previous
23 points and sent them into the imperfections. The students
NCAAs as a lowseed and a team showed their appreciation by
showing up en masse to welwith no momentum.
Heading into the first round come the team back from
tournament game with WashingLandover.
ton State, fans were skeptical of
But the greatest measure of
the Eagles chances. While many the support that this campus has
peoplefelt that a victory of WSU given to the BC basketball team
was probable, almost no one occurred Sunday night, when a
thought they stood a chance of large number of students came
staying close to the number-oneto show their appreciation folrankedNorth CarolinaTarHeels. lowing the loss to Florida in the
But after BC squeaked by the regional final. O'Brien recogCougars in round one, coming nized this loyalty, saying, "You
back from a ten-point halftime have no idea how much this
deficit, students were willing to means to this basketballteam for
at least tune in and see how long
you to come out hear on a rainy,
BC could at least stay in the Sunday night at 1:00 a.m."
game with the Heels.
The careers of Curley, Eisley,
Abram, and Huckaby are now
Well, needless to say, fans rehistory, and their accomplishacted favorably when the shocking upset occurred over Caroments will almost certainly go
lina, and for the first time in a down among the greatest in BC
while, the majority of people history. At times, the BC stuwerepraising O'Brien. And why dents were fickle in their recogshouldn't they? The man had just nition of their team. But when
outcoached an apparent legend. the team needed their support,
He and his team werenow in the they were there. Next year's
Sweet Sixteen, and all those freshman class is among the best
blinded fans who espoused that in the country, but it will not be
UMass coach John Calipari was the same. It is good that the
far superiorto O'Brien werenow school rallied around this team,
made to look foolish (UMass because in several years, fans
again lost in the second round will look back and realize how
afterbeing grossly overseeded). special this team really was.
After the victory over North They,alongwith the classcoachCarolina, everyone on campus ing of JimO'Brien, built up this
was squarely on the bandwagon program, and for that, everyone
and had a case of tournament should be grateful.

|

EAGLE HOOPSTERS
ON THE SWEET
SIXTEEN WIN.
THANKS FOR A
GREAT SEASON AND
FOR AN EXCITING
RUN THROUGH THE
NCAA
TOURNAMENT?
YOU MADE ALL OF
US PROUD TO BE
|
EAGLES.
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Eagles turn to pumpkins as Cinderella story ends
NCAA, from p. 21
tory. Florida

figured out the so-

lution to the biggest question in
the bracket?how can you stop
the red hot three-point shooting
of Boston College. The Gators
shut down the shooting and containedthe inside game of Curley

and Danya Abrams.

O'Brien cited the increased
pressure of the Florida defense
as the key.
"We had some shots to make
and shot 38 percent," O'Brien
said. "[BC shooting] had a lot to
do with what they did on de-

fense. They did a great job on
defense."
Florida took BC out ofits game
by slowing down the tempo on
the Eagles. The Gators began to

look back on this game and this
tournament with warm memories in a few weeks. Now, the
Eagles will try to heal theirbro-

work the clock midway through
the second half as BC led 51 -47.
The frustrated Eagles, normally
stingy on turnovers, became
careless with the ball and began
to commit turnovers.
BC committed 16 turnovers
for the game, while only dishing
out 13 assists. The Eagles could
not get the ball in to Curley
enough, and Abrams shot 4-of-10 from the field. The Gators

"In another week or so,"
O'Brien said, "we'll look back
and take a lot of pride in what

ken hearts.

happened. I'm very emotionally
spent right now."

Curley best summed up the
team's feelings. "It's been a lotof
fun getting to this point," he said.
"But getting here and not finishing the job is something that's
going to hurt for a while."

alsooutreboundedBC, 38-29, as
BC collected only nine offensive rebounds.
The frustration turned to fatigue late in the game, as the four
seniors and their beleaguered
coach looked emotionally and
physically drained. O'Brien
knew his troops needed a break
but wanted to give them the
chance to win the game for the
Eagles.

"They probably were a little
tired." O'Brien said. "We got to
thepoint where [the seniors] carried us, and we said we're going
to win it or lose it with the guys
that got us that far. You've got to
go with your best guys at the
end."
The fatigue, the bad bounces,
and the pro-Florida crowd all

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAN LEVASSEUR

Bill Curley (R) and Howard Eisley (L) collapse on Florida's
Andrew DeClercq. DeClercq scored 16 points against the
Eagles and grabbed 13rebounds.

contributed to the ultimate demise of the Eagles. Gator fans
from far and wide turned up and
cheered Florida to the finish and
the Final Four.
Gerrod Abram, who finished
with nine points and three assists, said, "I think the crowd
definitely helped them in the
end."
O'Brien and the Eagles will

HEIGHTS PHOTO
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Bill Curley takes a jumps shot over Florida's Svein
Dyrokolbotn in BC's 74-66 loss to Florida. Curley had 20
points against the Gators.

A Bigger Challenge Than Beating No. One
McLaughlin, from p. 21
floor, they played like a team
possessed. BC built a 13-point
lead early before Indianacut the
lead to two by the half. The Hoosiers took a five-point lead in the
second half. 64-59, with 6:30 to
play. Badprecedent?The Eagles
NEVER trailed North Carolina
in the second half.
The Eagles, especially the four
seniors, would not end theirseason, and theircareers, by losing
a heartbreaker. In what turned

as one of the best basketball
games all season anywhere, the
Eagles turned up the defense and
shut down the Hoosiers.
The team needed more than
the five starters to score if it
wantedto moveon. The bench?
in particular, Marc Molinsky?
stepped up and contributed its
best collective performance all
season. Molinsky scored eight
points in thefirst half and played
solid defense in the second.
BC Head Coach Jim O'Brien
applauded Molinsky after the
out

game.

"Marc gave us exactly what
we lookfor on offense,"O'Brien
said. "He gave us a quick eight
points, and even Marc looked a
littlequicker. He gaveus a pretty
good lift."
Team quickness helped the
Eagles run away with the game.
The quickness on offense gave
the Eagles open jump shots. The
Hoosiers could not double down
on Curley and cover all three

guards. The open shots led to 12
three-pointers,including nine in
the first half.
The quickness on defense allowed BC to shut down the Indi-

anaoffense. Indianascored zero
points in the final two minutes.
Howard Eisley talked about the
quickness helping BC surpass

the Hoosiers.
"We thought that if we buckled down on defense," Eisley
said, "we'dhave a chance to win.
We could get rebounds and get
out in transition. After that it
opened up for us."
Gerrod Abram added, "We
knew coming in that we'd be
quicker. We tried to spread out

the floor and use it to our advantage."
Both Coach Knight and Coach
O'Brien cited the BC quickness
as the turning point in the game.
"Quickness was a big factor in
the game," O'Brien said. "It
helpedus to press the ball. It was
a shame that either team had to
lose this game."
"They werea lot quicker than
us," Knight said. "Their kids took
the game right away from us.
There was no lull in their play."
Knight praised the Eagles effort on the evening and gave all
thecreditto the upstart BC squad.
He showed true class in acknowledging BC fora hard-earnedwin.
"I admire that team," Knight
said. "I give morecredit to them
for winning it from five down.
They are as tough a bunch of

kids that we've played all year.
They made some really big
plays."

Most of all, BC made the big
plays without Curley's usual pro-

duction. Indiana double and clown
Hender8on wbile
triple-teamed the senior star as p>2vinZ tbe entire 8econcl b2>f
Curley put scoring aside to help witbtbree foulz, fie finizbec! witb
his team win. Curley rebounded I I pointz 2nd 13 rebound8,
"I'be out8icle 8bootinZ belpecl
and played superb defenseto shut
e8peci2>lv wben durlev W28 not
8corinZ." N'Lrien 82icl, "It
8eemec! lbouZb 21 tbe end lb2l be
tmd everv defen8ive rebound,"
I'be L2tz!e8 8b2ttered 2II omenz
2nd precedents wb2lnorm2l f2N8
c2>! 8uper8tition8, witb tbe win
over tbe ftoo8ier8, Iv>2lco!m
Ituck2bv 2nd tbe I22Lle8 Zoi tbe
done, 2nd e2rned tbe riZbl to
p>2> 2notber d2v,
lie 82id, ">Ve did tbe tbinZ8 we
needed to do We bit tbe open
tbree8 wben we b2d to,
four
8enic>r8 8tepped up 2nd did wb2t
we b2d to do to win,"

,

Kudo8 to
<?ic>i>e for Ker 8torv on
llo2cb OLrien in >28t 1'bur8d2v 8
8port8 8eclion, 8be 8bowed tbe
8ideof2 un2ppreci2ledM2N wbo
b28 won under 2N unre28on2b!e
2mounl of pre88ure, people
2fler tbe LIll
c2>led for bi8
I088 to QeorZetown, ttnli!
8torv, nobodv, e88 b2ndw2Zoner8,
peci2>I>'
2ppreci2ted N'Lrien. one of tbe
Zre2t co2cbe8 2nd cl28«ie8t buM2n beinZ8 2t tbe 8cbool, IVl2vbe
now bell Zet tbe re8pect be deof /"/le

8erve8,
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Marc Molinsky (32) skies for a rebound in the Eagles 77-68
win over the Indiana Hoosiers.
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Improving Eagles pound mercilessly on Marist
By Craig Falzone
HEIGHTS STAFF

In a long season,a team often
plays games against lesser opponents in between the handful

These games,of
course, can be either wasted opportunities or stepping stones to
future success.
of "big"games.

Saturday at Bentley College,

the Boston College Eagles
drubbed visiting Marist College
17-5 and stayed on track, preparing for the rougher road ahead.
Led by seniors Laurens Goff (4
goals, 1 assist), Rich Merklinger
(3 goals, 1 assist) and Jason
Silkey (2 goals. 1 assist), the
Eagle offenseout-shotMarist52-23. The BC defense was tight
for the second-straight game,
headed by sophomore goal tender
Keith Lillis (10 saves).
"You have to build on games
like these for the bigger games
of the season," co-captain
Merklinger said.
BC Head CoachEd Moy said,
"We were much better clearing
the ball and riding [today]. We
did a better job of passing the
ball in transition and finding the
open man."
BC's season record stands at
3-1. After the season opening
loss, the Eagles are riding a threegame winning streak. Their next
two tests come versusrivals Holy
Cross (March 29) and
Georgetown University (March
31).
"Both of them arevery tough,"
Moy said. "It'll require us to be
disciplined and strong. Holy
Cross is always a big game. BC
doesn't play them that often."
"Some of us are looking up to
Georgetown," co-captain Goff

said. "That could be a turning
point for this season. If we beat
them, I think we'll definitely
crack the Top 20."
Against Marist, Merklinger
opened the scoring just minutes
into the game. He took a pass
about 25 yards out from the BC
goal, charged down the left side
into Marist territory and scored
from close range. Next, Silkey
scoredfrom in frontof the net on

a nice pass from Goff. Junior
Josh Cianciolo (2 goals, 1 assist), on the left sideof the Marist
goal, fired the ball to senior
Brendan Toulouse cutting in
from the right. Toulouse ripped
off a shot from 10 yards out,
pushing the Eagle lead to 3-0.
Then Goff worked one-on-one
near the Marist net, rolling right,
then spinning back left and
bouncing home the fourth BC
score. Marist finally got on the
scoreboard when a Marist
ballhandler, despite strong coverage from juniorMarc Deragon
with help from sophomore Bob
Hermiston, slipped the ball into
BC's net.
It was a hard-hitting contest
early on, with Marist drawing a
penalty for being in theBC crease
after a pileup. Later, another
mound of bodies crashed into
the Marist goal as BC sophomore MattPrybyliski triedshove
the ball in, with help from
Cianciolo. The officials warned
several players on both teams
for trash-talking. At one point,
the Marist ballhandler flubbed
an inbound pass, and Prybylski
cackled in his face.
Goals by sophomore Greg
Lally and Merklinger stretched
the Eagle lead to 6-1. Marist
charged and scoredonly seconds
later, and the vocal Marist head
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The surging Eagles mercilessly pummeled Marist, 17-5, this weekend.
coach complained about the officiating and called a time-out.
The coach's running animated
complaints entertained the
crowd, but as the game went
along it began to annoy theMarist
players.
"I think he was trying to get
his team riled," BC's Lillis said,
"but by the end, they were yelling back at him to shut up."
Near theclose of the first half,
the Eagle defense put on a show.
Thefans cheered as BC dumped
a series of Maristattackers to the
turf. Then, BC went on the attack, working several plays into
Silkey close on the left side of
the Marist net. But Mariststuffed
each attempt, which provided

ammunitionfor their jeersat BC. near the BC goal, but the offiThe excitableMaristcoach made cials intercededand restored orsome morenoise as the half came der. The fourth quarter cruised
along uneventfully, as many subto a close with BC ahead 8-2.
The hard-hitting and jawing stitutes got some playing time.
continued in the second half.
"We've played well," BC's
Merklinger said afterthe game.
BC's Goff scored on an acrobatic play to open the scoring. "We've used a lot of players in
First, he backed his man in tothe last two games. It's good for
wards the net. About 10 yards the younger players."
BC's Lillis said, "We have a
out from the Marist goal, Goff
jumped, spun and shot in mid-air lot of older players who basically lead the way. I just follow
for the score. The teams exin their footsteps; it kind of
changed quick scores before tempers flared again. The officials makes it easy for me.
warned two opposing players to
quell their taunting. Late in the Craig Falzone, A&S '94, is
third quarter, with the score 11the beat reporter of Men's
-4, there was one final scuffle. Lacrosse
Players fromeach teamfaced off

Eagles heading in right direction after '94
By Michael Civille
HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

The Eagles hockey team
closed out a respectable season
with twin losses (4-1, 6-5 in
double overtime) to the University of New Hampshire in the
first round of the Hockey East
tournament, dropping below.500
at 15-16-5.
Less than two weeks later, on
last Thursday, BC head coach
Steve Cedorchuk announced his
resignation after two years, a
move that has been skepticized
since. But that comes later.
After defeating the Crimson
of Harvard in the Beanpot to
give the Eagles their first title
since 1983,BC rattled off a 5-2-2 record in the last nine games,
but met a very tough UNH team
in the conference tourney to fall
short of making another dream
run.
Of course, the Beanpot was
the highlight of the season, as
the skatersaddedtheir own chapter to The Greatest Year in BC
Sports History with a 2-1 overtime victory oversecond-ranked
Harvard. Tom Ashe's third career goal in that overtime put BC
into the history books just as 41-39 over Notre Dame and 75-72
overNorth Carolina did for football and basketball,respectively.
But what separates those two
teams from the hockey team is

the fact that the hockey team did
not have any significant postseason play, and they werenever
ranked. The Beanpot was truly
an underdog pulling off a remarkable victory.
Not to take awayfrom the other
teams at all. After all, the Notre
Dame and North Carolina victories will most likely be remembered long aftertheBeanpot win
has been lost in the memory
banks. Actually, it's already been

mostly forgotten on a recent T-

shirt which claims that the
Trinity this season has been comprised of 41-39 overND, 75-72
overUNC,andi-2 overHarvard.
Oh, well, close enough.
BC

Anyway, the Beanpot win was

the most improbable of all three,
and that is a fact. If-12-3 BC
defeats second-ranked, 15-3-2
Harvard. Stories and moviesare
written from games like this.
And that was it for the Eagles

this season. The Beanpot. There Spalla. and Jack Callahan?all
were, of course, other highlights, reached the 100 careerpoint plalike the Eagles' 1-0-1 record in a teau in the final week of the seaweekendseries up in Orono, Maine, son to become the 38th, 39th,
against the defending national cham- and 40th players in University
pion Black Bears of that state uni- history to reach the milestone.
All in all, despite the record, it
versity.
And how about John Joyce's goal was an exciting season. Then
in double overtime against #10 again, there was nowhere to go
Northeastern that put BC into the but up after last season's 9-24-5
performance. Cedorchuk cited
Beanpot finals to begin with?
And it cannot be overlookedthat the team speed and goaltending
all three seniors?Joyce, Michael as keys to this year's success.
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The Men's Hockey Eagles tastedbitter defeat and sweet victory, including the Beanpot
Championship, through a rebuilding year.

"We were faster," said
Cedorchuk, "and goaltending
was great down the stretch."
The effortsof freshman goalie
Greg Taylor cannot be overlooked. He was the one key
reason that BC did not suffer
another '92-93. His sparkling
goaltending should garner him
the team Most Valuable Player
award, and, along with freshmen
Brian Callahan, David Wainwright, Jeff Connolly, and Joe
Harney, the future is looking up.
"We're not satisfied,"
Cedorchuk said, "but we're
happy. We are in the middle of
the pack, and we want to be on
top. We lost only two of our last
nine regular season games, so if
we can start next year by losing
only two of our first nine, we
could be heading towards the
top. But we must start that way.
"But we arehappy, Cedorchuk
continued. "We are moving in
the right direction."
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Eagles Look to Senior Leadership in 1994
By Gavin Skillman

hosted UMass at BU, the
school supplied only one van to
transport 24 members of the
team, including coaches.
"We had to have players drive
theircars to get everyone to BU,"
Doyle said. She plans to send a
group of players to voice the
team's concerns to the administration.
The experience of the team
has kept it together through the
tough times. BC can't afford to
let up against a grueling schedule that includes nationallyranked teams, UVA, Harvard,
team

HEIGHTS STAFF

While theBoston College basketball team has the Fab Four,
the Eagles quietly started the
season March 16 at Harvard with
its version of the Fab Five.
Senior tri-captains Shannon

C

Women's Lacrosse j

Doyle, Lisa Doty, and Ann
Hyland, along with seniors
Christine Curley and Joanie
Solimine hope to cap off their
four-year reign together with a
winning seasonand a birth in the

UNH, and UVM.
"We can't let things get in the
way," said Doyle. "We must rise
above it as athletes and deal with

ECAC Tournament.
"We have a very dedicatedand
skilled team," Doyle, whorealizes that the five seniors must
pave the way, said. "We have a
lot of leadership on this team,
and that will help a lot. Everything starts with defense and we
will always have [Curley,
Solimine, and Doty] on defense

it."
Despite losing the team'sleading scorer, Jennifer Barone (34
goals), and the starting goalie,
Laura Biggis, to graduation,

Granese is confident that the
strong core of players returning
will carry the load, and improve
on the 6-7 record of a year ago.
BC boasts eight upperclassmen
in its starting lineup.
"Anytime you have five players that have had a lotof playing
time since theirfreshman year,
you have a lot of leadership and
experience that you can count
on," she said.

The Eagles began their winning ways early on, beginning
with a 2-1 mark. After a humbling 24-4 loss at the hands of
the number-two nationallyranked Harvard Crimson, BC
disposed of UMass, 11-10, and

Springfield, 16-5.
Not bad for a team that plays
its home games away from home
at Bentley, BU, or MIT due to
the Alumni Stadium expansion
project. BC also has to deal with
the traditionally inclement New
England weather.

"You just have to accept the
fact that you don't have a home
field and deal with it," Head
Coach Sherren Granese, who enters her seventh season, said.
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The Eagles will depend on senior leadership to carry them
this season.
"Spring sports were supposed to administration.
"I'm extremely frustrated with
go on as scheduled, but because
of liability reasons, adjustments the fact that we don't have a
had to be made. It was hard at home field," she noted. "The
first, but fortunately it will only other night, we were in the Plex
until 10:30 p.m. practicing with
be for one year."
While Granese downplayed no lines. It is a rude awakening
the situation, Doyle was a bit to the team, and it sets a fire in us
more outspoken and said that to play well."
According to Doyle, when the
she is not happy with the BC

"They need to lead by the way
they play," she added. "We have
a tough schedule, but if we can
do well in the region and win
against the local teams, I think
we can reach our goal of the
ECAC tourney."
While Granese will count on
attackers Curley (32 goals fast
year, second on the team) and
Doyle for offense, she said that a
lot of players are contributing so
far. In the victory over UMass,

eightplayers got into the scoring

column.
In net, Granese is hoping that
freshmen Megan McElvogue and
Elizabeth Hayes can do the job.
McElvogue has gotten the starting assignment for the first three
games.
She received a rude welcome
to the college ranks against
Harvard, but then rebounded by
posting two victories. Their
teammates believe in both of
their abilities.
"Both of them have improved
so much since the beginning of
practice," Hyland said. "We have
a lot of confidence in both of
them."
At the pre-season William &
Mary Tournament in Virginia,
McElvogue fended off Princeton,
a top-five team in the country.
"Megan has done a fine job,"
Granese said, who plans on going with the hot goalie throughout the season.
This season will be the final
year for the BC's version of the
Fab Five, who are all good
friends off the field.
"It's sad that we are leaving,"
Doyle admitted. "We are such
good friends andhard workers. I
hope we can have a great year
because our job isn't done. We
have a lot to prove. We want to
reach our goals and I think that
we can do that. Last season,
Vermont won the ECAC's, and
the two years before that we defeated themeasily, so if Vermont
can do it, then Iknow that wecan
be successful."

"Everyone knows about the

Fab Four on the basketball
court," Hyland said, "but the five

of us have been together for so
long, it will be very hard to
leave."

Fans Gather at Pep Rally to Support Eagles
By Dennis Goett
HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Eagles have returned for
Miami and the Sweet Sixteen.
Members of the student body
showed their support last Tuesday during a Pep-Rally send off.
Unknowing fans would have
sworn that Dick Vitale was on
the premises every time the word
"Baby" echoed through Conte
Forum. Once again Peter
DiGiullio, in a return performance from Midnight Madness,

DiGiullio sarcastically asked.
Next came an encore act of
DiGiullio's Stupid HumanTricks
from The Late Show. DiGiullio
lighted matches and threw them

into his mouth. His grand finale
was a large piece of flaming paper in a symbolic effort to describe how hot the BC hoopsters
are.

took control of the microphone.
"Iremember when I was here
for Midnight Madness, baby. No
one ever thought that we would
be here today, baby," DiGiullio
stated. "We are not coming back
until Sunday night," DiGiullio
predicted.
As the students stood in an-

ticipation of the Sweet Sixteenbound Eagles, the big screens
ran video clips of both the
Beanpot victory and the Notre

Read

Dame football win. These videos, as they had several days
earlier,excited the crowd to earbusting proportions.
DiGiullio set up a beach chair
with a sign "Miami...here we

come." He continued to stir up
the crowd with questions about
what teams had practiced over
the past week. "Did UNC practice this week, did Kentucky
practice today.Temple, UMass?"

As the theme from "Rocky" understand the frustration that
started up, the crowd knew exyou've gone through," O'Brien
actly whatwas in store.DiGiullio concluded.
introduced the bench in class
To celebrate the journey to
order. Then the starters were Miami, O'Brien slipped into a
welcomed with a earth-shatter- pairofcustom-madeboxers with
ing roar from the student body. the BC logo and "Moon over
To accompany the seniors, a Miami" printed on the rear.
small highlight video was shown
The four seniors, Bill Curley,
for each of the graduating stars. Malcolm Huckaby, Gerrod
The staff and the coaches enAbram,and Howard Eisley, then
tered after their seniors. For the came to the front to speak. All
first time this year, Coach four seniors thanked the student
O'Brienreceived a standing ovabody for their support.
tion as he entered Conte Forum.
After a quick review of the
The student body had realized season, a third video was shown
how good these Eagles are.
on the big screens. This video,
Chet Gladchuk, director ofathset to the song "Simply TheBest"
letics, came out to give a small by Tina Turner, showed highspeech about this year's team.
lights of the North Carolina
"This is areal first class bunch game.
of guys," Gladchuck said. "This
DiGiullio, not to be outdone,
win says a lot about the program. ended the rally with his own verIt also brings a great amount of sion of poetic verse. This verse
pride to the institution."
did not pan the critics, but it did
Coach O'Brien addressed the predict a few more wins in this
crowd after Gladchuk.
year's season.
"Just a short week ago, after a
loss in New York," he said, "very
few people gave us a chance. We
went down to Maryland and accomplished a great deal." He also
said that he was very proud of
the program and how the team
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Fans turned out Tuesday to wish Danya Abrams and the
Eagles good luck in the Sweet Sixteen.

hung together.
O'Brien wanted to thank the
senior class most ofall for sticking with the team through the
good and the bad. "We really
appreciate the people that have
been there all four years. I do
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The Trials and Tribulations of Shea Field
Fall tailgating and Old Man Winter force teams to look elsewhere
always going to park out there. I
park out there," Maloneyreplied
honestly. He added, "This parking garage [in progress] out here
helps. If they don'thave to park

By Matt Gelb
HEIGHTS STAFF

Alumni Stadium: Filled with
crazed-anddiehardfans.Alumni
Stadium shakes and trembles
every fall as home to the Notre
Dame-conquering Boston College Football Team. Home to
both Men's and Women's Lacrosse as well, Alumni stadium
is quickly asserting itself asone
of the most feared venues in college athletics today.
Silvio Conte Forum: The
"Conte Crazies" find their domain in the Forum, as they go
crazy for their North Carolinaeliminating Men's Basketball
team. BC's Beanpot Champions
of 1994 also inhabit Conte: the
Men's Hockey teams. As one of
the most, if not the most, improved teams around campus, the
Women's Basketball team calls
Conte home as well.
Shea Field: While Alumni
Stadium shakes and trembles
every fall, Shea Field becomes
home to hundreds of parked cars
and thousands of tail-gaiting
fans. This spring. Shea Field
will play home to a couple thousand graduates, friends, and family members during commencement ceremonies. Shea Field
currently cannot serve as home
to either the Eagle's Baseball
team or Softball team. Where do
these up and coming teams reside? Everyone asks the same
question: What is tjie deal with
Shea Field?
With both the expansion of
Alumni Stadium and Sweet Sixteen March Madness sweeping

on the field for basketball and
hockey, we'll be all right."
Is Coach Maloney bitter about
his situation? "Yeah, I'm bitter
?the damn weather's been terrible the last few weeks. I'm
bitter at Mother Nature, not BC.
I think it's great, I can't wait for
the first football game in this

new stadium."
Many people related to these
spring sports have differentideas
than Coach Maloney: some upset, and some extremely frustrated and angered. However,
anybody who cares even the
slightest bit about baseball, softball, and even Shea Field would
agree with the excited coach
when he says,"I think once this
construction's done,a little more
focus will go on Shea Field."
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A sign of the times? Football sleds occupy the infield instead of the baseball and Softball
Eagles.

Bentley College to a field on the
Cape.
The construction currently
underwiy on the stadium also
eliminates some practice possi-

bilities. Head Baseball Coach
Richard "Moe" Maloney is quick
inreplying, "There's disappointment, but [the expansion of
Alumni Stadium] is great. We've
been hurt because we can't go on
the football field. We've been
hurt because we lost our cages."
Maloney continued, "But
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The desolate Shea Field batting cages won't see hitters this
spring.

the entire campus, nobody pays
attention to the problem occurring in our own backyard. The

record-breaking amount of snow
and terrible weather in general
has temporarily displaced the
baseball team and softball teams
to facilities ranging from an indoor complex at Tufts University to the fourth-floor batting
cages in Conte Forum, from

that's all part of this long-range
plan and [Boston College Athletic Director Chet Gladchuk]
has assured me that in the future
we're going to have better cages;
in the future we're going to have
a top-notch field. He wants this
to be the best baseball field
around."
This top notch field, which is
currently in its early stages, will

transformSheaField into awonderful facility; however, the
transformation will not nearly
be completed in time for this
year's opening home games for
both teams. The current problem lies in getting the field ready
as soonas possible for this year's
early games scheduledfor Shea.
"We're still getting snow off
the field. Weather is a problem,
especially this year. Let's call it
a freak of nature. As a coach in
the northeast, you have to accept
that fact," Maloney quipped.
Sure enough, the bad weather
and poor condition of the field
will force Coach Maloney and
the Eagles to play theirfirst few
home games elsewhere, as last
year, when the team played its
first two BIG EAST series at the
Cape. This year's first two home
games, including the UMass and
Providence games on March 29th
and 31st, respectively.
When asked when he thought
Shea may be ready for tiiis season, Maloney stated, "We play
Boston University the week after the Providence game, and they
don't even have a field, so we
have to have ours ready," The
way the field looks now, that
idea doesn't seem too promising. "Ourfirst BIG EAST series
at home isn't until April 23. If it
isn't ready by then, maybe you
can comeback and interview me
again!" said Maloney. Last season, the team played their first
two BIG EAST series down at
the cape.
Head Softball Coach Nancy
McGuire and her Eagles have
also been forced to play their
first two games away from the
friendly (and swamp-like) confines ofShea Field. The softball
field is also being refurbished;
however, the expected changes
have not been completed as a
result of the oft-blamedweather.
"This situation has been most
unfortunate. We're making the
best out of a lousy situation. It's
been a rough road for the softball team," a disappointed Coach
McGuire explained.
Barring any unforeseen natural disasters, the renovations
??

underway on Shea Field should
be completed by next season.

This time frame, however, does
not preclude the field's being
ready for play this season.
"When the fence is up it's nice.
It'll be a nice field this year,"
Maloney said. Optimistically
and excited, Maloney added,
"Next year you're going to see a
beautiful field. It was a terrible,
terrible field. It was an embarrassment, but those things have
changed. I can see the new
scoreboard, I can see the new
stands with seats that havebacks.
You won't see that anywhere
around here! I'm really excited.

There's been some disappointment in the players, but I

hope

they share my enthusiasm."
The ideaof arefurbished Shea
Field sounds good in conversation and looks good on paper.
With the revamping will come a
new drainage system, a key in
getting future seasons off to a
successful start. But why only
now is the problem being dealt
with? Even with a new drainage
system, football fans will still
park on the field. Won't the
weight of all those cars wreak
havoc on the drainage system,
the same drainage sys'em that
will allow the field to be ready
early in the spring?
"I've always felt that the drainage was a problem. Parking
...five times a year...?l don't
think that's a problem. They're
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REVIEW
Artists unite against AIDS in Dead are Dancing
By THERESA REGLI
Heights Asst. Review Editor
Last night the performing arts
groups of Boston College stood
proud and triumphant on the main
stage of Robsham Theater Arts Center, just as they should have. The
Dead are Dancing was by far their
brightest moment.
In a united effort to fight against
the stigmas and tragedy associated
with AIDS, over 150 talented students and faculty presented drama,
music, dance, and comedy about
friendship, perseverance, and the
beauty of life. A topic too often
neglected at Boston College, these
performers presented perspectives
of AIDS the only way they should
be, frankly and honestly.
Executive producerKathleenKirn
and co-producers/directors Hannah
Yuen and Susan Turner had worked
since September to make this benefit happen, and their work truly
went rewarded. It was clear throughout these performances that these
people were united for a cause, and
the audiencefelt that through many
of these groups' finest performances.
The musical groups includedThe
Heightsmen, The Voices of Imani,
The Acoustics, and the Bostonians.
The Acoustics' rendition ofVenice's
"PeopleLaugh" was excellently performed while expressing an appropriate message in the lyrics "people
laugh while people die." The
Bostonians' performance of popsong-turned-AIDS anthem "True
Colors" was the most musically impeccable song of the night, as each
part was tight and perfectly blended.
Guitarist Dan Rockett truly mesmerizedthe audience when he performed his two original songs.

Hannah Yuen and Susan Turner stand tearful and triumphant in front of BC's artists for AIDS
HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR/MELISSA ST. HILAIRE
Rockett performed the compelling scene was done without costumes
personally touched by AIDS,
"Rainbow Revolution" as well as a or a set and yet remained impressong about AIDS which, like the sive and effective, drawing both whether it was a friend, family memlaughter and dead silence from the ber, or a BC studentthey had taught.
rest of the performances, was lyriOn the whole, the production
cally straightforward. Rockett ex- audience.
was
definitely one of the greatest
pressed in his unique way how
Making arare appearanceon camfor the performing artists
effects
everyone.
evenings
AIDS
pus was The Children's Theater
Rockett and Dramatics Society Company, whose scene about unof Boston College. When people
member Jeff Croteau gave the two conditional friendship was adorable unite for a cause, everything seems
more significant than it did before;
most effective performances of the and appropriately performed. Coevening. Croteau and fellow tal- directed by Tom Hobbs and Beth Le the music has a little more soul, the
ented actor Dana Colarulli per- »Rocca, the story centered on the characters on the stage appear all
formed a scene from the Pulitzer changes undergoneby a caterpillar. the more real, and most imporPrize-winning play Angels in In spite of her changing, herfriends tantly, the laughter permeates our
AmericabyTonyKushner. Croteau's
portrayal of Roy Cohn, a wealthy
businessman who is told by his
doctorhe has AIDS, was excellent,
truly shoving the stigmas of the
disease into the gut of the audience
for second consideration.
Also performing a scene from
Angels in America were University
Theater Faculty members Lauren
Corbelleti, Chris Jones, Paul
McCarren, and Henry Schaffer. The

still loved her unconditionally.
Campus comedy troupes My
Mothers Fleabag and He110...
Shovelhead! drewrousing applause
from the audience. Both groups
were truly on last night, each managing to keep their individual troupe
trademarks within the Benefit format.

Interspersed amongall theseperformers were brief speeches by students and faculty who had been

limbs all the more.
In all their delectable sarcasm,
Hello...Shovelhead! may have expressed it best in their skit about
college students and social issues.
When asked about AIDS, the two
comedians playing BC students
stoodup hesitantly and said, "Well,
that's not something we're really
allowed to talk about at BC."
The Dead are Dancing proved
that times are thankfully changing.

Dance Ensemble presents strongest performance yet
By MAHALIA MESSAM

For The Heights and
MELISSA ST. HILLAIRE
Heights Editor
"Dance is that phenomenal dimension of communication that
reaches out and touches without
ever saying a word," said Terri
Trespicio, Dance Ensemble choreographer and dancer. With this
spring's presentation of Basic Energy, Dance Ensemble presented
their best performance ever.
The dances ranged from ballet to
tap. Music and choreography for
the performances were coordinated
and stylish, affirming the continuing improvementof the often overlooked Dance Ensemble.
Jeannine Tsukahara's choreography for Sting's "Little Wing" was
particularly memorable in Act I.
Costumes in "Rina Cruinne" were
beautiful, the dancers resembling
dazzlingEgyptian goddesses.
The very dramatic "Thieves In

The Temple" started Act 11. This was
a particularly compelling number.
The most exceptional presentation
in the show was "Memorias," choreographed Susan Turner. Turner
was also a dancer in the performance along with Brian Cromwell.
As Turner wrote about her dance,
"Dancing is not simply classes and
the regurgitation of steps, but a
journey through consciousness. It's
not just a workout, it exercises your
mind, body, and soul. If you look
int othe brilliance of the spirit revealed, you will see all you can be."
In her piece, Turner an Cromwell
truly brought out the emotion and
depth of dance.
"The Sacrifice At 7" which was
also excellently choreographed by
Clare Carney and Jason Felipe, truly
electrified the audience.
As a group too often neglected in
terms of worthy recognition, Dance
Ensemble is a talented group to
which more people should open
their eyes.

Brian Cromwell and Susan Turner
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New Releases from Nine Inch Nails, Beck
soul.
Reznor continues his ranting on
tracks like the biting "Heresy," which
criticizes the way that modern religion has come to stand for wanton
violence in the wake of such incidents as the Hebron massacre.
Reznor warns, "His perfect kingdom of killing, suffering and pain/
Demands devotion, atrocities done
in his name/ Your god is dead and
no one cares/ Drowning in his own
hypocrisy/ And if there is a hell I
will see you there/ Burning with
your god in humility/ Will you die

for this?"

Nine Inch Nails' The DownwardSpiral
Grammys for Broken), that Reznor
Nine Inch Nails THE DOWNmight have lightened up a bit. No
SPIRAL
(Interscope)
WARD
Tent Reznor is finally getting his chance in hell.
Nine Inch Nails' latest release,
due. After spendingfive years living
The
Downward Spiral, proves that
in hell and turning that life of heil
Reznor
still has many, many deinto music, he's finally starting to
to
purge. Reznor has matured
mons
escape the searing flames.
on
the
new
album, but now he just
As the founding and only memhas
new
and
more intense bag of
a
Inch
reNails,
ber of Nine
Reznor
mained a relatively obscure, alter- disorders to deal with. Obviously a
native cult hero for years after the firm believer in the adage that an
release of his brilliant industrial/ unexamined life is one not worth
rock/techno debut album, Pretty living, Reznor holds nothing back
Hate Machine. Then, about three from existentialexaminations of his
years after being rejected by MTV soul, to religious doubt, to sexual
and every mainstream radio station confusion and tension?he lays it
in the country, the album's first all out on the table. Delving into the
dark, vulgar, visceral side of his
single, "HeadLike a Hole," ?an anticorporate, anti-authorityanthemfor nature, he simultaneously taps the
America's disaffected youth?caught listeners' common fears and insecufire, and Nine Inch Nails was sud- rities, making TheDownward Spiral
denly the buzz of MTV and the one big, perverted group catharsis.
Musically, the new album repre"cool, new group" on the radio.
sents
a hybrid of his first two albeing
Even then, Reznor was
screwed by his old record label, bums?somewhere in between the
TVT, and was reaping none of the synthesized dance floor beats and
benefits of his newfound success. dark pop hooks of Pretty Hate MaNine Inch Nails' performance on chine and the harder-faster-louder
attack of Broken. The Downward
the first Lollapalooza, which upstaged every other act and made Spiralbridges the gap between the
them the surprise favorite of the two, incorporating both sugary,
tour, did even more to increase melodic piano fills and screaming
white noise, its songs ranging in
NlN's popularity. Pretty Hate Machine soon went platinum, selling intensity from quiet, synthesized
over a million copies, but Reznor lullabies to all-out sonic assaults of
still saw nothing thanks to his label. layered drums, thrashing power
After securing a deal withInterscope chords, and tortured howls.
The album's first single, "March
in 1992,Reznor quicklyfired back a
the Pigs," is proof of such emoof
vicious thank you/screw you note
and sonic swings. The song
tional
his
old
label
the
form
of
his
to
in
with rapid-fire drumming,
rages
which
was
a
album,
Broken,
second
twenty minute hate-fest that railed scorching guitars, and the tortured
against the label and documented screams of Reznor, "I want to break
it up/ I want to smash it up/ I want
the hell that his life had become.
Not that Reznor's life had been to fuck it up/ I want to watch it
anything but hell before this, to come down," only to come to the
which the lyrics and sonic intensity cathartic release of a calming,
of Pretty Hate Machine and Broken bouncy piano hook and Reznor's
give evidence. His howls of hatred, query, "Now doesn't that make you
cynicism, and depression have been feel better?"
The truth is, the entire album has
fueled with a bittervenom that have
feeling of release. Not only
that
mirrored his equally nihilistic music. You might think that with the listening to Reznor's problems, but
newfound acceptance from the ra- also living his emotions through the
dio and MTV, a new label that gave all-consuming music allows you to
him free reign, and some hard-won reach the grotesque depths of hupraise from critics (which included man existence and find some salvawinning an award at last year's tion in the baring of another man's

""

Such lyrics are only the tip of the
possibly controversial iceberg that
Reznor uncovers by laying his most
basic human nature out for all the
world to see and read. His anthems
of sexual, religious and social hatred, doubt, insecurity, and oppression reveal the blackness of the
troubled human soul that most believe to be grotesque, unmentionable, and certainly not worth dredging up. But the truth is that a life left
unexamined is still a life not worth
living... Reznorshows that today it's
just much uglier and much harder to
look at once uncovered.
Stephen Jacques
?

the pathetic slacker chorus "I'm a
loser baby/ so why don't you kill
me?" to create a runaway hit with
his first single, "Loser," has to be an
considered an innovator.
What makes Beck successful is
the fact that he's neither regurgitating his roots like Lenny Kravitz or
Pearl Jam, nor is he burying himself
in microchips and synthesizers in a
ZooTV studio. He's mapping new
roads by throwing out most of the
rule book and creating musical heresy (by today's standards) by recording an entire album, sifted from
his demented subconscious, in the
comforts of his living room. With an
acoustic guitar, a drum machine,
and a sampler, Beck recorded Melloiv Gold in his own home, producing an album in classic do-it-yourself fashion that is surprisingly diand
ultimately
verse
groundbreaking.
Those looking for an album full
of "Loser"s will probably be disappointed. Nothing on the album duplicates the gloriously nauseating
addictiveness of "Loser," but
"Beercan" does come close, sounding like another obvious hit. With a
fat bassline creating a hopping funk
grooveand with rap-along vocals to

?

Beck's Mellow Gold

*«*l/2
Beck MELLOW GOLD
(DGC)
Don't believe the cynics. Rock
isn't dead, it's just sleeping real
hard. Granted, today's rock is giving the public pretty vivid dreams,
but the problem is that they are
dreams we've had before (throughout the '60s and 70s to be exact),
and they're starting to get annoying.
Recently opening the eyes of
many, though, has been the slacker
phenom Beck, whose wacky blend
of bluegrass/punk/rap/country/
folk/hip-hop has turned a few heads
and convinced a few cynics to forgo
the snooze button.
It would be overly presumptuous
to consider Beck as any kind of
savior of rock n' roll, but his debut
album does offer some hope that
music isn't completely stagnant in
the '90s. Anyone that can fuse hiphop beats, a bluesy slide-guitar, and

match, the track is a surefire future
dance-floor and party favorite.
The beauty of the album, though,
lies in the cross-cosmos leaps in
music styles that Beck achieves.
From hooky tunes like "Loser" and
"Beercan," he jumps to frustratingly
abrasive art-rock tunes like "Sweet
Sunshine," then jumps to silly, melancholic folk tunes like "Pay No
Continued on page 29
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Fireman, Backbeat Soundtrack, Tasmin Archer
Continued from page 28
Mind" and "Nightmare Hippy Girl,"
then to warbly laments clouded in
ganga hazes like "Steal My Body
Home" and "Whisky Clone," only to
make a final leap to an enigmatic
number like "Blackhole."
Closing out the album with
"Blackhole," Beck introduces surprisingly pristine guitars and offers
the quiet, melancholic incantations
of the consummate slacker. Its poignant lyrics are a world apart from
the Ginsberg-esque Beat lyrics of
the opening track ("He hung himself with a guitar string/ A slab of
turkey neck and its hanging from a
pidgin wing/ Get it right if you can't
relate/ Trade the cash for the beef
for the body for the hate/ And my
time is a piece of wax falling on a
termite/ Who's choking on the splinters"), which only reinforces the
diverse directions that Beck is mapping out.
The unifying thread throughout
Mellow Gold, though, is Beck's unflinching slacker stance. It seemed
like it would only be a matter of
time before the press found a musical poster-boy for the X Generation,
and finally Beck has arrived. Of
course, this is probably nothing Beck
ever wanted and certainly nothing
we ever asked for, but with "Loser"
all over the radio and MTV, its
seems inevitable that the press and
media have found their man.
So be warned,we henceforth will
be classified as a bunch of slackers
and losers with no direction and no

Pirner, singing on "Long Tall Sally,"
"C'Mon Everybody," and "20 Flight
Rock," is surprisingly decent. While
McCartney's voice is surely difficult
to mimic, Pirner succeeds with an
enthusiastic scream which isn't that
far off the mark from the rough
hewn yowl sometimes applied my
Paul in the rockier songs covered
by The Beatles. REM fans might be
interested in Mike Mills' lead vocal
on the '50s song "Road Runner."
The only two drawbacks to what
is a mainlyenjoyable set of songs is
the short playing time (only 27 minutes) and the fact that there are no
Lennon/McCartney penned tunes on
the disc (one can guess that this is
because Michael Jackson did not
grant the rights to them). If the
enthusiasm found on the soundtrack
carries over to the movie, a splendid time in the theater is guaranteed
for all.
Pat Riley
?

??

Backbeat Soundtrack
were the interior monologue to this piled torecreate the renditions. Greg
Dulli (Afghan Whigs) is the voice of
vising, instinctual nightmare.
While repetitive mentors and reJohn Lennon, while Dave Pirner
occurring themes play a large role, (Soul Asylum) attempts McCartney's
the moderate tempo tracks aren't vocals. Also playing on the tracks
indecipherable from each other. are Dave Grohl (Nirvana), Mike Mills
They each have their own rhythmic (REM), Thurston Moore (Sonic
and musical take on the theme. "4 Youth), and Don Fleming (Gumball).
4 4" has overtones of monsters. Henry Rollins was originally inWhen this is playing, you get the volved as well, but was later eximpression that the Supreme Being cluded by producer Don Was.
Ringo advised Was to try for a
from "Time Bandits" is at the end of
hope. Take consolation, though. the hall. "Celtic Stomp" is either punk sound on the recording, as the
From the book of Beck he offers influenced by or a parody of U2's Beatles most closely resembled a
foolproof guidance for the lost Joshua Tree sound, depending on punk band at that point in their
careers. Recordings of The Beatles
among us: never work for no soulhow you look at it.
More kinetic creativity than drawn
sucking jerk, and always get crazy
with the cheese whiz.
out effort, the tracks combine to
Stephen Jacques satisfy the archetype of a terrible,
mammoth machine.
Here's the kicker. The Fireman is
TheFireman
STRA
WBERRIES
"**
reportedly the collaborative efforts
OCEANS SHIPS FOREST
This orbital debut by the Fireman of British producer Youth and Paul
is for the cyberpunk in us all. This McCartney. The gifted Max, long an
is the music that would be playing experimenterwith electronicsounds
if you were to glide through a vir- and blips has finally gone public
with his madness, sort of (all of the
tual nightclub in a virtual city.
a
melded
with
album,
It's titian
its credit goes to the Fireman pseudsynthetic counterparts, new age and onym, after all). Far better than
trance. If you've ever tuned in (or much of what titian has to offer, this
zoned out) to the trance music that releaseis really a boon to McCartney
ZBC plays on weekend nights, then that such an established artist is still
you know the flame beneath the finding such creative and enthralFireman. Titian certainly isn't one of ling ways to express himself.
Pat Riley
your most natural forms of music.
It's a mix of a pulsating beat and
strange repetitive sounds. Knobs ***l/ 2Musicfromthe MotionPicare turned and buttons are pushed. ture BACKBEAT (Virgin)
The Beatles have long been relIt's a very computer-oriented process for a very computer-oriented egated to the status of legend, and
sound, but it can be quite imaginarightfully so. Speculation on the
tive as well. The Fireman falls into recent collaboration between Paul
the latter category, hinting at a rich McCartney, George Harrison, and
base of creative enthusiasm.
Ringo Starr is causing quite a stir
None of the nine tracks in this among reunion-mongers and fans Tasmin Archer
(pro) titian swirl are shorter than alike. Adding to the current fervor is at the Star Club in 1962 certainly
seven-and-a-half minutes. To an the upcoming movie Backbeat back Ringo up on that opinion. At
which deals with The Beatles prefirst glance, the Beatles were a rough
extent they are revisions and remixes of one main musical theme. fab days on the Hamburg, Germany n' tumble bar band. The fine tuning
They tend to start out slowly with club scene, specificallywith the life came later. So this is the edge that
some space foreboding and edgy and death .tory of original Beatle Don Was was trying for.
For the most part, he found it.
guitar work which leads into the bassist Stu Sutciiffe.
Thesoundtrack has been released, The Beatle magic isn't there, but
onset of the thudding drum pulse.
Though there is no singing on the wisely giving the consumer plenty skipping pre-production and using
disc, there are certain spoken of time to snatch up the music rough mixes as the final product
phrases which are constantly turn- before the film's debut. This album works with such numbers as
ing up on the tracks. The main one is composed of twelve rockers that "Money," "Bad Boy," "Twist and
is a British male voice saying "I The Beatles cut their teeth on in the Shout," and "Rock 'N' Roll Music."
sense a situation." It's as if this early days. An interesting amalgam Dulli's vocals are acceptable, though
minimal and repeating narration of currently hip musicians wascomnever confusable with Lennon.

Tasmin Archer SHIPBUILDING (ERG)
A little more than one yearago, a
new singer slipped onto the music
scene and proceeded to carve a
niche out for herself next to New
Age performers like Tori Amos and
Sophie B. Hawkins. Tasmin Archer's
first major single, "Sleeping Satellite," was a stunning, yet subtle
blend of piano and haunting, poetic
lyrics. It was also the only song that
won the singer any major market
recognition. Now, she has released
a new album, or possibly an EP
disguised as an aJbum.
With only eight tracks and 54
minutes of music, Shipbuilding
seems somewhatshort. However, a

?

?

,

close study of the album cover,
reveals that three of thesongs, "Lords
of the New Church," "When it comes
down to it,"and "Steel Town" are
simply live versions of songs from
her first album. The album is then
capped off with an acoustic version
with the original hit, "Sleeping Satellite." These songs are all good and

well-performed (especially "Steel
Town"), but they lose something in
these new forms. "Satellite," especially, is less powerful when played
unplugged.

Continued on page 31
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The Paper captures journalism's frenetic pace
By CLARISSA CRUZ
Heights Review Editor

***l/ 2THE PAPER: A film directed
by Ron Howard. Starring Michael
Keaton, Glenn Close, Marisa Tomei,
Randy Quaid and Robert Duvall.
The Paper definitely has the Ron
Howard stamp on it. Director of
Backdraftand Parenthood,Howard
has a knack for making entertaining
and relativelynon-threateningfilms.
His newest movie, The Paper, is no
exception.It is fast-paced and lively,
and effectively captures the hysteria of a big-city newsroom. However, it also falls into the trap of
delving only superficially into the
characters'lives and tying up all the
loose ends at the requisite heartwarming ending.
The plot chronicles 24 hours in
the lives of the staffers of The Sun,
a sensationalistic New York City
tabloid.Michael Keaton plays Henry
Hackett, the frazzled Metro editor.
Marisa Tomei is his very pregnant
wife, Marty, who is itching to go
back to work and fearing the changes
her new child will bring into her
life. Alicia Clark (Glenn Close) is
the bitchy managing editor, and
Dan McDougal (Randy Quaid) is
the paranoid columnist who sleeps
with a gun because he fears that the
targets of ridicule in his columns
will kill him. Finally, Bernie White
(Robert Duvall) is the chain-smoking, soda-drinking editor-in-chief,
who is constantly on the verge of

Robert Duvall, Marisa Tomei, Michael Keaton, GlennClose and Randy Quaid star in The Paper.
coughing up a lung, that is, when thenticity of the setting: desks over- fist fight amid the news presses.
he's not complaining about his ba- flowing with paper, broken vendKeaton is just the right mixture of
gel-sized prostate.
ing machines, reporters shouting sensitivity and hyperactivity in yet
Henrystarts his day with his three- out requests for synonyms, and anotherrole that shows his range as
Coke minimum. (When Marty asks maintenance men working on the an actor. Unfortunately, the other
him why he doesn't just pour bat- air conditioning. The cast of The characters are more two-dimentery acid down his throat, Henry Paperactually spent some time in a sional, not through any fault of their
replies, "No caffeine.") Then he's real-life newsroom in order to learn own, but rather because of a plot
off to another hectic, nerve-wrack- how to effectively and realistically that simply does not have the time
to devote to character development.
ing day at TheSun. Today, he has to portray their characters.
However, one never forgets that
cope with bickering reporters, a
This being said, The Paper rewife who feels neglected, a job The Paper is a movie. And as a mains an enjoyable andlikablefilm.
offer from the oh-so-prestigious New movie, its primary purpose is to One can see how the frantic deadYork Sentinel, plus a late-breaking, entertain. On this level, the film lines and constant stress can beethical-dilemma-provoking story.
definitely succeeds. The plot and come addicting. And The Paper efThe film does an admirable job of characters are engaging and the fectively portrays the adrenaline rush
realistically portraying the frenzied entertainmentlevelreaches its peak that ultimately is one of the reasons
pace of a newsroom. There are in a scene where Glenn Close and why people stay in this sometimes
small details that increase the auMichael Keaton have a rollicking ulcer-inducing profession.

Vermont-produced film is pretty but flawed

A scene from Where the Rivers Flow North.
By PAT RILEY
Heights Staff Writer
"1/2 WHERE THE RIVERS FLOW
NORTH: A film directed by Jay Craven. Starring Rip Torn, Tantoo Cardinal, MichaelJ. Fox, BillRaymond,
and Treat Williams.

Breaking the Hollywood mold to
a film made requires intense
dedication and artistic vision. Doing so in the wilderness of Vermont
with a limited budget is certainly no
exception.The release of Where the
Rivers FlowNorth ends a three-year
struggle originatedby Vermont filmget

makers Bess O'Brien and Jay Craven to capture the flavor of the
Vermont frontier on film. Due to
strong support from Vermont residents such as Michael J. Fox (who
has a small role in the movie), as
well as aid from the National Endowment for the Arts, they met with
success.
The story, based on the novel by
Vermont author Howard Frank
Mosher, depicts an "old man river"
characternamed Noel Lord (played
by Rip Torn) who is being pressured to give up his property so the
building of a nearby hydroelectric
dam can be completed. Filled with

emotion for his land and the
logdriving heritage which he feels
he is upholding, Noel turns his back
to the future. His stubbornness not
only creates conflict with the power
company, but also with his strongwilled Native American companion
Bangor (played by Tantoo Cardinal) who sees the ultimate futility in
his holdout.
Richly photographed, the picture
does indeed capture the beauty of
the land. The deep forest and the
marshy streams are lushly presented
as nature in its finest form. Problems arise, though, in the writing.
The story ofa man's struggle against

the so-called progress around him
is a story that has been dealt with in
various forms many times. The creators of Rivers faced the challenge
of pushing the boundaries of the
formula and finding something
unique in the characters. Clear attempts at this are made. The vague
history between Noel and Bangor is
gradually brought out. Rip Torn is
effective in conveying the troubled
mindset of his character. But a superficialityremains. Noel says things
like "I'm a logger. A man can be no
more than he is." This kind of line
adds less to the character than it
does to the stereotype.
The characterof Bangor has weaknesses as well. Tantoo Cardinal's
energy often works well in the role,
but the character's style of referring
to herself and Noel does not. She
only refers to herself in the second
person. This quirk is overshadowed
by her constant use of the name
"Mister" for Noel. Virtually every
line is ended with "Mister" (i.e.
"Dem days gone, Mister"). These
verbal idiosyncrasies fall short of
being endearing and quickly become annoying. The depth that the
character can attain is thus inhibited.
Appreciation for the New England
landscape and support for regional
filmmaking are the best reasons to
see Where the Rivers Flow North.
These reasons maybe good enough
for some to enjoy the film, but the
difficulty that the story has in breaking its formulaic mold will outweigh for most the hard work involved in working outside the Hollywood system.
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Four weddings and afuneral celebrates spring
By CLARISSA CRUZ
Heights Review Editor
'"1/2 FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL: A film directed by Mike
Newell.Starring Hugh Grant, Andie
MacDowell, Simon Callotv, Kristin
Scott Thomas, James Fleet, John
Hannah, David Boiver, Charlotte
Coleman and Corin Redgrave.
Ah, spring. The time when young
men's fancy turn to thoughts of??
well, you know. At therisk of sounding presumptuous (and freak snowstorms notwithstanding), spring is
definitely in the air. And there's no
better movie to herald the annual
defrost than one that celebrates the

(supposed) joys of wedded bliss.

Four Weddings and a Funeral is a
lighthearted romantic comedy that,
in spite of occasional lapses into
sap, is guaranteedto give you laughs.
The story takes place exclusively
at the four weddings and a funeral
Charles (Hugh Grant) and his eclectic group of friends attend during
the course of the film. Charles is a
32-year-old English charmer, whose
bachelor status threatens to become
permanent because he cannot commit to any of his girlfriends. Accused of being a "serial monogamist" by one of his old flames, he
doesn't think he'll ever get married.
That is, until wedding number
one, where Charles meets Carrie

A scene from Four Weddings and a Funeral.
(Andie MacDowell), a beguiling and each other at the remaining three
beautiful American who captures weddings and funeral that take place
his, uh, heart after an enjoyableroll
in the hay. The morning after, with
neither of them reallyknowing what
to do or say, they go their separate
ways (sound familiar, kids?).
Charles and Carrie bump into

in the following months. At these
chance encounters they both realize their true feelings for each other.
Unfortunately things get a little complicated by the fact that weddings
number three and four are Carrie's

and Charles'?to other people.
The film rolls on to its predictable
conclusion, but the ride is so humorous and fun, that predictability
doesn't really detract much from
the enjoyment of the movie. The
goofy brand of British comedy is
evident in the witty dialogueas well
as in the hilarious situations the
characters find themselves in.
Hugh Grant is perfectly cast as
the somewhat flustered, yet still
charming Charles, and Andie
MacDowell'sCarrie easily wins over
the Europeans with her breezy
American ways. Simon Callow,
Kristin Scott Thomas, James Fleet,
John Hannah, David Bower and
Charlotte Coleman are all memorable as each of Charles' distinctive
friends.
No, Four Weddings and a Funeral isn't exactly deep. And yes, it
doesget unbelievablysappy at times.
Case in point: when Charles and
Carrie are out in the pouring rain,
about to declare their love, Charles
urges them to go inside. As she
gazes soulfully into Charles' eyes,
Carrie answers: "Rain? I haven't felt
anything." Well, duh.
Despite its shortcomings, Four
Weddings and a Funeral is definitely worth the price of admission.
The film is not unlike the champagne the multitude of wedding
guests consume: Fizzy and light,
leaving you with a warm glow.

Yes and Pantera return with latest endeavors
Continuedfrom page 29
The four new songs are all nice,
but are in a noticeably different
style. "Shipbuilding," and "New
Amsterdam" areheavilygospel. The
lyrics and writing end up sounding
more like Marc Cohn or even Boyz
II Men than New Age, and Archer's
performance ends up making her
sound like "Barbra Streisand sings
the hits of En Vogue."
All things considered, this is a
pleasant enough album. Unfortunately though, it has so-so energy
and little inspiration. It also half
consists of remakes of previously
released songs. None of these characteristics make for a truly good
musical experience.
\u2666"PanteraivltfBEYOND DRIVEN
(EastWest)
Pantera are back with a follow up
to their last album, VulgarDisplay
ofPower, and with the same thrashmetal sound that these guys are
known for. While not famous for
their wide vocal range, they still
have great lyrics that go well with a
guitar cranked up as far as it will go.
Some of the best tracks on this
album are "25 years," a song about
Phil Anselmo's problems with his
father, "Hard lines, Sunken Cheeks,"
about recovering from hard times,
"Slaughtered," and"Planet Caravan."
The last song is a Black Sabbath
cover that doesn't quite measure up
to the original.
The majority of people who listen to Pantera do not always focus
on the lyrics because they are often
drowned out by the guitar. But you
can actually hear the words on this
album, most of which dealingwith
death, suffering and revenge. Over-

all, it's a great album, one that will sage is rarely so general.

sents the "old" Yes, and that's not
ofAnderson's
Fans
voice will have what the current combo is about.
It's just that without Dean's glimpses
something to appreciate immediately, of course. Unfortunately his into strange new worlds, Yes will
distinctive sound is far too often oe forever incomplete.
***YES TALK (Victory)
washed out in the lush choral blend
One of the few names in music to which has worked well for them in
Though Talk was made with a
make the transition from '70s prothe past. The soul-searching Jon great deal of computer technology,
gressive band to '80s pop band is Anderson solos aren't as present on it seems that Yes is actually joining
taking another stab at the '90s. It is Talk as they were on the wonderful the current "back to the basics"
important to realize that Yes is only Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman, trend. There is no lack of keyboards
Yes in name. The only original Howe album from 1987 which reon the release, but some uncharacmember still in the group is lead united Anderson with his early Yes teristic, drippy guitar work can be
singer Jon Anderson. It is obviously band members. Melodically, Talkis found as well. No true Yes fan
his voice that gives the current deinferior to ABWH, although some of should be without their latest recade-oldincarnation of Yes the right the music is similar.
lease. While it is not immediately
to call themselves Yes. It now seems
Those hoping for more fantastic stunning, it is the kind of music that
as though guitarist/singer/ Roger Dean artwork on the cover needs to be delved into by the
keyboardist Trevor Rabin has bewill be disappointed. The new Yes listener before it can satisfy to its
come just as much of the heart and logo by Peter Max is fruit-loopy and true extent.
soul of the band as Anderson.Rabin uninspiring. Of course, Dean reprePat Riley
is producer, co-engineer, and cowriter (with Anderson) of the new
album.
Upcoming Concert Dates
Talk is the group's follow-up to
Big Generator, which was the comMarch
bination of members from the '70s
The Proclaimers
30
Yes and the '80s Yes. ConsideredbyThe Violent Femmes
most to be a failed endeavor, Yes is
The Indigo Girls
The Orpheum
once again just Anderson, Rabin,
Squire, Kaye, and White, the members that hit it big with "Ownerof a
Tori Amos
Sanders
31
Lonely Heart," and "Changes." The
new album doesn't appear to have
April
such a radio-friendly hit on it. These
Orpheum
Crowded House
4
are the kind of songs that have to
Graffiti
Axis
Physical
6
grow on you. All seven tracks are at
Garden/Orpheum
least five minutes in length. In most
Pearl Jam
10-12
seems
as
if
are
they
cases it
too
Axis
Kings X
13
long. Songs like "The Calling" and
The
Levellers
Paradise
13
"State of Play" have their catches,
Somerville
14
Kristin Hersh
but they seem to meander. Lyrically, the songs are lightweightwith
May
breezy statements of hope and longwhat
Yes
has
Garden
ing. This may be
Bryan Adams
14
always been about, but their mes-

be sure to send you into a headbanging frenzy.
Ted Coleman
?

?
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Acoustics improve and shine at McElroy Cafe
formed by music director Elaina
DiGregorio '95
They concluded theirfirst set with
Thursday night was the last cafe an emotional stirring version of Pat
for the Acoustics this semester and Benetar's "Shadows of the Night,"
an emotional one for departing seperformed by a graduating senior
niors Jan Eberle, Jeff Nicholoson, Jan Eberle '94.
and Melissa Dong.
The second set was far superior
The Acoustics began with a lively to their first set. Nate Johnson '97
performance ofSir Mix A Lot's "Baby performed a crowd-pleasing verGot Back", and "James Brown is sion of Men at Work's "Down UnDead" before a good-size crowd. der."
They then sang a powerful version
They then performed their infaof James Taylor's "Shed a little light". mous T.V. theme songs from shows
The Acoustics showed a tremensuch as WKRP, Facts ofLife, Cheers,
dous improvement from last year's The Jefferson's, and the famous Nate
Springfest and last semester's fall a Johnson '97 in red tights and a white
cappella concert. They have defi- wig sang the theme from Greatest
American Hero.
nitely improved upon their coheA melodicversion of "By myside"
sion as a group.
After about five songs, a skit was from Godspell was performed by a
performed about the BC student. It few members of the group, folwas taken from AdamSandler's new lowed by a strong and soulful verCD and showed how freshman fake sion of "Broken Glass" by Bea Reaud
intoxication.Although it didn't fit in '96
too well, it was a good attempt.
Christen Roderick '95 and Trish
The group then sang a grooving Pino '96 belted out a solid version
version of "Roam" by the B-52's. of "Fields of Joy" by Lenny Kravitz.
The best of song of evening was The Acoustics concluded with an
performed by Kaiwi Opulauoho '97 encore of Steve Winwood's "Higher
and Trish Pinho '96.
Love."
They are both Hawaiianand sang
The Acoustics have matured trea beautiful song called "Love and mendously from their previous perHonesty" by the Hawaiian Stone formances and are also staring to
Band. A much improved version of attract their own "following" here at
BC.
"Amazing Grace" was then per-

By JOHN PAPPAS
Heights Staff Writer

Jan Eberle and The Acoustics performinglast
GaSSOn 100

semester in
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Ellen Cleghorne at
Comedy Connection
By BRIAN J DiMATTIA
Heights Staff Writer

Recently, when Saturday Night
Live went into reruns, the result has
been a critically panned movie that
takes good writers away from the
show and results in a generally
poorer quality of jokes.Fortunately,
it also means that the cast also get
the chance to do stand-up comedy.
Such was the case this past weekend when Ellen Cleghorne headlined at The Comedy Connection at
Faneuil Hall.
Performing an hour-long set,
Cleghorne was relaxed and easy,
performing comedy like a natural.
She covered fairly standardmaterial
with subjects like relationships, parents, and the uselessness of men in
America, but did so with wit, charm,
and feeling. She was also able to
joke about race and gender-related
issues without soundingpreachy or
offending any but the most sensitive audience members. The only
thing she might be faulted for was
her handling of the crowd. She tried
occasionallyto bring audience members into her jokes, but didn't get
very far with it.
Cleghorne has not gotten a great
deal of national attention for her
stand-up work, but considering the
state of stand-up in America, that
could change quickly. Since Whoopi
Goldberg has proven that she is
incapable of being funny outside of
the movies, and since other top
female comediennes like Paula
Poundstone, Brett Butler, and Ellen
Degeneress have made the move to
television, younger comediennes
like Cleghorne now have the op-

portunity to move into the forefront
of this art form. Considering the
length of Cleghorne's performance,
the energy she put into her comedy,
and the fact that she did two shows
a night for two nights, she is quite
obviously dedicatedenough to guarantee her a quick rise on the comedy circuit.
Openingfor Cleghorne was local
comedian Jim Lauletta. Lauletta
spent part of his show apologizing
for being late and claiming that his
comedy was hampered by his poor
mood. However,his show was lively,
wry, and tremendouslyfunny. These
two comedians were excellent
complements to each other, with
Lauletta's energy and Cleghorne's
style playing off on each other very
well. Lauletta, a Comedy Connection regular, was refreshing and
creative performing "Celebrity Orgasms," helping tourists figure out
their sightseeing plans ("You gotta
see Chelsea, just cross the bridge
and follow the smell. No seriously,
a really nice place you should see
is, uh, Lynn!"), and doing an outstanding impersonation of Don
Knotts as Batman.
While comedy can be expensive
at times, and while getting to the
North End is slightly more difficult,
expensive, and time consuming than
getting to Cleveland Circle, an
evening at Comedy Connection or
one of the area's other comedy
clubs can be well worth the effort.
After all, this is the area that produced comedianslike Steven Wright,
Bobcat Goldthwaite, and Denis
Leary, and their future competition
could be making the rounds right
now.
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Paris challenges assumptions
Continued from page 9

because there are no guidelines.
"If you are looking for a place
Paris then introduced the fi- to draw the line...it should be a
nancial aspect of euthanasia to question of whether or not the
the discussion. Paris asked how disease is treatable. Depression
the United States can justify is not sufficient cause, but terspending six million dollars on minal disease is," Brian Peterson,
A&S '95, said.
one patient who may neverreThe discussion shifted to the
cover in a society that is unable
to financially provide adequate role of the physician. Peterson
health services to the majority of said he feels euthanasia should
only be performed by qualified
its citizens.
One student was unableto pro- physicians.
One student felt it was not the
vide a clear-cut answer and believed that it might depend on physician's role to do harm, but
the amount of money involved. Peterson replied that it is the
"But can we put a price on life?" physician's responsibility to upretorted another student.
hold the dignity of the patient.
Paris asked, "If, as a society,
"Why are people frightened
ofKevorkian?" askedParis. One we do approve of active euthastudent responded that it was nasia, do we want to transform

the healer into the exterminator,
and if we do, what is the price?"
The evening's forum also addressed the government's role
in euthanasia. Paris mentioned
tworecently-defeated initiatives,
119 in Washington and 163 in
California, which attempted to
legalize authorized physicianassisted deaths. If passed, the

California initiativewould have
had no special requirements for
determining the mental competence of the patient and no notification of the act.
Leßoeuf said she enjoyed the
discussion, but also said, it
"wasn't what I expected. [Paris]
gave
never really
his
opinion...yet he challenged everyone."
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A NEW MBA FOR THE WORLD.
It begins in Chicago.
It continues abroad.

"

It's the opportunity ofa lifetime.

X*

And, don't know where to turn for help with a
personal, family, community, or health con-

"

Vs \u25a0

It's DePaid University's MBA
in International Marketing and Finance.
|
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cern? Call us.

The United Way's FIRST CALL FOR HELP?
(formerly Information & Referral) can find an
agency or service to meet your particular need.
Our service is free, confidential, and provided

by trained specialists.

UnitedWArs
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A Service of United Way
of Massachusetts Bay
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CareerLectuare Series
CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?
DREADING GRADUATION?

Return to Long Island

fw*wm

Come learn about various career options from professionals
in the human development field!

2:00-4:00
Multipurpose Room
Campus School
Tammy Aarons will speak about human service temporary work as a
means of exploring the field and securing a
Monday. April 4

position.
Tuesday, April 5

2:00 1:15
iCampion
204
"

on.

Stacey Kabat will speak about her experience at Battered Women
Fight Back, as well as her involvement in community education of
domestic violence and human rights.
4:30-6:30
Tuesday. April 19
Campion 328
Judith Thompson will speak about Children of War, an organization
that she cofounded to bring children together from international war
zones and areas of urban conflict.
3:00-4:15
Thursday. April 28
Campion 235
Cathy Hoffman will speak about her activities as the
Director ofthe Cambridge Peace Commission and the
Coordinator of an alternative high school program which focuses on
mentoring peace issues.
All lectures are free and open to all.
Sponsored by the Human Development Program and the Office of the
Dean, SOE.

R

University at Stony Brook Summer Session
250 courses in 40 subjects
Day and evening classes
Low NYS tuition
Registereasilyby mail or in person
# Live on campus or commute
\u2666 Two terms: May 23-July 1; July 5-Aug.l2
#

*
*
*

For free bulletin, call 24 hours (516) 632-7070
Please send me the 1994 Summer Session Bulletin:
Name
Street/Box No.

City

Suite

Telephone

Areaof interest

School currently attending

Anticipated year ot graduation

Summer Session

Office

University at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY 11794-3730

Zip

.
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state universityof new york
An AA/EO educator and employer
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Despite problems, Falvey has enjoyed mascot job
gettingkilled, and he was loving
it. I watched that and said 'I want
to do that.'"
Falvey says he thrives on the

Continuedfrom page 5
Eagles, I was always frustrated
by things they didor didn'td0...1
just had this desire to do it...and
to do the job the way I thought it
should be done.
"Also, I'm just a wicked BC
fan. Whenever I was at football
games I always found myself
leading the crowd anyway. Ifigured why not do it officially, as a

student sections of opposing
teams during away football
games. He must also deal with
the physical abuse. "Away fans
throw stuff at you. I was at Pitt,
just standing there, and they
started gunning quarters at me.
And then somebody squirted
mustard and ketchup onto my
head...so I had to walk around
looking stupid for awhile, until
someone toldme."
Falvey says his feathers are
ruffled mostly by medium-aged
bratty kids who don't perceive
him as human. He said he has to
wear an athletic supporter because they like to kick him in the

crazy fan."

Falvey's desire tobe the school
mascot was first inspired when
as an underclassman he saw the
Pitt Panther. "All of a sudden he
climbed up into our section. Then
he was crowii-surfing through
our section and everyone was
beating on him and punching him
and just going crazy. He was

New L i/jj

groin. "Just the other night at a
Maine hockey game, some little
kid kicked me three times from

behind. It killed. You lose your
cool inside but you can't show
it...You have to suck it up.
Being the BC mascot is physically demanding, but Falvey admits he is happierbeing the Eagle
than if he had been any other
mascot because he can act crazy.
"I always end up with a stiff
neck and a sore back from the
weight of the head and running
around. It just takes a lot out of
me because I spaz. I watch other
mascots on TV and they just sort
of stand there. AtBC, [the Eagle
has] always been a pretty crazy
mascot.

He and Christine Alger, direcof the costume shop at

tor

Robsham Theatre, spent two
weeks before school started in
September creating the fuzzy
headthat he uses at all his func-

tions.

The ideafor the fuzzy head(as
opposedto the hardheadused by
the other BC Eagle) was originally Alger's, and Falvey went
along with it. "1 was at first skep-

tical about the idea, but...l decided to go with it. I'm glad I
did. I like it, although you get
mixedreaction from the fans."
Falvey said he is so busy making appearances that he does not
have time to dry-clean his suit
very often. "I make an appearance about every other day. It's
hard to find three days free that
I'm not using the costume so I
could bring it to the cleaners.
"In addition to the sporting
events, I did Christmas parties,
an alumni skating party...l can't
even think of all the stuff I've
done," the Eagle said.
Although Falvey enjoys rep-

ffljWflfflM I
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Summer Session I: May 24-July 2

Summer Term 19 9 4

--

Yes! Send me a free copy
NAME

I

'

ADDRESS

"

"~

~*

PHONE

"

->

I
~

~

I

~

CITY. STATE, ZIP

.

[ Return Coupon To:

Boston University Summer Term, Rm. 203
755 Commonwealth Aye., Boston, MA 02215

An equal opportunity, affirmativeaction

it, remember the one kid whose
day you made.
Falvey says that the position

of mascot is entirely volunteer,
no perks or money involved.
"You would only get the right
person for the job under those
circumstances. If money had
been offered, perhaps that person would not have as strong of
a commitment to the fans or the
teams."

235 NORTH BEACON STREET
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BRIGHTON tttZM
782-1177

* AffordableRates

*Only minutes fromBC
*Drive-in Loading Area
\u2666Individual StorageRooms

ofthe Boston University Summer Term '94 Bulletin.

"
'

Speaking from experience,
Falvey offers a bit of advice to
next year's Eagle:"Remember
thekids. They are the ones that
really appreciate you. On days
when you don't feel like doing

Going away for the summer?
Gateway Self-Storage is the perfect place to
store your belongings.

Summer Session II: July 5-August 13
Registration for both sessions begins April 19, 1994.

1

cool.'
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With more than 400 graduate and undergraduate
ig over
40 academic fields, Summer Term 1994 lets you see
as
you've never seen it before. Join our diverse summer community of some
6,500 students. Sample our summer concert series, extensive recreational
programs, and University-sponsored extracurricular activities. Call
617/353-6000 today for your free 1994 Summer Term Bulletin. You'll
never look at us the same way again.

r---

resenting BC as the Eagle mascot, he does admit that he is still
apprehensive each time he gets
into his costume. "I always like
to get to a game an hour early,
because I'm a nervous wreck
every time. I will say, T don't
want to do this,' but then I'll put
the suit on and I'll say, 'This is

i

*Secure and Safe

*Clean, well-litfacility

STUDENT SPECIAL
Prepay 3 months and receive your

4th month FREE.
*Must present valid student ID.
\u2666Subject to availability.
*Not valid in combination with
any other offer.
\u2666Offer expires 6/30/94

j
institution

UNDERGRADUATES:
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

If

Ushers for commencement
Monday, May 23rd
Find out full details
Thursday, April 14 or Friday, April 15
4:00 - 4:30 pm
O'Neill 247
For more information, ca}l Derek at

552-4330
FREE HOUSING FOR ALL VOLUNTEERS
Refreshments will be served...

?.? "
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The Classifieds
Full Time Summer Help Wanted for Chestnut Hill Family with three girls ages 10,7 and 5.
Walking distance to B.C. campus-live inor outcompetitive salary. Contact Cindy 731-5382.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for
15-20 hours of babysitting/household chores
in homes close to B.C. Call now for FALL
placement.Summer placement alsoavailable.
The Student Housing Exchange. 277-6420
SUMMERJOB- Newtonville Mom expecting a
babyin Julyseeks warm, energeic.experienced
live-out helper for 2 year old boy. Mid-May or
June through August. Possible 25-40 hrs per
week. Non Smoker, please. References required. Please Call 964-9583.
Childcare wanted for weekend and evening
hours, car required. Four children, aged 7-10,
in Chestnut Hill. Call evenings,KarenFinestone
734-5193
Childcare 3 days/wkApril throughsummer for
3 boys (ages 1,3,6) in Brookline home. Nonsmoker, must have car. Good pay. Call Carol
327-1731
Newton family seeks live-in nanny to care
for 3 year old boy and 6 month old girl. Nonsmopker, driver s license required. Brand new
room and bath. Experience and references
required. Starting date May 1. 617-969-0523
SITTER NEEDED for2 boys. Wednesdays4-6 p.m., Friday 1-4p.m. On T. Must bereliable.
punctual and have references. Call Cheryl
566-0694
Lookingfor a fun outgoingbabysitter ASAP
2 boys 1 1/2 & 3 years old- flexible hours- live
in optional.Non-smoking. Need car. Will spend
lots of time by pool in summer!! Salery negotiable. Call 969-6918
NANNY NEEDED: Full-time May 30th-June
17thfor newborn and 1 1/2 year old. 1/2 block
from campus. Pays approxmately $6/hour.
Call Stacy Deßroff at 332-0599.
Summer Opportunity. Live with family as
mother s helperin small North Shoretown with
beach and pool available call 581-0275
BabysitterNeeded. Brookline. Approximately
2 Saturday Nights per Month for 5 year old and
4 year old boy. Non-smoker. References
Required. Call 566-0015
SummerHelp- Live-in mother s helperneeded
in ocean front home with access to pool. 25
minutes from Boston. Room, board +salery.
Call 581-3859.
Available Immediately:Romrri & Board Ex-

tion in challenging language work environment. Salery commensuratewith experience
and ability. Fax resume to Caroline, 617-864-5186, ormail to LSI, P.O. Box 130, Cambridge,
MA 02139
Workout Buddy or Exercise Trainer. Young
busy male professional seeks college athlete
or exercise trainer to help loose 20 lbs. and
tone up. Three times a week in Brookline.
Hourly wage negotiable.Call Dr. Habib Hassan
at (617) 739-5111 evenings or leave a message.
Summer Job/Internships $1,200/Month
National Health Oriented Company has openings available in Marketing, Advertising and
Display forcollege students. Can earn$300.00
and up per week. All majors considered, training provided, no experienced necessary.
($1,200 amonth based on display set ups) Call
(617) 891-1233 or (617) 848-6616. MondayFriday 9-5
Part-time Job making$500to $2000 a month.
No experience necessary to offer customers
something they really need: Discounts (up to
50%) on hotels, car rentals and travel in one
simple package. 20 people needed NOW in
your area. Call (703) 523-6012 for more info.
24hr recorded message. (Not a MLM)
ASSEMBLERS: Excellentincome,easywrok
assembling products at home. 7-days-24hr,
Into 1-504-646-1700 DEPT. MA-6579
COUNCELORS- GIRLS CAMP WHT MTNS
needs Coaches, Instructors, Tennis,
Gymnatsics, Arts & Crafts, Pottery, Softball,
Basketball, Volleyball, Archery, Soccer,
Lacross, Swim(WSf) Waterski, canoe, sail,
windsurf, dance, piano Theater Director phot,
camping,ropes course office RN s Good salery
room/board laundry travel allowance JUNE
20-AUG 17 call Mike 1-800-846-9426 write
389A Neponset Norwood MA 02062
Sales- Now interviewing college students for

High income opportunity in the health and
fitness business. Flexible schedule for motivated selfstartrs. Call M-F, 9amto 1pm, 1-800-484-7322 code#7lBo
PART-TIME CLERICAL HELP WANTEDNational Mail-order Company has immediate
openings for part-time clercial positions. Duties include customer service, data entry, light
typing. Good Phone skills essential. Weekends, some nights. 15-20hrs/wk. Competitive
salary. Excellent Busniess Experience! For
morinformation contact Maureen at783-1250.
Mass Army Anvy Stores.
COMMUNICATION/JOURNALISM MAJORS! Video production company seeks student film/video makers to videotape at summer camps. You must like kids and working
outdoors. CAMP TV 800/284-8437
INTERNSHIPS- Senator Mike Barrett, Democrat for Governor. Individual rights, the environment, health care...champion these issues
and gain campaign and political experience.
CAII 623-9494. 240 A Elm St., Davis Square
REAL ESTA6 RENTAL AGENT Great
oppertunity especially if you will be in Boston
this summer. Active Brighton/BackBay office.
Will train. Car required. CAII James 267-6655.

FREE HAIRCUTS for female models on
NewburySt. Salon call Anthonyat 561-9247.
AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE. EARN BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE! (CARIBBEAN. EUROPE,
HAWII,ASIA!)HURRY!NUSYSPRING/SUMMER
SEASONS
APPROACHING.
GUARNTEEEDSUCCESS! CALL (919) 929-

-4398 EXT Ell3
ATTENTION STUDENTS! earn extra cash
stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to HomemailingProgram,
1228 Westloop #174, Manhattan KS 66502.
Start immediately!
Summer Resort Jobs- Earn tp $12/hr + tips,

Locations include Hawaii,Florida, Rocky Mountains, Alaska, New England, etc. For details
call 1-800-807-5950ext R5038
ALASKASUMMEREMPLOYMENT-Earn up
to $B,ooo+ in two months. Room and board!
Transportation! Male or Female, No experience necessary. Call (206)545-4155extA5038
CRUISESHIPS HIRING- Earn up to $2,000+/
mo.on Cruise Ships or Land-Tourcompanies.
Summer & Full-Time employment avaiable.
No exp necessary. For info, call 1-206-634-0468 ext C5038
WANTED: Part time office help. Newton Centre office is seeking enthusiaticand energetic
individuals with flexible schedules to help out
with gerneral offoce duties. ContactMichael at
558-2828 for more information.
TravelAbroadand Work. Makeuptos2,ooo-$4,000+/mo, teachingbasiccomversational in
Japan,Taiwan, or S.Korea. Noteaching backgroundor Asain languagesrequired. Forinformation call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J5038
PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED- Local photographers wanted to expand Gallery Art Access slide file. Would you like the opportunity
to sell youwork? Please call HawleyAppleton/
Photography Consultant/at (617) 482-3343
(tuesdaysonly please)> Orstopby torinformation: The Ashuah-lrvingGallery,286Congress
Street, Boston, Ma. 02210.

SUNNYBEACHESSIB9R/TCarrib. or Mexico

Europe-$169 AIRHITCH 617-254-2819 Call

for program descriptions!
Customized T-shirts for organizationas, parties, and promotions,prices start at$5.00. Call
1-800-498-2248, Ask for Jim.
EUROPE THIS SUMMER? GUIDE TO
COOLEST OF EUROPE/GREECE ON THE
CHEAP! NOT TOURISTYSTUFF. SEND $3
RB. 251A Pound Ridge Road, Bedford, NY
10506.
Catch Waves in ME, NH, MA +RI? You
should join N.E. WAVES! Call (603)-RID-A-WAV fora FREE intopac and sticker. Updated
reports, tidechart AND... interactive newsletter. CaHNovyJ

CASH FOR COLLEGE, 900,000 GRANTS
AVAILABLE. NO REPAYMENTS, EVER.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1-800-243-2435.
A.I.M. BOX 20057. DAG HAMM CC.NY. NY
10017

Kaplan, the nationa s largest test prep organization, is seeking grad school students

with excellent scores to teach our curriculum in
the Boston Area. Send resume and score
reports to: KALPAN attn: faculty resumes 142
Berkeles St, Boston MA 02116 or fax to (617)
266-0774 full details will be sent upon receipt
of resume.
FREE! Practice foreign language! If you
wouldlike to have a comversation with a native
speaker call us nowl 864-7170, The N.E.
School of English.

BC Graduate Student (CGSOM) Seeks
Roomate-to share spacious, 2 1/2bedroom,
2nd floor Apt. convenientlylocated in walking
distance to BC. Half bedroom can be converted into study; Hardwood floors: screened
in back porch; semi-private fenced in back
yard; storage space in attic and cellar; free
parking space; walking distance to laundry
mat, Charles River and BCII! $375/mth+util;
NO LEASE, Great Deal! April/May move-in; If
intrested please call Anne Marie @ 254-0959
?ATTENTION* SEPTEMBERAPARTMENTS'
GREENLINE REALTY LOCATED NEXT TO
CITYSIDE RESTUARANT. 731-5434.
STUDIOS- 1900-2000Block Comm. Aye HW
floors $575
731-5434
STUDIO- Clev. Circle, modem, clean, safe,
pool $600
731-5434
STUDIO- Dish, Disp, Micro B.C. Shuttle $600
731-5434
1 BED- Condo Quiet BLDG. $625
GREENLINEREALTY 731-5434
1 BED-Euro Kit, Micro, Dish Alarm $750
731-5434
1 BED- Split good for 2 $700
731-5434
1 BED- Luxury Hi-rise, pool, views, $915
731-5434
2 BEDS- Close to B.C. from $800
GREENLINEREALTY 731-5434
2 BEDS- Clev. Circle. B.C. Building, spacious
$1000

change plus Salery. Non-smoking, dog-lovingbabysitter for three year old girl plus new
babyexpected in early May. Exchange room
and board and salery (negotiable) for
babysitting and lighthousekeeping responsibilities. Call Terry at 965-1796. Need student
to work through the summer with option to
continue through 1994-1995 school year and
the summer of 1995.
Babysitter Needed for 2 boys: Ages 2 and 3
1/2vEveniongs/ occasional afternoon. Commonwealth Aye. Location, 4 minutesfrom main
campus. Transportation a plus. CA11617-332-

-2444
Chestnut Hill- Bright energetic person with
car needed to care fro fun 3 yr old 3 or 4
afternoons a week 566-7167
BABYSITTER WANTED for 4 year old girl
and 10 month old boy. Occvasional days/
weeknights/weekends. Needed 12N-6:3OPM
anyweekday. Musthave own car, experience,
excellent references. 964-3727
Babysitter needed for 4 and 7 year old
children. Tues,, Thurs., + Fri. 3-6p.m. car
needed 10mins from campus 969-4657
Childcare/Summerlive-in position available
in Newton Center. Exchange 15-20hrs/week
childcare for own room, private bath, seperate
enterance. Parking available, board included.
Care for two happy,active boys, ages 2 and 4
yrs.Experience and References required. Call
Barbara at 244-6030
SeekingResponsible, Energetic, Good Role
model for afternoon/eveningschildcare for two
children, ages 2 and 6. Chestnut Hill section of
Brookline (on MBTA busline #51) Call Stacy
Dimino Days #569-3221 Evenings #323-9824
Experienced Babysitter Wanted for 3 1/2
yearand 8 month old boys. Occasional Friday
afternoons; evenings. Near B.C. Law School.
Own transportation Call 964-7112 after 6 p.m.

EARN HIGH INCOME (S4OOO-S8000+) &GAIN
VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yellow page advertising in your official
student campus telephone directory. A car is
required. Call National Marketing Director,
College pro publishing at 1-800-466-2221,
ATHLETES WANTED: Sports modelsneeded
for TV & Print advertising projects. Attractive,
accomplished, male &female athletes wanted.
All sports, all ages. Sport Shots, USA (617)
631-5235.
Students Needed! Earn up to $2,000+/month
workingfor Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employmentavailable. No experience necessary. For more information call: Cruise Employment Services (206) 634-0468
ext.Cso3B.
National Park Summer Jobs- Over 25,000
openings! (including hotel staff, tour guides,
etc.) Benefits + bonubes! Apply now for best
positions. CAII 1-206-545-4804 ext. N5038
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- fisheries. Many earn $2000+/mo. in canneries or
$3000-s6ooo+/mo. on fishing vessels. Many
employersprovide benefits. No Exp. Necessary! For more info, call: 1-206-545-4155
ext.Aso3B
Part/time Clerical person for home office,
need transportation hours (extremelyflexible).
Carol 964-6074 or leave message.
H & PE Department of JCC in Newton has
the following part time openings: Childcare
(babysitting) wekdayamshifts. Lifeguardsand
WSI afternoons, evenings and Sunday AM.
Must have reliable Transportation and relevant experience. For more information contact Barry Brook or Bonnie Lewis at 965-7410
xl3O
SPANISHTRANSLATOR/EDITORNEEDED.
New England s largest translation company,
establish in 1967, seeks qualifiedprofessional
for into-Spanishtechnical, legal, medical, and
business material. Permanent, full-tiome posi-

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.

.

There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You \u2666
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own...
? $400 Cash Back or ? a Special Finance Rate*
Fersonally speaking, what you drive says a
lot about who you are. So why not say you're
one of the most exciting, fun-loving, even
sensible people going? In other words, why not
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
,
x
i
Nows the perfect time to make a personal
x
l.
*l mm n a o a
statement?because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash back or a
special finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get
$400 cash back!

, , , ,.

\u2666

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRR
whichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
/
\u25a0 and_i,«Washington,
urv-\
DC),
Pennsy\vania,
3*
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about
the College Graduate Purchase Program. (It's a
terrific way to showthe world just how smart
you really are!)

'

?Special Finance rate alternative ond Ford Credit programs not available on leases.
"To be eligible, you must graduate with a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94 and
9/30/94, This program is in addition to all other national customer incentives; except for other Ford private offers, including the
Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and vehicle
restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details,

HHnh.
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731-5434
BEDS- Condo WW. Mod.Kitchen and Bath.

2

$1000

731-5434
2 BEDS- Reservoir place Dish, Disp, Pool
$1250

731-5434
BEDS- NR Chansky s, 8.C., Shuttle, + T.
Spacious all Students. $1075
GREENLINEREALTY 731-5434
3

3 BEDS-Goodfor5. NR B.C.+ M.A. 551650
731-5434
3 BEDS- Townestates, pool, parking2 baths

731-5434
3 BEDS- Victorian House. Closeto B.C. Porch,

parking. $1550
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BEDS- Claridge House, spacious, clean, dish,
disp, on the shuttle + T $1600-1800

Sl3OO-Sl4OO

731-5434
3 BEDS- Modem Condo. Dish, H.W. Floors
Fresh Paint, Pool, Ldrysl4oo
731-5434
3 BEDS- NRShuttle + Shops, Clev.Cir 11/2
Baths $1350

731-5434
4 BEDS- Luxury unit ultra modem kit. + bath,
laundry $2300
731-5434
5 BEDS- Nr Chanskys, great apts. All B.C.
student building porch. $1500
731-5434
8 BEDS- Charming Victorian fireplaces. Off
Beacon St. Near Clev. Circle, parking. $3400

COUNSELORS NEEDED!

Friendly co-ed camp, Openings: Swim,
sailing, water-skiing, canoeing, basketball,
softball, lacrosse, field hockey, streethockey, tennis, drama, arts & crafts, gymnastics, aerobics, dance, computers and
horseback riding. Instructors positions
available, also a piano accompanist is
desired. 100 staff from U.S. and abroad.
220 campers. Contact: Jessica at 558-9821

MANY MORE AVAILABLE
Greenline Realty
BrightonSeptember apartments are in!!
Great locations. 1657-1800Comm., 1945-1947
Comm,. Sutherland Rd? Cleveland Circle, 1900 s
Beacon, Foster St., South ST., Chriswick Rd.,
Euston Rd.. and many others. 19 years ol
student rentals, call All-Bright Realty 783-9151
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES! SEPTEMBER
APARTMENTSAVAILABLE NOW FOR 1994!
GREATPLACESREALTY HAS MANY GREAT
PLACES FOR ALL YOUR OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSINGNEEDS! GREAT PLACES REALTY

1994

RENTS GREATHOUSES, GREAT APARTMENTS AND GREAT CONDOMINIUMS!!
CALL US NOW FOR BEST SELECTIONOF
HOUSES!!
SIX BED Exclusive! Five minute walk to
B.C. main Gates. Located in the heart of
Chestnut Hill. Beautiful duplexin a 2 family,
huge modern kitchen, 2 baths, fireplace,
washer, dryer, plenty of parking-quiettenants
only! »>2600+
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVE BED Exclusive turn of the century
Edwardian manor house, ballroom, 2 beautiful
bathrooms. 20 ft ceilings, European kitchen
with balcony, fireplace, skylighted loft bedroom w/ spiral staircase, quiet tenants only!
$2850.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVE BED Best location! Beacon Street ©
Cleveland Circle, 5 bed, 1 1/2 baths, modem
kitchen, washer/dryer,hardwood floors, $2200
takes it away!
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVE BED Off Sutherland Road, mint condition, townhouse near Chansky s, Quiet neighborhood, great value $2100
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

THE HEIGHTS

FIVE BED 1800 block Comm Aye! Great
Condo with 2 baths, huge amounts of space,
like having yours own house, parking, etc.,
$2200.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOURBED Exclusive! OffComm. Aye,beautiful house, alarmed, new floors, beautifully
modem kitchen and bath, fireplace, yard, porch,
parking,laundry, verysunny, exquisite $2300.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Walk to B.C. in 10 minutes!
Near Greycliff dorm. Hardwood Floors, living
room, dining room, fireplace, modern kitchen
and bath, laundry, parking, Jacuzzi $2300.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Near Chansky s in brick
townhouse, all modern, hardwood floors,
$1700.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOURBED 1700 block Comm. Aye. Many
apartments available for groups, 1 1/2 baths,
modem kitchen $360-$375 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Exclusive! Off Chiswick Road,
large and spacious, modem kitchens and 2
baths, fun and funky, uniquecondo, great steal
of a deal $1600.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOURBED Walk to Chanskys! Brand new
apartments in good condition, good size bedrooms, hardwood floors, porches and parking
$1400

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Near Chansky s, cheapsteal of
a deal! Newly renovated, huge apartments,
twobaths, parking, all student building!$1400
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Very cute, very modern small
condo near Bluestone Bistro, top floor, very
sunny, parking, laundry $1400.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Walk to 8.C., huge and spacious apartment in house, great value. $1100-$l3OO.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Designer living in charming
brick Back B<ty style townhouse, onB.C. shuttle
and T, exp: ied brick, 2 baths, gourmet designer kitchen, yard with patio, garage, living
room, dining room, fireplaces, very cozy and
unique! $2600.
GREATPLACES REALTY

964-8900
THREE BED

Exclusive! Extraordinary,
unique,sumptuous and luxurious, three apartments available in Cleveland Circle mini mansion. Architectural Digest Living in the most
luxurious apartmentsanywhere! Beautiful and
exquisite details. Only for the connoisseur!
Great location, Cleveland Circle! $450-$475
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At 4.5 lbs., Canon's Typestar? 10 and 220 may

x\be lightweight, but they're heavyweights in

the world of portable typewriters.
They print crisp, clean characters sure to
impress the most demanding professors.
And they have automatic features mtmmmmtft^llf!!^llimM
like word and character delete,
underlining and centering to make fl
B
it easier to create better looking \u25a0
M
Typestario
papers. On the Typestar 220, there's

built-in spell checker/corrector so you don't
have to drag along a dictionary,
What's more, their non-impact printing lets
you take them to quiet places such as the library,
And because they can also run on batteries, you
can even take them to the park,
To find out where you can
fl
H pick up a Typestar personal
\u25a0
\u25a0 typewriter of your own, call
even a

Typestar22o

1-800-4321-HOP.

Canon

each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED HugeVictoriancondosinpopular student buildings near Chanskys, biggest
living rooms anywhere, alarmed, modern
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, deeded
parking, a deal! $325-$375 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Walk to 8.C., great apartment
in house, living room, dining room, eat-in
kitchen, porch, modern bath, parking $1475+.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Exclusive! Twoblockstoß.C!
lovely top floor of house, livingroom, dining
room, fireplace, kitchen, porch, laundry,parking and attic space for storage. Good tenants
only! $1525.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Great apartment in 2000block
Comm. Aye! Modern kitchen +bath, hardwood
floors, porch + laundryin apartment! Walk to
school! $1600
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Exclusive! CharmingChriswick
Road ultra luxurious condo! Wall to wall,
modernkitchen and bath, a/c, laundryin kitchen,
parking $1550.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Ultraluxurious! Duplexincondo
bldg. near Chanskys. Alarmed, Jacuzzi, two
baths, central a/c. laundry, fireplace, wall to
wall, etc, etc. $1800.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Popular Circle location! Look
at Many Anne s from your bedroom! 1 1/2
baths, all student buildings,needwe say more!
$1295.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED For those on a budget! Near
Chansky s, all renovated, hardwood floors, all
student buildings, parking available, Cheap,
Cheap, Cheap$1075.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Off Lake Street, country setting on pond, luxury condos, a/c, modern
kitchen, two baths, parking and pool! $1400-$l5OO
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED 200- block Comm. Aye. great
condo in mint condition! Perfect for 3! $950.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Exclusive! All newly renovated
condo in luxury building in Cleveland Circle,
elevator building,pool, great views, watch the
action at Cityside from this condo-perfect for 4!
$1350.
GREATPLACES REALTY

-

964-8900
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TWO BED Exclusive! Lovely townhouse,
with hardwood floors, modem kitchen + bath,
near Bluestone Bistro! $1225.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Walk to B.C! Elevator building,
laundry, live-in superintendent, very convenient location $275-$325 each.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Cleveland Circle! Popular B.C.
building on shuttle + T, across from Mary
Anne s. $995
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Near 8.C., all B.C. building,large
modem kitchens, livingroom, hardwood floors.
$900-$llOO,
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Near B.C, 2000 block Comm.
Aye, great deal for the $$$! $850.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED Ultra moderncondo buildingnear
Chansky s! Alarmed, a/c, two floors, washer/
dryer, new, new, new! $1100.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED Beautiful condo near B.C! Top
floor, very sunny, porch, new K+B, laundry in
building, $900.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED Exclusive! Charming older Tudor
building near B.C. $550!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBEROF 1994, CALLUS
NOW TO SELECTYOUR NEW HOME FOR
SEPTEMBER BEFORE SCHOOL SEMESTER ENDS. WE HAVE THE LARGEST B.C
STAFF ANYWHERE! WE RE LOCATED 2
BLOCKS WESTOFTHE B.C. MAINGATEAT
THE CORNER OF MANET ROAD AND
COMM. AYE.
CALL US NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT!
GREATPLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTHAVENUE
CHESTNUT HILL
964-8900
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-9800
HILLSIDEPROPERTIES73I-0101SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS
Studio-Luxury dish, disp, micro, health club,
alarm 600
1 Bed-Walk to BC Xlarge, good for two, dish,
disp 750
2 Bed- 1999 Comm, lowest price in the complex 850
2_Bed.-Cleveland Circle, Mod, Condo, Dish,
Disp, Pool 950
3 Bed-Two bath, dish, disp, balcony, large
1000
3 Bed-Sutherland Road, wall to wall, dish,
disp, modern 1100
4 Bed-BC Bus, very large, dining-room, den
1450
5 Bed-Pnce Buster, all BC building,only 1500
Many More Available HILLSIDE PROPERTIES-1694 Commonwealth Aye
731-0101
SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS! APARTMENTS SEPTEMBER! NEED AN APARTMENT FOR SEPTMEBER 94? AT HOME
REALTY IS B.C. s #1 APARTMENTS

I

SOURCE! SPECIALIZING IN GREAT
APARTMENTS & HOUSES FOR LARGE
GROUPS!!! CALL TODAYFOR THE BEST
SELECTION! WE LL PICK YOU UP AND
DROP YOU OFF! WE YE GOT YOUR
HOUSE! READONFOR ASAMPLEOFOUR
GREAT B.C. APTS....
13 beds. ..Victorian mansion! 2 full modern
kitchens, pkg,washer/dryers,multi baths cream
of the crop!...Call
736-1820
10 beds...Strathmore Rd, 4 parking, 2 kitchens, recent renovations, modern...s36oo
738-1820
9bed. ..Gorgeous, x-traclean townhouse, dish
& disp, large bedrooms, fireplace.,.s36so
738-1820
7beds... Beautiful multi-level townhouse. 100%
modem! 3 baths, 2 parking...s36oo
738-1820

I

738-1820
6 beds. ..extra large unit in the heartof Cleveland Cir, Ultra mod kitchen...s22oo
738-1820
6 beds.. .walk to campus! Whole house with 6
pkg spaces, huge r00m5.,,53800
738-1820
5 beds...Mint cond, large townhouses, mod
eat-in-kitch, porce, fireplace...s2loo
738-1820
5 beds. ..Oft Comm Aye, walk to school! 2
parking...sllso

738-1820
Too many houses to list!
4 beds...Ultra mod! Luxury unit, new gourmet
kitchen, wash/dryer, pkg...52300
738-1820

don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sendingUncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only easeyour current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income?especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
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m0d...51200

738-1820
2 beds...Luxury townhouse, modern & clean
$1200

'

k\s

system.

Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

.

*H;T=Ta

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it!"

CREF certificatesare distributedby FIAA-CREF Individual and InstitutionalServices. For morecomplete information, including charges andexpenses,
call 1800-842-275), ext. 8016for a prospectus. Read tbe prospectuj carefully before you invest or sendmoney
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No turn downs!
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~ "°FHD THE COUPON TODAY
*
waiting!
Your credit cards
**r*

°*

Ho credit checks!
Secur"ity dePOSit!

are

\u25a0

"SIGNATURE

"?'

\u25a0

j

16516, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Now y° u can have two of the most recognized and
%r
M_ Mjm9l want VISA»/MASTERCARD« Credit
credit cards in the
and MasterCaid* I
credit carda.."ln your name EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN I Cardsapproved Immediately. 100° o GUARANTEED!
3
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE! a
«\
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you I
deserve and need for? ID?BOOKS?DEPARTMENT | N Aup
STORES?TUITION?ENTERTAINMENT?
/#?)
EMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS?RESTAURANTS?
ADDRESS
HOTELS?MOTELS?GAS?CAR RENTALS?
-v
\
u
2
5
a
0
REPAIRS?AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
CITY
STATE ZIP
>|
STUDENT?
Yes
No
CC#
.avlf*

l
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738-1820
3beds.. .Large, clean units on Sutherland Rd

diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity?all backed
by the nations number oneretirement

I

V^rrfSt^^WWrn
RT3lk\
PR1K\SJ

SEBVW'

r00m5...51300

Benefit nowfrom tax deferral. Call our SUA hotline 1800-842-2733,ext. 8016.

\u25a02A2AiJ*laAi£inAdUM«

M.

738-1820
3 beds... Victorian rehab, x-tra sunny, on the
shuttle parking inc!...51400
738-1820
3 beds.. .Pristine house off Comm, 100%
m0d..,51400
738-1820
3 beds. ..Off Comm Aye, 2 baths, huge

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality oflife.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range ofallocation choices?from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the

a

AMERICAN PASSAGE MEDIA CORPORATION
215 West Harrison
Seattle, WA 98119-4107

\-r»%firPS,

huge.sl67s

-?^

year, lot of people make a
Every
huge mistake on their taxes.They

STUDENT MARKETING REP

A
jM

s, porch parking, nice!...51350

738-1820
4 beds...Off 2000 Comm., semi mod, large
bedrooms, porch, pkg avail...sl2oo
738-1820
3 beds.. .Ultra mod house! luxury! cathedral
ceilings! all x-tras, Clev Cir..,52000
738-1820
3 beds... In house, walk to class, dish & disp,

738-1820
3 beds.. .Luxury in a house, gorgeous and

TfflS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Outgoing, sales-oriented students needed to
work promotional events at the Boston Red Sox
home games. Part time, excellent pay. Mustbe
available lo work every home game. For more
information call 1 -800-359-6676 and ask lor
the Boston Red Sox program

LlJMfl

Chansky
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tra spacious, parking,renovated.,.sl6oo

738-1820
4 beds... Renovated 3 unit house near

parking, large bedrooms...slBoo

Htt

3

t-cA

4 beds.. .duplex townhouse, 2 baths, unique
loft bedroom X-tra large & m0d!...52400
738-1820
4 beds... 100% new! gigantic, sunny, 2 baths,
laundry,pkg one of the best!...slBoo
738-1820
4 beds...The Claridge House, dish & disp, X-

ifggiiiigisi

1

STUDENT

beds.. .large 2 fam house 2 baths, porch,
laundry in the apartment!..s33oo

7
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NOTE; MasterCard Is a registered
Visa Is a registered
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trademark of MasterCard Internal tonal Inc
VISA USA. Inc. and VISA IntrmatJonaJ
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Domino's Pizza Announces:
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738-1820
I
Four/Five Beds- Many in houses, all near
B.C. good for 5-6people From $1400
2 beds.. .Ultra mod with euro kitch, health
Six/Eight Beds Also Avail.
c1b..5975
I
738-1820
I
CALL FOR TODAYS SPECIALS
2 beds. -Sutherland Road, best deal out
NEW ENGLAND REALTY
$
~
B5O
there!.
164 HARVARD AVENUE
738-1820
ALLSTON OPEN & DAYS
TOO MANY 2 BEDS TOLIST! STUDIOS & 1
787-5511
BEDS, TOO! 738-1820 THESE ARE JUST A
FEW OF OUR GREATAPTSFOR SEPTEMHEY SOPHOMORES! NEED AN APARTBER 94! HUNDREDS MORE! ALL AREAS! MENT FOR SEPTEMBER 94? AT HOME
ALL SIZES ALL PRICE RANGES! CALL REATLY ISB.C. S#l APARTMENT SOURCE!
TODAYFORTHE BESTSELECTION! WE LL
738-1820
COME AND PICK YOU UP! AT HOME RE- \WE STILL HAVE A HUGE SELECTION OF
ALTY 1212-B COMM AYE 738-1820
GREAT APARTEMNTS! ALL SIZES AND
We HaveA Large SelectionOf Apartments. PRICE RANGES! STUDIO, 1 BR, 2 BRS, 3
BRS, 4 BRS, 5 BRS... HOUSES, TOO! CALL
All apartments located on or near bus line or
walking distance to BC. Studios 450+ some
TODAY! 738-1820 AT HOME REALTY 738with alcoves.! bedrooms, somemodem,many
-1820AT HOME REALTY 738-1820 ATHOME
splitable, good for 2 or 3 people. 675+. 2
REALTY 738-1820.
as
as
to
starting
bedrooms
low
625
1000.
Home for Sale: West Newton Hill, 11 room
Sunnyviews w/balconies. Many 2,3,4,5 and 6
colonial, 7 Bedrooms. 4 1/2 Baths. Finished
bedroom houses. Call for choice. We have basement. Screened porch. Officeand AY pair
excellent values. All types, many different
potential.$599,900. owner #617-332-2444
prices. Weekly specials are available. Call
Now, James Reality 267-6655. Apartments For Rent: Brighton Sept 1 Modem two bed
condo near BC, parking, swimming pool, balalso available in Boston-Back Bay-South End.
cony, w/w, a/c, $920; 2 beds off Comm Aye.
Bay Realty Group, Inc.-Save money $$ after
$800. Owner-232-3658.
the RUSH.
Aye
s,
Studio near Chestnut Hill
$550
1 Bedroom: Great for 2 $700
1 Bedroom: Very Lux, a TEN $800
2 Bedroom: Great for walk to B.C. $900-1000
SPRING BREAK SALE! The hottest destinaLarge 2 Beds: Washer/Dryer$1000-1200
tions for 1994! Jamaica,Cancun, Bahamas, S.
Parking
Padre,
3 Beds: Chnswick Rd.
Florida starting at $109 Book now and
$1300-1400
save $$$! Organize small group travel free!!
3Beds: Study, fireplace, parking $1400-1500
Splash
Sun
Tours 1-800-426-7710
4 Beds: Plenty still remain, call. $1500-1800
Call for our brochure 782-6666 Open every-
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ANY MEDIUM PIZZA!
up
Hand-tossed Original or CcrrispyThin Crust with

3or your favorite toppings for pick-up or delivery to

to

day
ATTENTIONSTUDENTS-specializing in rentals for all of B.C.
Studios- located on Comm. Aye, and at circle
from $500
One Beds- near CHANSKY s, split $650
Two Bedrooms-walk to B.C. good for 3-4

BC Campus Only! Limit one portion per topping.
ULTIMATEDEEP DISHCrust $1.00 extra.
& GETTWISTY BREAD FOR ONLY 990 MORE!

/

each

YOUR CHOICE:
? ANY LARGE

Hand-tossed Original or Ccmspy Thin Crust with
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PIZZA!
up

3 of your favorite toppings tor pick-up Of delivery to
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to

Three Bedrooms- SUTHERLAND, COMM.

i AYE. Some two baths from $1050

egant...sloso

SPECIALS!

/
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i
738-1820
! $900
2 beds. ..Renovated, X-tra large & el-
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Ad rates are: $5.00 for the first 25 words, $.25
each additional word. B.C. discount- $3.00.
$.20, Pre-payment is required. The deadline is
Thursday at noon, late ads will run in the next
issue. We do not send tearsheets. 617-552-3548.
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VOLUNTEER
in
MEXICO

\u25a0

BC Campus Only! Limit me portion per topping,
ULTIMATE DEEP DISHCrust $t.OO extra.
& GET TWISTY BREAD FOR ONLY 99C MORE!

IGNACIO VOLUNTEERS

Christmas break program
in TIJUANA

doing service work at
the US-MEXICO border
RECRUITMENT
Meeting

f

Tuesr April 5
Bpm Cushing 001

w
JPARI S I
M//

y[

Sponsored by the Chaplaincy Office

I
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SUMMER PROGRAMS 1994
May 24-June 10 \u2666June 13-July 22
June 19-July 9 ?July 25-Augus,t 12

The Quality Time of Your Life

More than 50 courses from the University's
HI curriculum,
offered for credit or non-credit.

French Language I mmmersion programs
in Paris and Biarritz.
Weekend excursions to historic regions of France:
Normandy, Alsace, the Loire Valiey,Giverny,
Chartres, and the French Riviera.
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Call Us!
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Make this summer your time
new beginnings.

A 30-SLI6E DOMINATOR!

P*

Nearly 3sqft of pizza! Ahuge3o*X:io^re^rigulaf;pi?2aWith up lo 3of yourfavorite toppings* Available for Pick-Up
Only. GREAT FOR PARTIES!!

1994 Slimmer Programs brochure:
merican University ofParis
mcr Programs / US Office
'xst llth Street, Suite 434
v York," New York 10003
Tel.: (212) 677-4870 Fax: (212) 475-5205

782-5655
Hill

Mon.-Weds. 4pm-lam
Fri. &Sat. ....
11am-3am

160 Chestnut
?
?

Aye.

.. -

Thurs. 4pm-2am
Sun. .11am-lam
I

\u25a0\u25a0

"

\
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Valid For A Limited Time At Chestnut Hill A we. Store ONL Y.

Valid on pick-up or delivery to Boston College Campus ONLY, Offer may be withdrawn without notiw.
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
Your Key

To UGBC

Traveler^)
Conte Forum
Bpm, Wednesday, April 6
Tickets are $5.00 at the McElroy ticket booth

Bpm, Tuesday, April 19
Tickets are $5.00 at the McElroy ticket booth

~

_M\. H
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M

Black Family Weekend's

\\

C Vl 1 1 r+ \r Yj Twentieth Annual Fashion
J
v
Show

spm, Saturday, April 9

$B.oo&bcid

Sntunlnv AnriJ 9
ts 00

Devlin 006

All are welcome to attend

Phunkie Phat Phamily Party

GoSpel Concert

10P m> Saturday, April 9

Bpm, Friday, April 8
St. Joseph's Chapel, Gonzaga Hall Free

Shea Function Room, Conte Forum
Included with Fashion Show

Sunday MOlTling
Service *\W^

Assimilation Blues
10am, Saturday, April 9
higgins3o4

Dr. Robin Cook-Nobles
This is a workshop designed for parents of African American ,
Caribbean and African children in majority white learning

environments

\u25a0

Reception, Networking & Discussion
2pm, Saturday, April 9
New Dining Hall

uuuu^

This will be a lively panel discussion about "life after
college" hosted by notable BC alumni
You should have a ticket for Black Family Weekend to attend

11 am, oUYiaay, f\pril 1U

fc Joseph 's Chapel, Gonzaga Hall

Awards BfUIlCh.

with guest speaker Leroi Jones
(a.k.a. Amiri Baraka)
12:30pm, Sunday, April 10
McElroy Commons
Black Family weekend ticket needed to enter
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Boston College
Bookstore
m

Notre Dame,
Beanpot, Sweet
16, Carquest,...

/

Come see the
latest in
merchandise to
compliment our
achievements!!

$1 Bud Drafts Every Day!
10 Cent Buffalo Wings!
Mondays -9to 11 pm

Pool Table * 5 Ft. T.V.* 20 Beers
UNION ST. & The ATTIC Bar
107 R Union St.(behind Bayßank)
Newton Centre, MA #964-6684
Green LineQl) Newton Centre Stop

-

The dictionary has at
least three definitions for
"value" So do we.
*yFWBt*

Powerßoolr 165 4/160.

internal AppleCD?3ooi CD-ROM Drive, Appitf Color
Plus 14"Display, AppleExtendedKeyboardHand'mouse.

Only $2,416.00.

Only $1,799.00.

55*

MacintoshQuadra' 66tkv8/230, *3SHPB
<ntem^ AppkCD«3ooi CD-ROMDrive, Apple" Audiom*? 14"
Display, Apple Extended'Keyboardßandmouse.

Only $2,606.00.

available within your budget. Meaning you get it all. Power. Quality. And affordGiving people more valuefor theirmoney hasmade Macintosh" the best-selling
personal computer on campuses and across the coun- BBOTipiMHIBHIHMnpaWIBfaH ability. It's that simple. So, if that sounds like value
to yOUj visit your Apple Campus i
i
try for the past two years* And that's a trend that
*£m
likely
today.
dictionary
is
Reseller
And leave your
at home.
WW.
to continue. Because there are Macintosh and Powerßook" models

Boston College Computer Store
Gasson Hall, Room 15 or call 552-8563,
Mon.-Fri. 10am-4pm, Thurs evenings until 6pm
Apple Computer loan applications available at BC Computer Store
?Maques%l9M.®l994 Apple ampu&, Inc.
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